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Abstract	
Image processing techniques for object detection and tracking using a top-view camera are 

presented in this thesis. Finding reliable object features, especially in an environment when 

distinctive object features are not available or change significantly (e.g., cluttered 

backgrounds, objects with different sizes) can be challenging for any image processing-based 

object detection and tracking.  

Motion-based detection methods offer one of the most robust approaches for detecting 

moving objects. However, different object speeds and the requirement for a background 

model of a scene are the main challenges for image processing motion-based detection 

approaches. We have developed a novel motion detection algorithm entitled Adaptive 

Accumulated Frame Differencing (AAFD) which detects objects with different motions using 

adaptive temporal window sizes and with no need for a background model. Quantitative and 

qualitative evaluation have been performed, and our method achieved the best accuracy (i.e., 

F-measure) compared with the state-of-the-art mixture of Gaussians (MOG) method.  

A novel track-by-detection algorithm is proposed. Our algorithm combines motion detection 

using adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) with Shi-Tomasi corner detection to 

robustly track people particularly when their distinctive features are not available. This 

approach allowed robust blunder recovery and reduced the tracking drift. We show that our 

approach achieves excellent performance in terms of the multiple object tracking accuracy 

(MOTA) metrics, and that it is particularly robust to initialisation differences when compared 

with baseline and state-of-the -art trackers. Using Online Tracking Benchmark (OTB) videos, 

we also demonstrate that our tracker is very strong in the presence of background clutter, 

deformation and illumination variation as evidenced on general dataset. 

The high-level knowledge derived from our course-to-fine tracker is then used to build a 

robust background model which is particularly capable of modelling the background when 

foreground objects are present from the start, and in most of the video frames, while not 

erroneously incorporating slow or intermittently moving objects into the background model. 

These are key issues discussed in the background subtraction literature. This is achieved by 

improving the traditional running average method using high-level knowledge of object 

motion as an analysis step to distinguish foreground and background pixels, feeding this back 
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into the per-pixel model. Experimental results show that our method works well and 

outperforms the state-of-the-art mixture of Gaussians and running average background 

subtraction methods. 
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 Chapter	1:	Introduction	
1.1	Introduction	
The need for meeting support technologies 

Meetings are important events in any organisation. They are essential for knowledge sharing, 

knowledge creation, information exchange and informed decision making. For a variety of 

reasons, people may not be able to attend a meeting or may miss important information even 

if they do attend. Note taking is one of the possible solutions; however, this can be subjective 

and inaccurate, as well as laborious. To address this problem, a meeting recorder is needed 

to enable future reviewing. 

Meeting recording and understanding has attracted much attention via research on a diverse 

range of technologies. These technologies range from physical capturing to meeting analysis 

and semantic processing. Meeting capture records different types of data needed for meeting 

analysis such as video, audio and textual data. Meeting analysis is a low-level processing layer 

used to analyse the captured data from the meeting capture module, while semantic 

processing is a high-level layer which is responsible for handling semantic manipulation such 

as browsing (Yu and Nakamura, 2010). 

The analysis of human activities inside meeting rooms has received significant interest in the 

literature, and has been the focus of a number of international projects attempting to develop 

prototypes for intelligent meeting rooms (Renals et al., 2012). Projects have included the 

Multi Modal Meeting Manager (M4) project (McCowan et al., 2003; McCowan et al., 2005b), 

the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI) project (Janin et al., 2003), the Augmented 

Multi-party Interaction (AMI) project (McCowan et al., 2005a), the Computers in the Human 

Interaction Loop (CHIL) project (Mostefa et al., 2007) and the Cognitive Assistant that Learns 

and Organizes (CALO) project (Tur et al., 2008); see Chapter 2 for more details.  

An essential building block for scene analysis is the detection and tracking of objects in the 

scene. The biggest challenge facing visual tracking systems in indoor environments (e.g. 

meeting scenarios) is still the reliable detection of persons when their appearance changes 

from different camera views, with partial occlusions occurring in natural uncontrolled 

environments (Stiefelhagen et al., 2008; Bernardin et al., 2006a; Odobez & Lanz, 2012).  
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Meetings 

Object detection and tracking is an important problem with a wide range of applications  

including robotics, video surveillance, autonomous driving vehicles and intelligent systems 

(i.e., smart meeting rooms). We focus on meeting analysis for several reasons.  

 

Firstly, meetings found everywhere and spread nearly in every aspect of our communal lives 

whether in the work or simply in arranging our private affairs. Secondly, what happens in 

meeting is really important. Meetings are the milestones for many people to schedule and do 

their work. In collaborative decision-making, the meeting is a place where the group goals 

and work are shaped. Understanding what happens in meetings is very useful whether the 

aim is to expose the meeting's content or simply to identify where the process of a group can 

be improved. Thirdly, most organizations work globally, in the face of business 

fragmentations, and this presents difficulties for an organization to maintain and access the 

institutional memory which they need to make good decisions. It is difficult or even 

impossible to document everything. Therefore, it is economically important to control 

important information in meeting ranging from recording, analysis to access the content. 

Finally, many organizations record and archive their important meetings, even without a 

decent tool to review what they have stored later. Improving this technology effectively bring 

benefits to organization’s members as well as for personal benefits. People cannot always 

attend all meetings that affect them, accessing their content efficiently are likely to help 

(opescu-Belis and Carletta, 2012). 

	

1.2	Research	strategy	and	objectives	

This research project is concerned with developing image processing methods for people 

detection and tracking in indoor environments (e.g. meeting rooms) using a top view 

camera.The motivation behind object detection using an overhead view is that all objects can 

typically be seen clearly, with much less occlusion than would be seen in other views. 

However, using an overhead view for people detection also poses challenges, such as the fact 

that people’s appearance relies on the position of the person in relation to the centre of the 
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image,1 as well as cluttered backgrounds (i.e., the background near an object has a similar 

colour to the object) and a lack of distinctive colour (Ahmed & Adnan, 2017). 

Due to a lack of clear image features available when detecting and tracking people from 

overhead, we focus our approach on movement rather than feature tracking. The traditional 

techniques for movement-based detection (e.g., background subtraction), however, require 

background models. The background model is initialised at the first frame, which is assumed 

to be cleaned of any foreground objects (which may be difficult to achieve in many real-world 

scenarios) or the background can be initialised using a set of training frames which may or 

may not have moving objects. However, when foreground objects are present in most video 

frames, a robust background model may be difficult to achieve (Bouwmans, 2014). For 

example, people in meeting rooms are present in most video frames, therefore it is difficult 

to achieve a robust background image.  

Also, the traditional techniques for movement-based detection struggle when objects exhibit 

varying movement speeds (e.g., with periods of no movement and periods of fast movement). 

Often, slow-moving objects cannot be successfully omitted from the background model, nor 

can they be detected by traditional consecutive frame differencing methods.  

Therefore, the initial phase of this project was to implement a motion-based detection 

algorithm. The first objective was to develop a motion-based technique based on frame 

differencing, which adaptively detects people from the overhead camera in a meeting room 

with no need for a background model, as well as detecting objects with different types of 

motion. The background is sometimes unavailable (e.g. in places where there are always 

obstacles) and we chose to focus on these situations. The intention was to develop and test 

an algorithm for these situations, with the potential to become a useful tool for wider image 

processing applications when there is no available background image; see Chapter 5, section 

5.4 

The next phase of the project was to apply the developed motion detection algorithm to 

people tracking. The objective was to implement a multi-stage track-by-detection approach 

which robustly tracks people in an environment, when their appearance changes significantly 

 
1 Due to the angle of the image (direction when if the person is at the centre, or, from a side view, where 
he/she is at the edge). 
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or is partially overlapped, or in an environment with a cluttered background; these are noted 

in the tracking literature as key challenges for a tracker. In order to build a robust tracking 

algorithm, the motion detection algorithm developed was combined with a feature-based 

technique. Therefore, a track-by-detection algorithm which would allow robust blunder 

recovery was developed; see Chapter 5, section 5.6. 

Visual object tracking is a fundamental goal in computer vison, with numerous real-world 

applications including robotics, surveillance and intelligent systems for indoor scene analysis 

(e.g., smart meeting systems). The meeting room application was chosen as a primary testing 

environment for our detection and tracking algorithm for several reasons. First, meetings are 

very important events for everyday life. Therefore, a smart meeting system which 

automatically records the meeting and analyses the content for future reviewing is needed. 

The meeting analysis layer is an important focus of this research. An essential building block 

for meeting analysis is the detection and tracking of people. Developing a robust tracking 

method for smart meeting rooms is one of the technologies which needs further 

improvement. Improving this technology to a level that is robust will therefore contribute to 

the advances of smart meeting system technologies. The Augmented Multiparty Interaction 

(AMI) public meeting corpus was used to evaluate the performance of our proposed 

approach; see Chapter 6. 

In order to assess the performance of our developed tracker generally, the online tracking 

benchmark (OTB) was used, which allows analysis of tracker performance based on different 

tracking challenges, such as background clutter (BC), deformation (DEF), illumination 

variation (IV), scale variation (SV) and occlusion (OCC); see Chapter 7. 

The final phase of this project was concerned with addressing issues related to background 

modelling techniques, since background modelling is a fundamental data product in image 

processing. The quality of the background image is an important factor for accurate extraction 

of foreground objects. The objective related to this phase was to develop a robust background 

model using object information which is especially capable of modelling the background when 

foreground objects are present from the start and in most of the video frames, while not 

erroneously incorporating slow-moving objects into the background model due to 

intermittent object motion. These are key issues in the background modelling literature, and 
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yet, most of the existing background modelling methods concentrate on the modelling 

appearance of pixels, and they do not take object information into account when modelling 

the background; see Chapter 5, Section 5.7.  The strategy employed during this project, in 

order to meet the research objectives, is described using a flow diagram in Figure 1.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Flow diagram illustrating the overall research strategy. 
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1.3	Contributions	

The main contribution of this thesis are as follows: 

• A novel motion detection method entitled adaptive accumulated frame differencing 

(AAFD). The AAFD is implemented to detect objects with different motion and with no 

prior knowledge of the scene's background. 

The other contributions are as follows: 

1. A track by detection algorithm using the combination of a motion-based technique 

and a feature-based technique (i.e., corner features). This algorithm combines 

techniques that use totally different evidence (i.e., one is temporal, while the other is 

spatial) and allows robust blunder recovery to track people robustly while reducing 

the tracking drifts. 

2. The combination of corner features with frame differencing data to detect moving 

corner points using a novel score function. 

 

1.4	Chapter-by-chapter	overview	

This thesis consists of four sections, including this introductory section. The contents of the 

remaining sections are as follows: 

Section 2 (chapter 2- 4) presents a literature review discussing each technique that is applied 

throughout the thesis. Chapter 2 gives an overview of smart meeting systems, with a focus 

on people-tracking approaches in meeting rooms. Chapter 3 reviews object detection in terms 

of motion-based detection methods; then, generative and discriminative tracking techniques 

are described. Chapter 4 describes background subtraction methods with a focus on 

background models which do not apply a deep learning algorithm and deal with 

bootstrapping and intermittent object motion challenges in background modelling. 

Section 3 presents the development and evaluation of the detection and tracking methods 

that have been developed. Section 3 (a) (Chapter 5) focuses on the development of the 

algorithms proposed in this project. In Chapter 5, an experimental analysis of the traditional 

motion-based detection algorithms is presented. This chapter also highlights the limitation of 
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traditional motion detection methods and presents the development and testing of the novel 

adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) method, which uses different temporal 

window sizes to detect objects with different motion adaptively based on the analysis of the 

shape of movement blob features. Section 5.6 describes the track-by-detection algorithm 

which has been developed in this thesis for robust tracking in situations with a cluttered 

background and lack of strong object features. In Section 5.7, the development and evaluation 

of the background modelling algorithm is described.  

Section 3(b) (Chapters 6 -7) discusses the detailed testing analysis of our track-by-detection 

algorithm described in Section 5.6. Chapter 6 gives an overview of the most common 

evaluation metrics which have been applied in meeting contexts, and more generally. 

Qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the tracking method in a meeting context are also 

discussed. Comparisons of the developed tracking method to the baseline and state of the art 

tracking methods are also presented in this chapter. This chapter also highlights the 

component-based evaluation which reports the accuracy for each component of the 

developed tacking method. In Chapter 7, a per-attribute analysis using a general data set (i.e., 

the online tracking benchmark) is presented. This chapter gives an overview of the online 

tracking benchmark. Quantitative evaluation and comparisons to the state-of-the-art trackers 

based on most challenging attributes (e.g., background clutters and occlusion) are also 

discussed.  

In Section 4 (Chapter 8) the conclusion and proposals for future work are highlighted. Chapter 

8 offers a summary and conclusion, and it discusses the potential direction for this future 

work.  
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Introduction	

This section presents a comprehensive literature review of each technique that is applied 

throughout the thesis.  As the main application area of our detection and tracking algorithm 

is in meeting room, chapter 2 provides an overview of smart meeting systems, with a focus 

on participant tracking approaches. The state of the art for moving object detection and 

tracking is described in Chapter 3. This chapter reviews motion detection methods as these 

provide robust ways of considering an environment when distinctive object features are not 

clear (e.g. in the case of people detection from overhead camera). Chapter 4 gives an 

overview of the background subtraction methods that address the two challenges in 

background modelling: the bootstrapping problem in background initialisation and the 

intermittent object motion in background maintenance step. Our objective is to use high level 

knowledge of object motion to model the background robustly when people are present from 

the start and in most of the video frames as well as making very small motions. 
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 Chapter	2:	People	detection	and	tracking	in	Smart	meeting	
rooms		

2.1	Introduction	

This chapter gives an overview of smart meeting systems, focusing on people tracking (i.e., 

the meeting recognition layer of smart meeting systems). The literature relating to smart 

meeting systems is explored in section 2.2. Section 2.3 focuses on literature pertaining to 

tracking algorithms in a meeting context. High-level meeting analysis literature is summarised 

in section 2.4 

 

2.2	Smart	meeting	systems	

2.2.1	Introduction	

Two recent survey papers proposed by Yu and Nakamura’s (2010) and Freitas et al., (2015) 

present a survey of existing research and technologies in smart meeting systems. These 

propose a general architecture for the design of a smart meeting room. This consists of three 

basic components, which are the meeting capture module, the meeting recognition module 

and the semantic processing module; see Figure 2.1. Meeting capture is a layer which 

captures different types of data needed for meeting analysis, such as video, audio and textual 

data. Meeting recognition is a low-level layer used to analyse the captured data from the 

meeting capture module. It consists of person identification, speech recognition and activity 

recognition. Semantic processing is a high-level layer which is supported by the recognition 

layer. It is responsible for handling semantic manipulation such as meeting annotation, 

indexing and browsing. 
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Figure 2.1: Generic architecture of a smart meeting system (Yu and Nakamura, 2010). 

 

2.2.2	Smart	meeting	systems	

Building smart meeting systems relies on many technologies, with goals ranging from 

automatic recording to recognition and interpretation. Since the end of the 1990s, much 

research has been carried out on the automatic recording, recognition and interpretation of 

meetings. A list of smart meeting systems is shown in Table 2.1.  

An early smart meeting system was introduced in 1998 (Waibel et al., 1998; Waibel et al., 

2001; Gross et al., 2000). The meeting room system consists of many components, which 

include a camera and microphone to record the meeting, software for speaker identification, 

speech recognition, and dialogue summarisation for the recognition functions and a meeting 

browser to allow the user to search and browse a meeting.  

The Distributed Meetings (DM) system was developed by Microsoft. It consists of an 

omnidirectional camera and microphone array designed for capturing meetings. Its 

recognition module consists of sound source localisation and person detection and tracking. 

A meeting browser enables users to choose a preferred view of the meeting room (e.g., all 

meeting participants). Furthermore, this system supports meeting broadcast and future 

reviewing (Cutler et al., 2002). 

A portable meeting recorder was proposed by Lee et al. (2002). It is a portable device 

consisting of an omnidirectional camera, with four microphones at the corners. Firstly, the 

audio is processed to detect the location of the speaker. Recognition modules such as face 

extraction, motion analysis and audio activity are used to generate meta data, which is then 

 

Smart Meeting Room Architecture 

Semantic processing 

Meeting Recognition 

Meeting Capture 
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presented in the meeting browser. The meeting browser allows users to browse meetings by 

listening to chosen speakers, searching meeting transcripts and viewing presentation slides. 

An intelligent meeting room called the AVIARY system was developed by the University of 

California, San Diego. Two PC computers are used: one is used to perform 3D tracking from 

four static cameras. The tracking results are then sent to another PC which handles all other 

functionalities, such as person identification, event recognition and best view camera 

selection, which can be browsed through a graphical user interface (Trivedi et al., 2005; Mikić 

et al., 2000). 

CAMEO, the Camera Assisted Meeting Event Observer, is an omnidirectional system 

consisting of several cameras to generate a panoramic view. CAMEO is a physical system to 

recognise people’s actions in a meeting and then generate a summary of events occurring in 

the meeting (Patil et al., 2004). 

A meeting application was proposed by Yu et al. (2007), it consists of four personal cameras 

and one camera to capture a room overview. Audio analysis and face direction are used to 

recognise important parts in a meeting. A meeting browser also enables users to browse the 

current status of a meeting and select meeting contents according to user preferences.  

A new smart meeting system was recently presented by Ronzhin and Karpov (2015). It records 

the meeting using two stationary cameras, two PTZ cameras, one ceiling panoramic camera, 

two separate microphones and three microphone arrays. Sound source localisation and 

people tracking are applied to monitor and automatically register meeting participants. A 

meeting report of participant faces, along with recordings of their presentation recording, is 

then generated. 

Smart meeting systems are still not widely used in our real-life settings. This is due to some 

problems, such as a low recognition rate, a lack of infrastructure and limited features. 

Therefore, there is a need to improve the current technologies (Yu and Nakamura, 2010). 
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Table 2.1: List of smart meeting systems. 

Paper reference Smart meeting system Functionality included 

(Waibel et al., 1998) 
(Waibel et al., 2001) (Gross 
et al., 2000) 

The ISL Meeting Room 
system 

A multimodal people identifier, 
a speech recogniser and a 
meeting browser 

(Cutler et al., 2002) Distributed Meetings (DM) 
system developed by 
Microsoft 

It supports meeting broadcast 
and future reviewing 

(Lee et al., 2002) Portable meeting recorder It provides a meeting browser, 
where users can read meeting 
documentation, looking at high 
motion activity or viewing 
meeting slides 

(Mikic et al., 2000) (Trivedi 
et al., 2005) 

The AVIARY – an intelligent 
meeting room  

3D graphical summarisation of 
meeting events 

(Patil et al., 2004) CAMEO System Generates a summary of 
meeting events 

(Yu et al., 2007) The Meeting Assistant 
application 

Real-world meeting application 
which enables participants to 
view the current meeting 

(Ronzhin & Karpov, 2015) A Software System for the 
Audio-visual Monitoring of 
an Intelligent Meeting Room 

Hardware and software 
configuration to monitor 
meeting participants and their 
activities 

 

2.2.3	Research	projects	on	meetings	

In addition to the smart meeting systems described in the previous section, analysis of human 

activities inside meeting rooms has received significant interest in the literature, and it has 

become the focus of a number of international projects to develop prototypes of intelligent 

meeting rooms, namely M4 (“Multi Modal Meeting Manager”), ICSI Meeting Project 

(“International Computer Science Institute”), AMI (“Augmented Multi-party Interaction’’), 

CHIL (‘‘Computers in the Human Interaction Loop’’) and the US CALO project (‘‘Cognitive 

Assistant that Learns and Organizes’)’ (Renals et al., 2012); see Table 2.2. 
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The ICSI Meeting Project aims to automatically generate meeting transcripts and automatic 

analysis of meetings, such as meeting summaries, using audio data only (Janin et al., 2003).  

The M4 European project (Multi Modal Meeting Manager, 2002-2005) was concerned with 

structuring and browsing a meeting automatically. It presented a framework to model group 

actions using multimodal data (McCowan et al., 2003; McCowan et al., 2005b). It also 

proposed a solution for multimodal participant tracking, meeting summarisation and 

retrieval. A complete system to record, structure and browse a meeting was achieved. 

The CALO Project (Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Organizes, 2003-2008) focused on 

advanced analysis of meeting transcripts, including topic segmentation and meeting 

summarisation (Tur, et al., 2008).  

With the CHIL (Computers in the Human Interaction Loop, 2004-2007) project, the goal was 

to develop technologies using multimodal data for human activity analysis during lectures (in 

most cases) and meetings. Examples include person detection and tracking, facial recognition, 

gesture classification, speaker identification, topic identification, question answering and 

summarisation (Mostefa et al., 2007). 

The most recent projects were AMI (Augmented Multi Party Interaction, 2004-2006) and 

AMIDA (Augmented Multi Party Interaction with Distance Access, 2006-2009), which were 

aimed at developing technologies to capture, analyse and interpret meetings using 

multimodal data. AMI was focused initially on analysis of face-to-face human interaction in 

meetings, then was extended to analysis of meetings when there were remote participants 

(AMIDA). The project ran in three equipped meeting rooms, which enables multimodal 

recording of meetings. Audio data from microphones and microphone arrays, video from 

multiple cameras, slides from a projector and textual data from handwritten notes were 

captured. The AMI project’s main concern was to develop a meeting browser and assist 

remote users. The meeting browser is a system which enables users to search and navigate 

multimodal meeting content based on automatic annotation, analysis and indexing of this 

information. For example, a user can search based on speech transcription, people 

identification and people's focus of attention at a specific time. In addition, remote 

participants can navigate a meeting browser, which enables real-time navigation of meeting 

information. In order to develop such a meeting browser, many technologies, including 
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modelling group actions, audio-video processing and methods to integrate multimodal data, 

have been developed (McCowan et al., 2005a; Renals et al., 2007). 

It can be noted that the projects in meeting analysis can be divided into three categories: ICSI 

and CALO emphasise audio processing and semantic analysis; CHIL emphasises lecture and 

video processing; and M4 and AMI take a balanced approach to audio-video-text processing.  

Recently, Bhattacharya (2018) proposed a smart meeting room that combines a microphone 

and an unobtrusive ceiling-mounted Time-of-Flight (ToF) to study human interaction in 

meetings without cameras to preserving privacy. The multimodal data is used to estimate the 

seated body orientation of meeting participants and estimate the head pose and visual focus 

of attention. Then the analysis of this data is used to understand group meeting phenomena 

(e.g., leadership and contribution). Today, most projects on smart meeting rooms 

concentrate on aspects connected to Ambient Intelligence Sensors, Networks and the 

Internet of Things (Chandrasegaran et al., 2019, Freitas et al., 2015). For example, real-time 

visualization of conversations that presents a thematic overview of previous and ongoing 

meetings system is implemented by Chandrasegaran et al., (2019). 

In the research project described in the current thesis, the AMI Meeting Corpus is used to 

develop methods of image analysis in a meeting domain (Renals et al., 2012), as it is the most 

recent public data set in meeting contexts. More details are presented in section III (b).   
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Table 2.2: List of meeting projects. 

Meeting Project Abbreviation URL 

International 
Computer Science 
Institute 

ICSI http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/mr/ 

Computers in the 
Human Interaction 
Loop 

CHIL  https://imatge.upc.edu/web/projects/chil-
computers-human-interaction-loop?page=1 

Multi Modal 
Meeting Manager 

M4 http://spandh.dcs.shef.ac.uk/projects/m4/index.html 

Augmented Multi 
Party Interaction 

AMI http://www.amiproject.org/ 

 

2.3	Participant	tracking	approaches	in	meetings	

As one of the primary goals of this research project is to develop a vision-based tracking 

algorithm to track meeting participants, this section sheds light on existing approaches in 

vision-based tracking methods applied inside meeting rooms; most of these methods were 

developed during the AMI and CHIL meeting research projects. Localising and tracking people 

both play fundamental roles in meeting analysis. The results of visual tracking can be used in 

many applications (e.g., surveillance applications or as a cue for meeting browser navigation). 

In this project, tracking results are intended to be used to build knowledge of the environment 

(e.g., regarding the number of people and their locations). Numerous researchers have 

worked on vision-based participant tracking in meeting environments using single or multiple 

cameras, standard video cameras or omnidirectional cameras.  

2.3.1	Tracking	approaches	using	a	single	video	camera	

A number of distinct approaches to tracking people from a single video sequence have been 

proposed. Hradis and Jurnek (2006) describe a multiple head tracker, where the tracking task 

is divided into two parts. Firstly, the head is detected based on a skin colour model, 

background subtraction and component analysis. Secondly, a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) 

feature tracker combined with a colour model is used to track detected objects. Skin pixels 

are detected, then background subtraction is calculated to extract the foreground pixels of 
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an object. This is achieved using a background model which is extracted from the beginning 

frames of the sequence. When the difference in pixels between the current frame and the 

background model is higher than a threshold value, the pixel is considered as foreground; 

otherwise, the pixel is considered as background. The intersection between skin colour and 

the background mask represents the face and hands. Spatial component analysis is used to 

find the pixels of the head. At each head centre, the KLT tracker is initialised. The KLT feature 

tracker finds the features needed to be tracked in the current image at multiple resolutions 

and then predicts its location in the next frame. An object colour model is used to compare 

colour features of the target object with the colour model, and it omits features whose colour 

is different from the object. 

Nait-Charif and McKenna (2003) propose a reliable head tracking algorithm, evaluated on the 

PETS-ICVS 2003 video data sets. Firstly, the head is modelled using a fixed ellipse that 

represents the head boundary, and the ellipse’s interior region is represented using a colour 

histogram. A head likelihood model is used by the particle filter to track participants in the 

meeting room. Moreover, the tracker is initialised based on manually defined room layout 

constraints. The small filled rectangles on either side indicate expected entry and exit regions. 

These filled rectangles represent regions where the tracker is initialised; that is, background 

subtraction is performed for each frame in this region. When there is a large change, initial 

particles which represent the centre of the head ellipse are used for tracker initialisation. The 

proposed tracking algorithm successfully tracked all people in the PETS-ICVS 2003 video data 

sets and yielded motion trajectories that can be used to recognise individual actions such as 

standing up, sitting down, entering, exiting and walking to the whiteboard.  

Wu and Nevatia (2006) developed a head-shoulder detection algorithm which was applied to 

track multiple people in a meeting room. The object is tracked by head-shoulder detection in 

every frame; when detection is not found, mean shift tracking is applied. Li and Nevatia (2008) 

addressed the problem of recognising, localising and tracking multiple objects in meeting 

room videos. Object level spatio-temporal relationships were incorporated into their 

framework. The contextual relationships are modelled using dynamic Markov random fields. 

The human is defined as a key object which is detected first, and is used to provide contextual 

guidance for detecting other objects (e.g., tables, paper, computers). The cascade human 

upper body classifier is used to detect key objects. The other object categories are detected 
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based on feature point classifiers (Corner points, SIFT features). This approach relies on an 

appearance model, and a stronger model is needed for a good performance. Each of the 

techniques considered in this section were applied to a variety of frontal camera 

configurations, and therefore cannot be deployed on the overhead view, on which the current 

research focuses, due to different nature of evidence in these images. 

2.3.2	3D	vision-based	tracking	algorithms	

As part of the Computers in the Human Interaction Loop (CHIL) project, a set of 3D tracking 

methods was developed by a consortium involving the Interactive Systems Labs of the 

University at Karlsruhe (UKA), the Research and Education Society in Information 

Technologies at Athens Information Technology (AIT) and the Universitat Politecnica de 

Catalunya (UPC). 

The contribution from UKA involves a multi-view tracker, which uses several fixed cameras 

installed at the corners of the meeting room. The tracking is performed on each camera 

image, then the information from all cameras is combined to produce the 3D hypothesis of a 

person’s position. The detection is performed firstly based on background subtraction to find 

the region of movement, followed by a cascades classifier to detect the person. After that, 

the tracker is initialised based on a colour histogram for the detected person. The tracking is 

performed based on colour features using the mean shift tracking algorithm (Bernardin et al., 

2006a). 

The contribution from UPC involves adaptive background subtraction applied to each camera 

view to extract the foreground region, followed by 3D blob reconstruction based on a 

combination of foreground segmentations from each separate camera view. Following this, 

each blob is modelled based on three features: the velocity, the volume and a histogram of 

colour values. Kalman filtering is used to update the object’s velocity and its size. Finally, 

assignments are achieved using weighted Euclidean distance to match a blob k with the 

template features L (Abad et al., 2006). 

The contribution from the AIT site involves a 3D video tracker combining the evidence from 

multiple 2D video trackers. The 2D video tracker consists of three modules: adaptive 

background, measurement and Kalman filtering. The foreground pixels are generated by an 

adaptive background module. The measurement module performs the association between 
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the foreground pixels and targets. It also initialises a new target for non-associated 

foreground segments. Additionally, it manipulates targets merging or splitting based on an 

analysis of foreground objects. Finally, the object information is sent to the Kalman filtering 

module to update the object’s position, velocity and size. This information is also sent to an 

adaptive background module to assist the adaptive background subtraction process 

(Katsarakis et al., 2006). 

Potucek and Sumec (2004) proposed methods for tracking people in meeting rooms with 

three cameras. A skin colour algorithm is used to detect heads and hands from a video frame. 

The face detector is used to detect the likelihood of a face in the skin colour blob. For each 

detected object, the type (hand or head) identification of the person has to be performed. 

This means that each object is assigned to a meeting participant. To keep information about 

the position of the hands and face or direction of the head, a tracking method is needed to 

assign an object in frame i with the corresponding object in frame i+1. Kalman filtering is used 

to predict the position of the object in the next frame based on the previous position. The 

data on head and hand position can be used for activity recognition (Potucek and Sumec, 

2004). 

2.3.3	Tracking	approaches	using	omnidirectional	cameras	

As omnidirectional images produce a wide view at a low cost, many tracking algorithms have 

been developed using omnidirectional views. Two different tracking algorithms which use 

panoramic video sequences and two perspective cameras were tested and compared by 

Potucek et al. (2007). The first tracking method was based on skin colour segmentation and 

face detection, and the tracking was applied based on the position of the previous frames. 

The second tracking algorithm used skin colour segmentation and background subtraction to 

detect the head, and then a KLT feature-based tracker was used. The first method relied on 

skin colour segmentation, which works in certain lighting conditions, while the second 

tracking used background subtraction with skin colour segmentation, which made it less 

affected by lighting conditions.  

A fast detection and tracking algorithm from panoramic images, referred to as CAMEO (the 

Camera Assisted Meeting Event Observer) was proposed by Patil et al. (2004); it involves a 

system to recognise people’s actions in a meeting, followed by the generation of a summary 
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of events occurring in the meeting. CAMEO’s tracking system consists of many components, 

namely the following: a region of interest (ROI) extractor, face detector, shape detector, mean 

shift colour tracker and a Bayesian network-based action recogniser. The Mean Shift Based 

Colour Tracking algorithm tracks the location of the face using mean shift-based colour 

tracking. Using colour information to track an object is a robust method for rotation and 

partial occlusion. A colour histogram is calculated in the frame where the face has been 

detected, and a data histogram is computed from a candidate location in a successive frame. 

Similarity is measured using the Bhattacharya coefficient.2  

A tracking algorithm for meeting rooms using omnidirectional views presented by Wallhoff et 

al. (2004) also relied primarily on colour, in this case to detect both head and hands. This work 

used a neural network to detect the face and a particle filter to track the face in image 

sequences.  

The UKA site’s “top view” person tracking approach was implemented by Bernardin et al. 

(2006a) as part of the CHIL project. This approach operates on images captured from a fisheye 

camera installed in the ceiling of the meeting room. The tracking algorithm consists of two 

stages: foreground extraction based on an adaptive background model, followed by a blob 

assignment algorithm (the EM algorithm). The blob assignment algorithm performs the 

optimal assignment between detected blobs and a set of person models (i.e., position (x, y), 

velocity (vx, vy) and radius (r). 

It is worth noting that, most of the meeting participants detection and tracking algorithms in 

the literature use traditional techniques: skin colour segmentation, background subtraction 

and face detectors to detect a meeting participant. Techniques such as Kalman filtering and 

particle filtering are then used for tracking. The state-of-the-art motion detection and tracking 

methods are reviewed in chapter 3 as the focus of this thesis is to propose a people detection 

method which can detect people from overhead camera and address some challenges of 

traditional motion detection techniques (e.g., background subtraction, frame differencing). 

To our knowledge, no recent work has addressed visual people tracking in meeting rooms 

from a top view.  

 
2 The Bhattacharya coefficient is measured as the distance between the colour histogram model in the current 
frame and the target colour histogram in the next frame.  
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The research in analysis of group interaction in meetings initially focused on group action 

recognition using audio and visual data (McCowan et al.,2005b, Zhang etal.,2004, Al-Hames 

etal., 2005, Zobl et al., 2003, Reiter et al., 2005, McCowan et al., 2003; Reiter et al., 2006). 

Few published works focus on people detection and tracking in meeting rooms. The research 

also sees a focus on using estimation of visual focus of attention from head pose (Gatica-Perez 

et al., 2014) which then can be used to detect leaders (Beyan et al., 2016).  Additionally, some 

research has focused on recognition of the dominant person in a meeting using audio and 

visual data (Jayagopi et al., 2009, Kalimeri et al., 2012). Recently, data mining approaches 

were considered to discover conversational pattern structure in group discussions (Shejale 

and Gnagawane, 2016, Chandrasegaran et al., 2019). 

 

2.4	Meeting	context	analysis	

One of the future directions which could emanate from our research project is to use the 

output of participant tracking in a meeting room to construct the context information about 

a meeting (i.e., number, location and movements of participants) as a timeline and use it to 

control information obtained from personal cameras (i.e., discarding frames when someone 

is moving behind the owner of a personal camera). This context information can be used to 

perform some low-level analysis in our action recognition method to improve the accuracy. 

This section presents research work concerned with high-level context analysis in a meeting 

scenario. 

2.4.1	Using	context	information	to	classify	group	actions	

Much research has been performed in context analysis of meeting videos, where context 

information (individual action) is extracted to classify group actions. A two-layered Hidden 

Markov Model to classify individual and group actions is proposed by Moehrmann et al. 

(2010), McCowan et al. (2005b) and Zhang et al. (2004). Hakeem and Shah (2004) proposed a 

framework for the classification of meeting videos. The head and hands are tracked, then 

events such as raised hands and lowered hands are detected, following which a rule-based 

method is used to classify actions into voting events. In these studies, high-level context 

information, which involves individual action or low-level visual processing of individual 

events, is extracted all from audio and visual information to classify group actions.  
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2.4.2	Using	context	information	as	a	guidance	to	low-level	visual	processing		

A small number of researchers have previously proposed the extraction of context 

information, with the goal of using it as a guidance to low-level visual processing, or to select 

relevant fixed cameras. Dai et al. (2007) proposed an online action recognition system where 

a set of visual detection and tracking modules are applied to classify meeting contexts as 

speech (presentation), discussion or meeting breaks. Low-level visual processing of individual 

events is directed by this high-level context. For example, if the current meeting context is 

speech or discussion, further individual activity analysis such as head pose estimation and 

hand tracking is applied. Furthermore, a set of active and static cameras is used to capture 

visual information at multiple levels. At the lowest level, tasks such as participant detection 

are performed, and then a participant tracking algorithm is applied in order to extract higher-

level context information (i.e., people’s trajectories), and, finally, activities are identified (e.g., 

a person enters the room) from this context (semantic) information. The most appropriate 

camera is dynamically selected, and higher semantic information such as facial recognition is 

derived (Trivedi et al., 2005). 

2.4.3	Using	context	information	to	select	relevant	fixed	cameras		

The Meeting Assistant application was implemented by Yu et al. (2007), where the meeting 

was captured using an overhead camera and four personal cameras. Facial recognition was 

performed to automatically control the personal camera; the facial region was extracted from 

the personal camera, then the camera was adjusted if the centre of the face was outside the 

centre of the image or the camera was zoomed in when the centre of the face was already in 

the centre of the image. Finally, an algorithm to direct the camera to the active speaker in a 

smart meeting room was presented by Ronzhin and Karpov (2011). When sound was 

detected, the detection of the participant in the chair closest to the sound source was verified. 

The camera was then pointed to the active speaker and began recording his/her activity. 

 

2.5	Summary	and	conclusion	

This chapter gave an overview of smart meeting systems. Furthermore, it explored the state-

of-the-art people tracking methods used in smart meeting rooms. Most of the existing 

tracking methods use a set of multiple cameras to track meeting participants. Recognition 
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rates for tracking methods are sometimes not robust in real-world settings; this a reason 

underlying why smart meeting systems are not widely used. Therefore, the current 

technologies must be improved to a level that is robust and usable. The most significant 

challenge facing visual tracking systems in an indoor environment (e.g., meeting scenarios) is 

still the reliable detection of persons when their appearance changes from different camera 

views, with partial occlusions occurring in natural, uncontrolled environments (Stiefelhagen 

et al., 2008, Odobez and Lanz 2012). According to the evaluation results presented by the 

CLEAR 2006 workshop for visual tracking tasks, a tracker which used a single input video 

stream from a top-view camera was the best-performing tracker compared with other 

approaches based on the fusion of multiple camera streams (Stiefelhagen & Garofolo, 2007). 

The rationale of using an overhead camera is that all objects can be typically seen clearly. 

However, using an overhead view also poses many challenges, such as a lack of distinctive 

features. 

Chapter 3 will present a literature review of motion-based detection methods which provide 

a robust approach to track people in this type of an environment. 
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 Chapter	3:	Object	detection	and	tracking	
 

3.1	Introduction	

In the previous chapter, a literature review was presented for smart meeting systems with a 

focus on a meeting recognition layer (i.e., people tracking). This chapter sheds light on object 

tracking. Object tracking is the task of estimating object motion in video frames. Any tracking 

algorithm needs an object detection method applied in every frame or when an object first 

appears on the video. Various object representation methods are proposed. We focus on 

motion-based detection methods, as motion features are one of the most robust features in 

environments with major changes in object appearance (e.g., object detection from overhead 

view). The first section (3.2) reviews various motion detection approaches proposed in the 

literature. The second section (3.3) reviews the person detection from overhead camera with 

a focus on motion-based approaches. The third section (3.4) reviews visual object tracking 

with a focus on online object tracking. 

 

3.2	Object	detection	based	on	motion-based	methods	

Moving object detection is the first and most important step in video analysis. Any tracking 

algorithm needs an object detection method applied in every frame or when an object first 

appears in the video. This is the process of separating foreground objects from the 

background (Balaji & Karthikeyan, 2017). Assuming a stationary camera is used, the object 

motion plays a key role in video-based foreground/background separation (Lin et al., 2016). 

In recent years, various approaches for moving object detection have been proposed, within 

various application domains. Firstly, we give an overview of the several motion detection 

methods based on background modelling, in section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 reviews the other 

motion detection methods developed in the literature, such as optical flow and frame 

differencing.  
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3.2.1	Motion	detection	methods	based	on	background	modelling	

Background subtraction is a technique commonly used to detect moving objects (Vasuhi et 

al., 2015; Supreeth & Patil, 2018; Ye et al., 2013; Mahalingam & Subramoniam, 2018). This 

involves firstly building a background model using a set of images, and then calculating the 

difference between the current frame and the background model, in order to detect the 

objects of interest. The background must be modelled accurately, with frequent updates to 

consider changes in the background, such as changes in lighting conditions, scene geometry 

or moving objects (e.g., trees shaken by the wind) (Martínez-Martín & Pobil, 2012). Various 

background subtraction methods can be categorised into parametric, nonparametric or 

predictive techniques (Alsmadi et al., 2016). 

Parametric models use a single probability density function to model a background at each 

pixel location. One of the most famous parametric background methods is the Gaussian 

model. For example, Wren et al. (1997) proposed a Running Gaussian average, where the 

background is modelled at each pixel location with a single Gaussian distribution. However, a 

single Gaussian model cannot deal with dynamic background changes (e.g., tree leaves 

animated by the wind) due to its low updating rate of the background model (Xu et al., 2016). 

In order to cope with these dynamic background changes, Stauffer and Grimson (1999) 

proposed Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM), which is one of the most common adaptive 

background modelling techniques, whereby each pixel is modelled as a mixture of Gaussians 

and the background model is updated to cope with scene changes. However, this technique 

remains challenging for slow-moving objects, and it is particularly sensitive to speed changes 

(Zivkovic, 2004). Furthermore, the adaptive Gaussian mixture background model assumes 

that the background model can be initialised using a set of training frames in the absence of 

foreground objects, which is frequently difficult to achieve (Zhang et al., 2005); see Chapter 

4. 

Parametric models cannot handle a complex scene when a background has rapid variations, 

as it is difficult to accurately model the background with only a few Gaussian models. Kernel 

density estimation (KDE) is an example of a nonparametric background model which 

estimates the background probabilities at each pixel intensity from many recent samples over 

time using KDE (Bouwmans, 2014; Elgammal et al., 2000). Barnich and Droogenbroeck (2009) 

proposed a pixel-based nonparametric background model, namely the Visual Background 
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Extractor (VIBE), which models the background via a set of sample values as a pixel model 

using a novel random selection strategy. VIBE achieved a good level of performance; however, 

the pixel model is initialised based on values found in the spatial neighbourhood of each pixel; 

therefore, the presence of foreground objects at the first frame will cause ghosting in 

foreground detection. 

Predictive techniques (estimation filters) make predictions about background pixels in the 

next image. The Wallflower system developed by Toyama et al. (1999) estimates the 

background model using the Wiener filter at the pixel level. The Wiener filter is a linear 

predictor based on the recent history of values. A pixel is considered as foreground when it 

deviates significantly from its predicted value. Then, homogenous regions of foreground 

objects are filled at the object level, and a frame-level component is added to detect global 

illumination changes. The Running average filter is another example of an estimation filter 

which estimates the background recursively using an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter 

(Heikkila & Silvén, 1999); see Chapter 5 (section 5.7). 

3.2.2	Other	object	motion	detection	methods	

The background subtraction methods described in the previous section have been used 

widely. However, other methods which use other types of modelling have been developed to 

detect moving objects such as optical flow and frame differencing. Optical flow refers to the 

flow vectors of moving objects, and it indicates the speed of movement of pixels in 

subsequent frames. It indicates the velocity and the direction of pixel movements (Alsmadi et 

al., 2016; Farnebäck, 2003). Han et al. (2015) combined optical flow with three-frame 

differencing to detect moving objects. Optical flow can detect objects with no prior 

knowledge of the scene's background; however, it does not perform adequately when objects 

are moving slowly.  

Traditional frame differencing captures the change between two consecutive frames by 

calculating the absolute difference between the two frames (Leng & Dai, 2007). Most of the 

existing frame differencing methods (Zhang & Lu, 2001) extract moving objects using a single 

temporal scale (Zhang et al., 2015). Therefore, frame differencing can only detect fast-moving 

objects, while slow moving objects will not be detected. 
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Little work has been done to detect objects which exhibit slow and fast movements. 

Chinchkhede and Uke (2012) proposed an image segmentation algorithm using background 

subtraction and expectation maximisation (EM), where each pixel is classified, then the slow-

moving object is located, and its shadow is distinguished from the moving object using 

modified background subtraction. A combination of background subtraction and frame 

difference is used to address the problem of incomplete detection for the moving object (Guo 

et al., 2017).  

Cumulative frame differencing (CFD), which involves the summation of successive frame 

differencing, of presented by Alsmadi et al. (2016) to improve the detection of slow-moving 

vehicles. Firstly, the successive frame differences are accumulated to generate cumulative 

frame difference (CFD). Then, to determine a foreground pixel, a dynamic threshold value 

which, is based on the standard deviation of the absolute cumulative frame differencing 

(CFD), is calculated. Finally, when CFD for a pixel greater than or equal the estimated 

threshold, the pixel is considered foreground.   

A motion history image (MHI) keeps a history of temporal changes at each pixel location, 

which then decays over time, whereas more recent moving pixels are brighter. This approach 

has been used to build a motion template for human action recognition (Bobick & Davis, 2001) 

and was used by Morde et al. (2012) for stationary object detection. The robustness of the 

basic MHI method depends on the motion detection algorithm (e.g., background subtraction, 

frame differencing or optical flow) used to identify motion pixels, which is therefore used to 

update MHI (Ahad et al., 2012). 

Most of the existing methods do not have the required adaptability to detect and analyse 

moving objects using different temporal scales. Leng and Dai (2007) presented an adaptive 

accumulated frame differencing in temporal domain to extract objects from head and 

shoulder video sequences. Firstly, frame difference FD is divided into blocks (8*8 pixels). 

Then, the sum of FD within a block is calculated and used as a criterion for motion analysis. 

For each block, FD is accumulated using a different number of frames, based on its motion 

attributes. Finally, thresholding and post-processing are applied to segment the object. They 

focus on the accurate segmentation of objects from a frontal camera. Zhang et al. (2015) used 

spatial and temporal domains to detect and track multiple objects. They proposed a spatial 
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temporal detection and tracking algorithm which calculates temporal-spatial windows for 

each object using octree decomposition of the temporal-spatial domain. This works well on 

moving platforms with uniform linear motion. However, cases where the object is moved in 

arbitrary directions, as well as cases where the object is hidden in the scene, are not 

considered.  

There is another set of literature focusing on the detection of stationary foreground objects 

(i.e., foreground objects which remain static for several frames). According to Cuevas et al. 

(2016), stationary foreground objects can be classified into three types:  

• Type A: insertion of the stationary moving object into the scene by a human, such as 

a backpack or suitcase. 

• Type B: insertion of a moving object that has become static without any interaction 

with a human (e.g., a vehicle that has been parked). 

• Type C: a moving person that becomes totally or partially static. 

According to Cuevas et al., (2016), most of the published strategies for stationary object 

detection focus on the detection of abandoned objects (i.e., type A), and there are no 

strategies that focus only on the detection of partially static objects (i.e., type C). Most of 

these methods use a background subtraction algorithm as the first step to obtain the 

foreground mask, followed by other algorithms to detect stationary objects. For example, an 

analysis of the persistence of the pixels that is classified previously as foreground is used to 

detect stationary objects. That is when a pixel is classified as foreground across several 

frames; this pixel is considered part of a stationary foreground object (Pan et al., 2011). In 

Martínez et al. (2015), static moving objects (e.g., people in offices or vehicles on urban roads) 

are detected by building three background models with three different buffers. Then, the 

detection results are used by a finite state machine to detect when a moving object becomes 

static and when a static object moves again; see Chapter 4 for more details.  

	

3.3	Person	detection	from	overhead	view	

Person detection based on a top view become an important topic as it provides wide coverage 

of the scenes as well as handling occlusion well when compared with a frontal view. Overhead 
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person detection has many applications such as person counting (Gao et al., 2016) and person 

detection in industrial environments (Ahmed & Adnan, 2017). There are many challenges 

facing person detection from overhead view, stemming from the variation of a person’s size 

and appearance. In addition to variation in hair colour, clothes colour as well as background 

complexity (i.e. clutter) also add to the challenges (Ahmad et al., 2019).  

Various overhead based person detection methods have been developed in the last few 

years. Most of these methods are based on background subtraction, motion-based detection 

and in some cases, feature-based methods (Ahmad et al., 2019).  Section 3.3.1 gives an 

overview of most recent overhead person detection methods based on background 

subtraction techniques. Examples of feature-based methods for overhead based person 

detection are shown in section 3.3.2. Examples of deep learning approaches are presented in 

section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1	Blob	based	methods	

There have been few works addressing person detection from the overhead camera. Most of 

them used depth cameras and constrained a narrow view of a person where he/she is 

assumed to be immediately under the camera. The general framework of overhead based 

person detection is as follows: firstly, a background subtraction method is applied. Then, a 

threshold value is set to extract the foreground blob. Finally, the blob information such as 

shape, colour, edge and texture are used to detect the person (Ahmad et al., 2019, Ahmed & 

Adnan, 2017).  

Tseng et al., (2014) propose a people detection and tracking system using multiple top-view 

depth cameras. Background subtraction and image stitching are applied to extract a 

foreground blob. Moreover, shape information of the blob (i.e., head model and head 

shoulder model) is used for detection. Colour information is also used to detect people in 

overhead images. For example, Gao et al., (2016) develop a people detection and counting 

system where firstly background subtraction is applied to find the movement region in the 

depth images. Then, a Water filling algorithm is used to detect the head in the interest moving 

region. Finally, these candidates are refined by training an SVM classifier using HOG features 

of the frame in RGB images. García et al., (2013) propose a person counting application using 

an overhead camera where background subtraction and edge image (i.e., Sobel mask) are 
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used to extract a foreground edge image, then different circular shapes masks are used for 

head detection. 

There are different detection factors considered when detecting a person from an overhead 

camera: camera field of view (narrow, wide), the region of interest (person’s head, head-

shoulder, whole overhead body), the camera used for recording (Depth images, RGB 

images)(Ahmad et al., 2019). For example, in (Iguernaissi et al., 2018) a narrow field of view, 

person’s head region of interest and depth images are considered to detect the person from 

an overhead camera. Then background subtraction based on depth information is applied 

(Iguernaissi et al., 2018). Carletti et al., (2017) adopt a dynamic background subtraction 

followed by morphological operations and blob filtering and splitting techniques to detect a 

person from overhead view. In their method, the region of interest is the person’s body and 

depth images with a narrow view are considered (Carletti et al., 2017). The top view RGB 

camera with a narrow view is used by Cao et al., (2016) for a people counting system. The 

background subtraction followed by a simple fast-tracking algorithm are applied to detect and 

count people. The overhead body is considered as the ROI. 

It is worthwhile to note that, most person detection methods from overhead camera are 

based on background subtraction followed by a feature-based method, in addition to using 

depth images and a camera with a narrow field of view. No previous work considers people 

detection from overhead with a wide view camera and with no need of background model. 

3.3.2	Feature	based	methods	

The most popular feature-based method for human detection is histogram of oriented 

gradients (HOG) features with a support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Khalifa et al.,2019). 

It was first introduced by (Dalal andTriggs, 2005). The HOG descriptor technique counts 

occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions of an image (e.g., ROI). Pang et al., 

(2011) detect people from the overhead camera with a narrow view (i.e., camera installed 

above the head) using HOG-SVM features descriptor. Ahmed & Adnan (2017) use the 

overhead camera with a wide view to detect people in industrial environments. The proposed 

algorithm is based on Rotated-HOG method. 
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3.3.3	Deep	learning	methods			

In recent years, with the advancement of computer vision and deep learning, many 

approaches based on deep learning for object detection have been proposed in the literature. 

Recently many surveys for object detection have been proposed in the literature (Zou et al., 

2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Brunetti et al., 2018). Zou et al., (2019) proposed a survey for object 

detection in 20 years; traditional and deep learning approaches were reviewed. In addition to 

review some important detection applications such as pedestrian detection. Zhao et al., 

(2019) provided a review for object detection using deep learning approaches. A survey for 

pedestrian detection and tracking was proposed by Brunetti et al., (2018), the authors also 

discussed the deep learning approaches in pedestrian detection and tracking.  

Most of the deep learning approaches are based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), 

which automatically learn features through convolutional layers and are able to classify 

images into many categories (Brunetti et al., 2018). For example, Li et al., (2016) apply Faster-

RCNN head shoulder detector for people detection and counting from frontal view. Song et 

al., (2017) utilize the deep region proposal network to detect heads using top-view depth 

images. Recently, Ahmad et al., (2019a) presented the first attempt to detect people from 

overhead camera using a deep neural network approach i.e. SSD (Single Shot multi-box 

Detector). The model is pre-trained on frontal view data set and tested on top view person 

images. The YOLO (You Look Only Once) deep learning model has been explored in the context 

of person detection from overhead view by Ahmad et al., (2019b). 

3.4	Object	tracking	

Object tracking, which aims to estimate the position of a target in every frame of a video 

sequence, is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Many factors, such as illumination 

variation, scale variation, occlusion, deformation, background clutter and low resolution, add 

numerous difficulties to the tracking problem (Danelljan et al., 2014). 

Generally, object tracking algorithms consist of a motion model and appearance model. The 

motion model predicts the approximate location of an object. The appearance model can 

then evaluate the presence of the object of interest at a particular location (Babenko et al., 

2011). We focus on the tracking methods that build appearance models to discriminate an 

object from the background. The current appearance tracking algorithms can be categorised 

into either generative or discriminative approaches. In generative trackers, the tracking task 
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is carried out via searching for patches which are most similar to the target; see section 3.4.1. 

The discriminative tracker performs tracking by separating the object from the background 

(Jia et al., 2012); see section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1	Generative	tracking	methods	

Generative tracking methods model the appearance of the object. Template tracking is an 

example of generative trackers. A target template (an image patch or colour histogram) is 

used to describe the object, then the position that minimises the mismatch error between 

the target template and candidate template is considered to be the object’s new position 

(Kalal et al., 2012). Template matching can be static (e.g., Mean shift tracking) (Comaniciu et 

al., 2000) or adaptive (e.g., Lucas-Kanade optical flow) (Lucas & Kanade, 1981). 

Mean shift tracking uses the target colour histogram formed in the first frame as a target 

template without any update during the tracking. For each new frame, the Bhattacharyya 

metric is used to compare two histograms of candidate windows and the target template. 

Then, to find the best new object location, a mean shift is applied to find the mode of a 

function that maximises the Bhattacharyya metric (Comaniciu et al., 2000, Smeulders et al., 

2013). 

Optical flow initially requires the detection of corner points. A corner in an image is defined 

as a point at which there is a large variation in intensity in the neighbourhood of this point in 

all directions. Harris Corner Detection (Harris & Stephens, 1988) and Shi-Tomasi Detection 

(Shi & Tomasi, 1994) are the most common corner detection methods. These detected 

corners are then tracked using optical flow techniques such as Lucas-Kanade (Lucas & Kanade, 

1981). The optical flow attempts to match corners in the previous frame to the new frame in 

order to track an object due to the motion of that object between two frames. Optical flow 

works based on the assumptions that, while the object changes its position from frame 1 to 

frame 2, pixel intensities do not change substantially between consecutive frames. The Lucas-

Kanade method estimates a movement vector by comparing two consecutive frames and 

assigning the movement vector for every pixel of interest in the scene (Jansari & Parmar, 

2013). 

Generative tracking methods need an effective appearance model. The generative trackers 

model only the appearance of the object, and they often fail in an environment when an 
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object’s features are similar to the background (e.g., in a cluttered background) (Kalal et al., 

2012). In order to address this problem, recent trackers employ the information from the 

object and background- these are discriminative methods. 

3.4.2	Discriminative	tracking	methods	

In recent years, it has been found that background information is very important for effective 

tracking (Wu et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015), which suggests that discriminative tracking 

methods are more competitive, and often achieve superior results (Babenko et al., 2011). A 

common approach adopted for discriminative trackers is to build a classifier which is trained 

online and which aims to distinguish between an object and its background. The online 

updating strategy alleviates significant appearance changes, cluttered backgrounds and 

tracking drift. Numerous classifiers have been adapted for object tracking, such as Multiple 

Instance learning boosting trackers (MILs) (Babenko et al., 2011) and tracking-learning-

detection (TLD) (Kalal et al., 2012). 

The MIL tracker uses a track-by-detection approach. It is based on multiple-instance learning 

instead of traditional supervised learning methods. The basic design of the MIL tracking 

algorithm involves the following: 

• Firstly, at every time step, t, the object location is known by the tracker. Furthermore, 

the tracker crops out a set of image patches inside the region of interest (within a 

radius, s, of the current tracker location), and feature vectors are calculated. 

• Secondly, the MIL classifier is used to calculate the probability of each image patch 

being foreground. 

• The tracker location is updated based on the image patch with the highest probability. 

• A set of positive and negative versions of image patches is cropped, and the MIL 

appearance model is updated with one positive bag and a number of negative bags 

(each bag containing a single negative image patch).  

Recently, a comprehensive evaluation of online tracking algorithms was performed by Wu et 

al. (2013, 2015). In this evaluation, the TLD tracker was one of the top 10-performing trackers. 

The TLD performs long-term tracking in a video stream. the TLD tracker algorithm consists of 

three components: Tracker, Detector and Learning. The tracking component predicts an 

object’s location based on its motion estimation between successive frames. The detector 
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performs the scanning of the image and classifies each patch to be accepted or rejected based 

on object presence. The learning module initialises the detector at the first frame, estimates 

the detector error and generates positive and negative examples to update the object 

detector. Finally, the integrator combines tracker and detector bounding boxes into one 

bounding rectangle as output for the TLD tracker (Kalal et al., 2010, 2012). 

Another common approach of discriminative trackers is based on correlation filters. The basic 

idea of correlation filter tracking is firstly to estimate the optimal image filter by training the 

filter using multiple shifted instances of the object at the first frame. Then, at each new frame, 

the filtering image is tested with an input image to find the object location. The output is a 

Gaussian shape centred at the target location, where the output will be 1 near the object 

location, decreasing with distance (Chen et al., 2015). 

The Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF) (Henriques et al., 2012) tracker was one of the top 10- 

performing trackers in online tracking algorithm evaluation (Wu et al., 2013, 2015). The 

tracking pipeline of the KCF tracker is as follows: 

• In the first frame, the model is trained with an image patch obtained based on the 

initial position of the object.  

• For a new frame, a test image is extracted based on the current location of the 

bounding box. After that, the target is detected by finding the maximum score location 

and updating the target position (bounding box location). 

• Finally, a new model is trained based on the new location (Henriques et al., 2012). 

 

Henriques et al. (2015) replaced the grey scale template with a histogram of oriented gradient 

(HOG). The KCF is extended to extract colour features from an image patch instead of a grey 

scale image patch for filter learning. It achieves the best-performing tracker on background 

clutter (BC), deformation (DEF), illumination variation (IV) and occlusion (OCC) tracking 

challenges in the online tracking benchmark (OTB) (Danelljan et al., 2014). 

The discriminative correlation filter with channel and spatial reliability CSR-DCF proposed by 

Lukežič et al. (2018) to address issues with discriminative correlation filters (e.g., using a 

rectangular bounding box allows the background to be included as part of the filter’s 
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learning). The CSR-DCF tracker improves discriminative correlation filter trackers by adding 

two features: spatial reliability and channel reliability. A spatial reliability map is estimated 

using colour segmentation to find pixels belonging to the target in the training region. This 

improves the filter learning step (update) to only consider foreground pixels. The channel 

reliability score reflects the quality of each filter channel in object localisation. The CSR-DCF 

tracker uses histogram of gradients (HOG) and colour-names features. The CSR-DCF tracker 

algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of two stages: localisation and filter learning 

(update). In the localisation stage, an image patch is extracted based on the previous location. 

Then, the new object position is chosen at the maximum position of the correlation between 

filters and image patch features, weighted by channel reliability score. The filter update is 

performed by estimating the spatial reliability map (colour segmentation) and estimating a 

new filter using the spatial reliability map. Finally, a reliability score for each filter channel is 

calculated (Lukežič et al., 2018). The CSR-DCF tracker achieves state-of-the art results with 

regard to the visual object challenge (VOT),3 specifically VOT 2016, VOT 2015 and OTB100 

(Wu et al., 2015), and it is one of the top-performing trackers in VOT 2017.  

 

Figure 3.1: CSR-DCF tracker overview (Lukežič et al., 2018a). 

 

 
3 http://www.votchallenge.net/ 
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3.5	Summary	and	conclusion	

This chapter reviewed the state of the art for each technique used in object detection and 

tracking throughout this study. Firstly, the object motion detection methods for foreground 

detection were contrasted under the categories of motion detection based on background 

modelling and other motion detection methods. Secondly, recent works on person detection 

from the overhead view are described; most of the work based on background subtraction 

using depth images with narrow field of view restriction. The background subtraction 

methods require a prior knowledge of background images, which is often difficult to achieve. 

Other traditional motion detection methods, such as optical flow and frame differencing, do 

not perform adequately when objects are moving slowly. Few works have addressed objects 

that may move fast or slow, however; most of the work uses a single temporal window.  

In many real-life scenarios, moving objects differ in their speed and size. Therefore, a motion 

detection method which adaptively uses temporal window size to detect objects, regardless 

of whether their motion is significant or small, is needed. Existing methods do not have the 

adaptability to detect and analyse moving objects using different temporal scales. Later, we 

propose a novel motion detection algorithm which uses accumulated frame differencing 

involving different temporal window sizes, based on analysis of object shape features. For 

example, a large temporal window size is used to detect slow-moving objects, and a small 

window size is used to detect fast-moving objects (Chapter 5, section 5.4). It detects people 

using an overhead camera with a wide view where people’s appearance changes according 

to their position relative to the camera and with no need of a background model. 

Finally, generative and discriminative object tracking methods were discussed. Recently, 

discriminative object tracking achieved superior results to track objects of interest. However, 

a discriminative tracker is prone to drift in the case of severe interferences, such as 

deformation, background clutter, scale variation and occlusion. The online updating step 

updates the tracker based on the predicted object location. If the predicted location is not 

precise, the performance of the tracker may degrade over time and cause drift problems. 

Later, we propose a track by detection algorithm which does not need any prior knowledge; 

therefore, the overall system can recover from mistakes (Chapter 5, section 5.6). 
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 Chapter	4:	Background	modelling	
 	

4.1	Introduction	

In Chapter 3, a literature review for motion-based detection for foreground detection 

methods was presented, in addition to the online tracking methods. The previous chapter 

also gave a brief overview of traditional background modelling methods. The current chapter 

reviews the background subtraction methods which do not need any training, as well as 

dealing with both background subtraction challenges of bootstrapping as well as intermittent 

object motion. The aim is to review existing background subtraction methods dealing with 

these challenges.  

 

4.2	Background	modelling	

Background subtraction is the first and the most important step in many computer vison 

applications in order to detect foreground objects (Sobral & Vacavant, 2014). It is the process 

of separation of the moving object “foreground” from the static information “background”. 

Many background subtraction methods have been published in the literature, and they 

typically share the following scheme (Bouwmans, 2014): 

• Background initialisation: an initial background model, which must not contain 

foreground objects, is constructed from a set of training frames. 

• Foreground detection: comparison is performed between the current frame and the 

background model to classify each pixel as foreground or background (Bouwmans, 

2014). 

• Background maintenance: the background model is updated to adopt the changes in 

the scene. One of the key challenges is the maintenance scheme. Three maintenance 

schemes are proposed in the literature: the blind, the selective and the fuzzy adaptive 

schemes:  

Firstly, the blind background maintenance approach updates all pixels with at same learning 

rate: 

Bt(x,y)=(1−∝)Bt−1+	∝	It(x,y)				(4.1)	
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where α is the updating speed which is a constant in [0,1], Bt is the background model at time 

t and	It is the current image at time t. The main drawback of this scheme is that it uses the 

foreground pixels for updating the background which may lead to polluting the background 

image. Secondly, the selective scheme updates the background and foreground pixels with 

different learning rates (update speeds) based on the previous classification of the pixels, 

where the background pixels are adapted very quickly, and foreground pixels are adapted 

very slowly. 

Bt(x,y)=(1−∝)Bt−1+	∝	It(x,y) if (x,y) is background  (4.2) 

Bt(x,y)=(1−β)Bt−1+	β	It(x,y)	if (x,y) is foreground, and usually, β=0	(4.3) 

The missclassification of background and foreground pixels may result in an incorrect 

background model.  

Finally, the fuzzy adaptive scheme is proposed to address this drawback where the updating 

rule takes into account the uncertainty of the foreground/background classification 

(Bouwmans, 2014). 

 

4.3	Background	subtraction	models	

Over the last two decades, a large number of background modelling methods have been 

proposed in the literature. Recently, several surveys of background subtraction have been 

published (Bouwmans, 2014; Sobral & Vacavan, 2014; Xu et al., 2016; Jodoin et al., 2017). 

Bouwmans (2014) provided a complete survey of the traditional and the most recent 

background modelling methods. The survey classified the different background modelling 

approaches in terms of the mathematical models used. Xu et al. (2016) analysed the 

advantages and disadvantages of various background modelling methods in video 

applications using change detection. Net dataset. An extensive survey of scene background 

initialisation has been provided by Jodoin et al. (2017). 

4.3.1.	Traditional	Background	Models		

Background modelling techniques, can be classified into the following (Martínez-Martín & 

Pobil, 2012): 
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- Basic Background modelling: the average, the mean and the median 

- Statistical background modelling: Running Gaussian Average and Mixture of 

Gaussians (Martínez-Martín & Pobil, 2012). 

4.3.1.1	Basic	background	modelling	

Mean filter 

The background model is the average of previous N frames. 

B(#, %, &) =	!" 	∑ (#, %, & − +)"#!
$%&  (4. 4) 

Median filter 

The background model is defined as the median at each pixel location of all N frames, 

assuming that the background is more likely to appear in the scene. 

B(#, %, &) = median {(#, %, & − +)} (4.5) 

Where I € {0,….n-1} 

Mode filter 

The mode at each pixel location of N frames is used to estimate the background model. 

B(#, %, &) = mod {(#, %, & − +)} (4.6) 

Where I € {0, …..n-1} 

4.3.1.2	Statistical	background	modelling	

Running Gaussian average  

A static background model does not take into account changes in lighting conditions or scene 

geometry. Therefore, a background model which can be updated with occasional changes of 

background objects is needed. Running Gaussian average is a background estimation method 

which works by fitting a single Gaussian distribution (µ, σ) on the history of pixel intensities 

at each pixel location, which in turn represents a background Gaussian probability density 

function (pdf) for each pixel location (i.e. it simply takes n frames, with no moving objects, 

and initialises the background model by calculating the mean and standard deviation). The 

background model is updated for each new frame by calculating the running average via µ = 

α I(t)+ (1−α) µ(t-1), where α is an empirical weight (where a high value indicates a quick 
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update and a lower value indicates that the background model does not catch fast changes), 

µ(t-1) is a previous computed average, and I is the actual pixel value. The pixel is classified as 

foreground if it varies from the average background µ(t) by more than the threshold value 

(Wren et al.,1997; Parzych et al.; 2013; Piccardi, 2004).  

Mixture of Gaussians 

In some cases, the change in background is not permanent, and is very fast; for example, in 

an outdoor scene where a building is partially covered by a tree, a pixel at location (x, y) 

consists of multiple surfaces which show values from tree leaves, tree branches and buildings, 

so a multi-value background model is needed. A mixture of Gaussians is used to model 

dynamic backgrounds or backgrounds with animated textures such as tree leaves animated 

by the wind. In a mixture of Gaussians, each pixel is modelled as a mixture of k Gaussians. For 

each Gaussian:  

- ,$,( is an estimation of the weight of the +() Gaussian, at time t (a portion of the data 

accounted for this Gaussian) 

- -$,( is the mean value of the +() Gaussian, at time t 

- ∑$,( is the covariance matrix of the +() Gaussian, at time t 

The probability of the pixel value x at time t to be a background pixel is represented by the 

following mixture of Gaussians: 

+(5!) = ∑ ,*,+"
#$%  . η (5!-*,+∑*,+) (4.7) 

where k is the number of Gaussian distributions and η (5!-*,+∑*,+) is the +() Gaussian 

probability density function. 

Each new pixel is then checked against all of the existing k Gaussian distributions. A match is 

considered to be found when the pixel value is within 2.5 standard deviations from the mean 

of that distribution. When there is no match of k distribution with the current pixel value, the 

Gaussian with the least weight is replaced with a new distribution, with the mean equal to 

the current pixel value and with high variance and low weight. The weights of k distributions 

at time t are updated using the following equation: 
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,$,( = (1 − 0),$,(#! + α . 1,,( (4.8) 

where α is a learning rate and 1,,(is 1 for the model which matched and 0 for remaining 

models. 

For unmatched distributions, -$,( and 2$,( remain the same. When there is a match between 

the pixel value and a distribution, -$,( and 2$,(	parameters are updated as follows: 

-$,( = (1 − 3	)-$,(#! + 3. #$,( (4.9) 

 2-( = (1 − 3	)2-(#! + 3(#( −-(). 	3(#( −-()(4.10) 

Where 3	is learning rate defined as the following: 

3 = α η (5!	|m',2/)			(4.11)	

The background model is estimated to classify a pixel as foreground or background. The 

estimation is performed by firstly ordering the k Gaussian distribution by the ω/σ values. The 

chosen background distribution is the one with the higher weight and the lower variance. The 

first B distribution is selected as the background model where  

B= arg-+9	0(∑ ,/ > ;)
"$%  ) (4.12) 

Where T is the minimum portion of the data that should be accounted for the background (Xu 

et al., 2016; Stauffer & Grimson, 1999). 

Adaptive Mixture of Gaussians is an improved algorithm of mixture of Gaussians where the 

number of appropriate Gaussian distributions for each pixel is selected adaptively. It provides 

full adaptability to scene changes (e.g., lighting changes) (Zivkovic, 2004). 

 

4.4	Challenges	of	background	modelling	methods	

Various critical situations in real-world videos make background modelling a challenging 

problem. There are many challenging situations (Bouwmans, 2014), such as the following: 

• Noisy image: this appears due to a poor-quality camera or as a result of the 

compression process. 
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• Camera jitter: the video may be reordered using a moving camera. 

• Illumination changes: these can be gradual (e.g., lighting changes in outdoor scenes) 

or sudden (e.g., switching on/off room lights), which can cause a great deal of false 

detection in the images. 

• Bootstrapping: In some environments, training frames which do not contain 

foreground objects are not available; therefore, it is impossible to obtain an initial 

representative background image. 

• Camouflage: a foreground object’s pixels have similar appearance to the background 

pixels behind it, which makes distinguishing between them difficult. 

• Foreground aperture: when a foreground object has regions with uniform colours, the 

foreground mask contains false negative detections (i.e., the entire object region may 

not be detected). 

• Moved background objects: a background object may move, yet must not be 

considered as foreground. Without a robust maintenance mechanism, the initial and 

the new object positions are incorporated into the background image. 

• Dynamic backgrounds: backgrounds can be moving, such as waving trees or rippling 

water surfaces. These moving elements must not be detected as foreground. 

• Intermittent object motion: when a moving object stops, it may be eventually added 

to the background. Then, when it starts moving, its previously occupied area will be 

detected as foreground, called “a ghost” – referred to as a beginning moving object. 

A foreground object which becomes motionless may be added to the background 

model (e.g., people are sitting in an office, a meeting room or a stopped vehicle) – 

referred to as a sleeping foreground object. 

One of the key challenges in background modelling is bootstrapping, which is concerned with 

the background initialisation step. However, the initialisation of the background model has 

been only marginally investigated in the background subtraction literature. The main reason 

is that many studies are able to assume a clean background, and they are therefore not 
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concerned with the bootstrapping problem. The main challenge is to model a background 

when more than half of the video frames do contain foreground objects (Jodoin et al., 2017; 

Bouwmans, 2014). 

Motionless foreground objects are usually incorporated into the background model in error. 

Intermittent object motion is another challenge for background updating, and most of the 

existing traditional background modelling methods deal poorly with it. According to Cuevas 

et al. (2016), few works have proposed to address the detection of motionless objects (e.g., 

people become static for example in offices, airports). The next subsections focus on 

reviewing the background subtraction methods addressing the two background modelling 

challenges: bootstrapping and intermittent object motion which are concerned with 

background initialisation and background maintenance steps.  

4.4.1	Background	initialisation	–	bootstrapping	
The goal of background initialisation can be defined as follows: given a sequence of video 

frames captured using a static camera showing the background scene and foreground objects, 

involving the generation of a background image without foreground objects (Jodoin et al., 

2017).  

Some authors propose a background modelling algorithm to address the bootstrapping issues 

related to background initialisation. Some methods use median filtering to model the 

background where the median at each pixel location of all frames in a buffer is considered to 

be the background. The background modelling methods based on median filtering assume 

that the pixel stays on the background for more than half of the frame sequences (Cuevas et 

al., 2016). For example, block-based matching is used to determine that the foreground 

regions in the image and remaining regions are classified as background, and used in 

estimating and updating background image. Then, information from motion analysis at block 

level (detection of stationary objects) is used to avoid adding stationary objects to the 

background model. The detection of stationary objects is based on motion analysis at block 

level (i.e., 8* 8 pixels) (Black et al., 2005).  

Hsiao and Leou (2013) developed a background initialisation and foreground segmentation 

approach for bootstrapping video sequences. The background is initialised based on a block 

representation method and a background updating mechanism. The block representation 
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classifies each block into background, still object, illumination change or moving object, based 

on consecutive frame differencing and correlation coefficient computation. The background 

updating mechanism updates “background” and “illumination change” blocks by temporal 

smoothing, while block replacement is used to update “still object” and “moving object” 

blocks. 

Some algorithms model the background progressively using unknown N frames, where the 

background is generated partially until a complete background image is obtained. Histograms 

are used to trace intensity changes to determine the best background values (the background 

pixel is the value most frequently recorded at each pixel) (Chung et al., 2002; Colque & 

Camara-Chavz, 2011). 

Some of the background initialisation methods are based on sub-sequences of stable 

intensity. These methods assume that the background pixel has a stable colour intensity over 

time. For example, in Gutchess et al. (2001), a set of temporal sub-sequences with stable 

intensity is selected for each pixel. After that, the best sub-sequence is selected according to 

the maximum likelihood criterion. The average intensity over the chosen interval is used to 

represent the background. In Park (2007), the best stable sub-sequence is selected in the sub-

interval in which co-located regions have a similar statistic, then the median is applied to 

pixels in this sub-sequence. These two methods were tested on videos where the real 

background does not exist (giving a bootstrapping problem). 

In the literature, some approaches to background initialisation consider the area covered by 

foreground objects as missing background information that will be recovered. For example, 

in Sobral et al. (2015) the idea is to remove redundant frames and consider the moving 

regions as missing information which results in a matrix completion problem, then the 

background model can be obtained even with the presence of missing background 

information.  

Some authors use statistical models to estimate the background. Lin et al. (2002) proposed 

an approach to initialise the background using a support vector machine (SVM). Firstly, the 

SVM classification is performed for all pixels in the training images by computing the output 

probabilities. Then, in the testing, the new pixels are tested, and it is determined whether 

they should be added to the background model or not. The background initialisation process 
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continues until there are no background pixels to be added. Two features are used: optical 

flow and inter-frame difference.  

4.4.2	Background	maintenance:	intermittent	object	motion	

The background maintenance task is aimed at updating the background model to cope with 

changes which have occurred in the scene over time. Most of the existing adaptive 

background methods concentrate on modelling the appearance of background at the pixel 

level. Here, the background models are updated every frame via a constant learning rate 

however a fast-learning rate often leads to the incorrect incorporation of slow-moving objects 

into the background model. A slow learning rate, on the other hand, is not able to cope with 

sudden changes (such as the moving of a chair by a person) (Li et al., 2004). Many researchers 

have tried to address this trade-off at the pixel level to avoid the intermittent object motion 

challenge; see section 4.4.2.1. Less effort has been made to use high-level information to 

model the background robustly in a scene with an intermittent object motion background 

modelling challenge; see section 4.4.2.2. 

4.4.2.1	Background	maintenance	(pixel	level)		

Some authors have developed methods to detect motionless objects by constructing two 

background models with different learning rates. For example, Zin et al. (2011) proposed two 

periodic background models updated at different speeds to detect stationary objects (e.g., a 

still person, an unattended object and a removed object). This is done by comparing two 

foreground masks at the pixel level. The two masks are generated from the two background 

models with different learning rates. The model with the highest learning rate adapts rapidly 

to changes in the scene. Therefore, moving objects will be detected (short-duration changes). 

The model with the lowest rate is more resistant to the changes, so stationary foreground 

objects will be detected (large-duration changes) (Cuevas et al., 2016).  

Yang et al. (2004) built a two-layer background maintenance approach to address the 

intermittent object motion. The basic idea of their method is that, when a new object is added 

to the current background, the previous intensity values of the updated pixels will be stored 

in a new layer called the original background layer. When the object leaves, the reserved 

pixels will be restored to the current background. Therefore, no ghost in the subtraction 

image occurs. Yet the models based on comparing a long-term foreground map with a short-
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term background map are not able to prevent false alarms generated by partially static 

objects (Pan et al., 2011). 

Although researchers have proposed new methods for background modelling, it is equally 

important to improve the existing methods. For example, Zhang et al. (2005) modified the 

Gaussian mixture model by introducing a background reconstruction algorithm and 

foreground control mechanism. The background reconstruction algorithm builds a static 

background image from a video sequence which contains foreground objects using a k-mean 

clustering technique, then this background image is used to initialise the GMM. The 

foreground control mechanism is aimed at controlling the merging time of slow-moving 

foreground objects. It is based on counting the number of times a pixel is classified as a 

foreground pixel; when the number reaches a threshold value, the pixel is considered a 

background. This gives time for a static foreground pixel to be held before incorporating the 

pixel into the background.  

Many improvements have been proposed to the running Gaussian average in order to 

enhance accuracy. For example, Rahman et al. (2017) proposed an adaptive background 

model based on a modified running Gaussian average in order to increase responses to a 

dynamic background. This modifies the running average by firstly using the edge information 

of individual frames to form the background model, then an adaptive threshold is used to 

adjust the learning rate. This model however cannot cope with slow-moving objects. 

Tang et al. (2007) combined the running Gaussian average and frame difference to get 

accurate and reliable results. Firstly, the two binary masks generated from the Gaussian 

average and frame difference are combined. Then, the small gaps that a foreground object 

may contain are filled. When a moving object stops, this method cannot deal with this 

challenge, and this will be incorporated into the background. Yi and Liangzhong (2010) 

developed an algorithm to overcome the problem of selecting model update whereby, when 

the update rate is too high, “artificial tails (ghosts)” may form behind the moving objects, and 

the small update rate may not adapt to dynamic background changes. This algorithm is based 

on a combination of running average background modelling and temporal frame difference. 

The running average model is updated selectively with a small learning rate. Then, a large 

threshold is applied on a background subtraction mask. A frame differencing method is used 
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to obtain the difference image, and thresholding this difference image with a small threshold 

(the contour of object is persevered). By combining the two binary masks, common 

information can be achieved. Finally, median filtering is applied to remove noise. 

Some authors have used fuzzy concepts in background modelling and subtraction to address 

the uncertainty of foreground and background pixel classification. For example, Sigari et al. 

(2008) proposed a fuzzy approach for background subtraction and background modelling 

based on running averages.4 The learning rate in the running average is calculated for each 

pixel based on the current value of fuzzy background subtraction. 

4.4.2.2	Adaptive	background	models	based	on	high	level	feedback	(background	

maintenance	at	the	object	level)		

The existing adaptive background models update the background at a pixel level and do not 

take into account the spatial temporal information of known foreground objects. This may 

lead to erroneous classification, which in turn pollutes the background model (i.e., a slow-

moving object is incorporated into the model). To avoid this problem, some authors have 

used a feedback scheme to update the background model at the object level (high level). A 

good background modelling method should perform processing at both the pixel level and 

the object level; therefore, accurate object segmentation will be achieved (Zhong et al., 2017). 

Some authors have used probabilistic frameworks that jointly model the scene and 

foreground object evaluation. In Pfinder, which is a system for people tracking, a person 

model and background model are introduced for people tracking. The background is modelled 

using a single Gaussian with the assumption that video frames do not contain foreground 

objects during initialisation, as the system is assumed to process a relatively static scene. The 

person model describes a blob's features (e.g. the colour and position for each blob (e.g., 

head, hands and feet)). For each pixel, the likelihood that the pixel belongs to blob models 

and to the background model is calculated. Then, the background model is updated with 

pixels marked as background, while blob models are updated with foreground pixels. Here, 

the blob models provide information to the background maintenance scheme to consider 

 
4 The method is tested in vehicle detection systems, where the image is divided into rectangular regions, then, for each 
region, fuzzy background subtraction is conducted; then, if the mean of all the pixels in fuzzy mask > the threshold, the 
region contains a vehicle.  
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only background pixels. The main limitations of this system are due to its assumptions. For 

example, no person should be in the room at the beginning of the video (i.e., it cannot handle 

the bootstrapping challenge), and a person distinguishing features should visible (Wren et al., 

1997).  

Other approaches have used separate modules for background modelling and high-level 

knowledge (i.e., object trackers) to incorporate information about foreground objects into 

the background update (Pnevmatikakis & Polymenakos, 2006; Morde et al., 2012; Fan & 

Pankanti, 2011; Li et al., 2004). In Pnevmatikakis and Polymenakos (2006), a Kalman tracker 

was used to provide feedback to the adaptive GMM. A feedback tracking architecture was 

proposed by Pnevmatikakis and Polymenakos (2006) to address the drawback of GMM where 

slow-moving objects are incorporated into the background module. Firstly, the adaptive 

background module provides foreground evidence to the Kalman tracker. Then, in a feedback 

path, a Kalman tracker adapts the learning parameters of the GMM. This framework assumes 

that a clean background is achievable at the start-up phase. 

Morde et al. (2012) proposed a system whereby the background is modelled based on 

Chebyshev’s probability inequality. The system improves the segmentation’s accuracy by 

using feedback from high-level object tracking and classification components. By utilising this 

information (e.g., track age, type) for the background model update, transient foreground 

pixels may be rejected as foreground objects and incorporated into the background model. A 

stationary object detector component is used to keep track of objects that have stopped 

moving by their own or been left behind while something else moves on. This system works 

well with dynamic scenes, camera jitter and thermal videos. However, intermittent object 

motion causes poor results. This is due to the conflict between the stationary object detector 

component and the recurrent motion filter which is used in the system to remove flicker pixels 

in the foreground candidate image. 

Fan and Pankanti (2011) proposed an approach to detect abandoned objects (e.g., an 

abandoned bag). This method is based on proactive modelling of temporally static objects. A 

foreground object with a bounding rectangle which remains static over a number of seconds 

is determined to be a temporally static object and a finite state machine is then created to 

track this static object. The background model is built using three Gaussian distributions: the 
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first one represents the background; the second distribution involves modelling static objects; 

and the third is for moving objects. The high-level object information provided by the state 

machine is used to update the background mode. (For example, when the object state is 

static, the first Gaussian distribution (i.e. background) is suppressed, and there is a focus on 

updating the second distribution, which is related to static objects).  

Li et al. (2004) developed a background subtraction method using feedback from change 

segmentation and region classification to adapt to different types of changes. Firstly, changes 

are detected with pixel-level processing (background, temporal and gradient differences are 

used to detect changes). Then, change segmentation is used to segment pixels with significant 

changes in regions containing foreground and background changes. Other pixels which do not 

belong to these regions are fed into the background model. After that, each region is classified 

as a foreground moving object (a motionless object) or background change (a newly exposed 

background region caused by removing a background object or a newly deposited background 

object caused, for example, by pushing a chair to a new position). Edge and shape features 

(e.g., those of a person) are used in region classification. Finally, based on feedback from 

change segmentation and region classification, the background model is updated. For 

insignificant pixel changes, the background is updated gradually at the pixel level, while the 

background is updated swiftly at the object level for identified background patches or objects. 

Zhong et al. (2017) proposed an adaptive background model for foreground detection based 

on a pixel-level and object-level background updating strategy to avoid adapting motionless 

or low-speed moving objects into the background model very quickly. They used a foreground 

counter to count the number of consecutive frames for which a pixel is classified as 

foreground. The background updating is controlled using the value of this counter. 

Pan et al. (2011) used object-level information to control the learning rate in the background 

maintenance step and to detect static foreground objects (e.g., abandoned objects). The 

resulting method is robust against illumination changes and occlusions. This method detects 

static foreground objects as abandoned objects without the recognition of still persons from 

static foreground objects. 
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4.5	Summary	and	conclusion	

This chapter reviewed existing background subtraction methods, dealing with challenges in 

background initialization and background maintenance. Firstly, background initialisation 

methods which address the bootstrapping challenge were reviewed (see Table 4.1). Secondly, 

literature related to background maintenance with a focus on intermittent object motion 

issues was discussed. Most of the existing methods concentrate on modelling the appearance 

of the background at a pixel or block level (see Table 4.2). Other work tries to solve the trade-

off between adaption (learning rate), where a high learning rate captures sudden changes 

and a low rate captures gradual changes. Less effort has been made to use feedback from 

high-level knowledge in order to update the background (see Table 4.3). Most of these 

methods can deal well with slow-moving objects (intermittent object motion challenges), but 

they assume a clean background image for initialisation. Prior object knowledge (e.g., shape 

features) is needed to detect stationary objects, and avoid adding them to background.  

In the literature, few works address people detection in a scene where individual persons 

often stay motionless from time to time (e.g., an office room) (Cuevas et al., 2016; Li et al., 

2004). Later, we propose a background modelling algorithm which uses high-level 

information to model the background in a scene where both bootstrapping and intermittent 

motion challenges are presented (see Chapter 5, section 5.7).
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Table 4.1: A summary of background initialisation methods which address the bootstrapping challenge. 

Paper reference Pixel/block Object Bootstrappi

ng 

Intermittent 

motion 

Online Offline Notes 

(Black et al., 2005) √  √  √  Based on median filtering which assumes that the pixel 

stays in the background for more than half of the frames. 

(Hsiao & Leou, 

2013) 

√   √  √  Background model updates can easily include slowly 

moving objects or stationary foreground objects. 

Chung et al., 2002) 

(Colque & Camara-

Chavz, 2011) 

√  √   √ Pixel and histogram values examined only along the time 

axis. As such, objects that are non-moving for a period of 

time are considered part of the background image. 

(Gutchess et al., 

2001) 

(Park, 2007) 

√  Y   √  

(Sobral et al., 

2015) 

√  √   √ Focused on initialisation (takes a set of no redundant 

frames with moving objects, and solves the problem as a 

matrix completion). 

(Line et al., 2002) √  √   √ SVM – offline training on a large amount of manually 

labelled images. 
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Table 4.2: A summary of background maintenance methods (pixel level). 

Paper reference Pixel/block Object Bootstrappi

ng 

Intermittent 

motion 

Online Offline Notes 

(Zin et al., 2011) (Yang et 

al., 2004) 
√   √  √  Based on two background models with different rates, 

concentrating on an abandoned object. This category mainly 

depends on the fact that the background is always available, 

which does not hold true in many real-world scenarios. 

(Zhang et al., 2005) √  √ √ √  Offline for background initialisation. 

It has threshold for a static foreground pixel to be held 

before incorporating the pixel into the background. 

Therefore, It only controls the mergence time for less 

moving objects. 

(Rahman et al., 2017) √    √  The goal is to increase responses to a dynamic background.  

(Tang et al., 2007) √    √  Does not mention the running Gaussian average (RGA); it is 

initialised online or using a set of past n frames, and the key 

idea is to combine FD and RGA. 

(Yi & Liangzhong, 2010) √   √ √  Combines the running average with FD to address tail ghosts 

(Sigari et al., 2008) √    √  Goal is to improve the performance of the running average 

method using fuzzy theory.  
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Table 4.3: As summary of adaptive background models based on high-level feedback.  

Paper reference Pixel/block Object Bootstrappi

ng 

Intermittent 

motion 

Online Offline Notes 

(Wren et al., 1997)  √  √ √  Prior knowledge required 

Does not handle bootstrapping. 

(Pnevmatikakis & 

Polymenakos, 

2006) 

 √  √ √   

(Morde et al., 

2012) 

 √   √  Does not address bootstrapping. Focuses on abandoned 

objects (e.g., bags) 

(Fan & Pankanti, 

2011)  

 √  √ √  Based on template matching to locate stationary objects, 

then tracking it via FSM 

(Li et al., 2004)  √  √ √ √ Requires a Person model 

Addresses slow-moving, removed and inserted background 

objects, as well as illumination change 

(Zhong et al., 2017)  √ Y √ √  Needs to set the threshold for foreground counter to 

remove stationary objects from BK. Cannot deal with 

object that has similar color to background. Suffers in the 

case of camouflage conditions 

(Pan et al., 2011)  √  √ √  Able to detect static people; however, since it is focused on 

the detection of abandoned objects, it includes a stage to 

discard people from results. It is not reliable in complex 

environments. 
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 Chapter	5:	Motion-based	detection	algorithms	
 

5.1	Introduction	

This chapter firstly presents an experimental analysis of traditional motion detection 

algorithms, as these provide one of the most robust approaches to detecting moving objects. 

The experimental analysis of the most common motion-based techniques – traditional 

background subtraction and temporal frame differencing – are presented and discussed. 

Then, a novel motion detection algorithm, namely adaptive accumulated frame differencing 

(AAFD), is proposed in section 5.4. Secondly, the AAFD is combined with a feature-based 

technique to build a track by detection algorithm as described in section 5.6. Finally, the high 

level object information derived from the track by detection algorithm is used to build a 

robust background model in section 5.7.  

 

5.2	Experimental	results	of	traditional	background	models	

5.2.1	Basic	background	modelling	experimental	results	

We implemented background subtraction using mean, median and mode filters, discussed in 

section 4.3.1.1. Background models were generated using AMI video frames captured from 

an overhead camera. As shown in Figure 5.1, in mean and median background models, 

foreground objects (meeting participants) were apparent in the foreground as “ghosts”, as 

the meeting participants were sitting in most frames and made only small motions. Mode 

background modelling gives better results compared with mean and median. However, 

segmentation results were poor, as parts of foreground pixels were apparent in the 

background. 
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(a) Modelling background using mean filter 

 

(b) Modelling background using median filter 
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(c) Modelling background using mode filter 

Figure 5.1: Basic background modeling methods. 

 

5.2.2.		Adaptive	mixture	of	Gaussians	experimental	results	

This section presents experimental results of background subtraction using the mixture of 

Gaussians described in section 4.3.1.2. Background subtraction was implemented using the 

adaptive mixture of Gaussians method in Open CV where the number of Gaussian 

distributions for each pixel is selected adaptively (Zivkovic, 2004). The three parameters for 

mixture of Gaussian in Open CV are the history length (decay parameter), the variance 

threshold and detectShadows. 1,000 frames were used for length of history for the updating 

of the background (many values have been tried practicably for example 10, 100, 500 and 

1000, the history set to 1000 frames as it were found to be robust for our data set and it 

delays adding  the slow-moving foreground object to the background). The variance threshold 

is a threshold on the squared distance between the pixel and the component to decide 

whether a pixel is close to that component; this value was set to the default value of 16. The 

detectShadows parameter was set to false.  

The background initialisation requires a set of frames devoid of movement to initialise the 

background model, which is not available in some circumstances. See Figure 5.2 (a) F2700, 
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where the background was modelled incorrectly, and therefore, foreground segmentation 

was poor. Furthermore, in some environments (e.g., offices, meeting rooms), people spend 

most of the time sitting around a table making very small motions; therefore, they typically 

become part of the background; see Figure 5.2 (b) F20000. Moreover, when a moving object 

stops, it appears as a “ghost” in the background; see Figure 5.2 (c) F10000. 
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(a) Experiment shows very poor background modelling when there is a foreground object in 

initialisation frames (Frame 2700). 
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(b) Foreground objects become part of the background model when they make very little 

movement (Frame 20000). 
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(c) Background modelling when the person stops at the white board with little movement 

(Frame 10000). Some foreground pixels appear in the background model as a “ghost”. 

Figure 5.2: Background subtraction using a mixture of Gaussians. The first row is the 
background model; the second row is the input frame; and the last row is foreground 
segmentations. 
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5.3	Accumulated	frame	differencing	(AFD)	

Our contribution at this stage is to provide a robust motion detection algorithm to segment 

foreground objects regardless of their motion (significant/small), with no need for 

background modelling. Traditional frame differencing captures the change between two 

consecutive frames by calculating the absolute difference between the two frames (Leng & 

Dai, 2007). 

!"($, &, ') = |+($, &, ') − ($, &, ' − 1)| (5.1) 

By thresholding the FD image, low-motion pixels are discarded, and noise might be considered 

an object. The performance of frame differencing depends on the speed of motion of objects 

(i.e., slow-moving objects will not be detected). To overcome the shortcomings of traditional 

frame differencing, extra information is needed to capture the complete outline of an object 

exhibiting little movement (Leng & Dai, 2007; Al-Smadi et al., 2016). Our approach is to 

accumulate the frame differencing data using a window size of N frames by accumulated 

frame differencing (AFD): 

.!"($, &, ') = ∑ !"($, &, ')!"#$%
&'%   (5.2) 

This measures the magnitude of brightness changes, - therefore bright clothing will lead to a 

higher response than dark clothing. The actual magnitude of the response is not directly 

correlated to movement speed. 

The accumulated frame differing (AFD) will accumulate pixel variations over time. For the 

background pixels, the AFD for background pixels will be close to zero due to the fact that the 

background pixels are static or have low variation. The foreground pixels have high variations 

therefore the AFD will be far from zero and these variations will represent moving (even very 

slow moving) objects (Al-Smadi et al., 2016). Accumulating temporal information over time 

maintains a motion history of people which in turn improves detection of slow-moving objects 

(e.g., people when they are sitting). Applying binarization first, then accumulating difference 

will not detect slow moving objects. Usually, a motion energy image is generated from a 

binarised image which is obtained from frame differencing using a specific threshold value 

(after thresholding the FD image, low-motion pixels are discarded); this may cause inaccurate 

segmentation for slow moving objects.  
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5.3.1	AFD	algorithm		

Our approach consists of two stages: firstly, the accumulated frame differencing (AFD) is 

generated from each frame in video sequences, which are accumulated by frame differencing 

for the next N frames. Secondly, detection and tracking modules are applied based on the 

AFD images. 

5.3.1.1	AFD	generation	

A window size of 100 frames is used to calculate the AFD for each frame in video sequences; 

i.e. frame differencing from frames 0 to 99 is accumulated to generate the AFD for the first 

output frame. Different window sizes ( e.g., N=25, N=50, N=75, N=100) are tested visually to 

generate AFD data for video sequences described in section 6.2.1; a larger window size of 100 

frames (4=seconds) was chosen as it gives the best performance to segments all movements 

especially the one with slow movements. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, to generate the AFD, firstly, the original image sequences are 

converted to greyscale. Consecutive frame differencing is then calculated, and difference 

frames are accumulated.  

5.3.1.2	People	detection	based	on	AFD	images	

To detect motion, background pixels need to be distinguished from foreground pixels; thus, 

a dynamic threshold value should be applied to the AFD data. In this implementation, the 

detection mask is generated using a global threshold value. The threshold value is estimated 

via Otsu’s Binarisation method (Otsu, 1979), where the threshold value is generated 

automatically based on bimodal histograms. To determine which parts of the binary mask are 

related to the meeting participants and to remove noise, median filtering is applied, which 

can remove noise and connect components. A closing morphological operation is then applied 

to fill small gaps in the mask. 

Contour detection, which produces curves joining all connected points, is very useful for 

object detection and it is used to find connected components in the binary image. Contour 

detection is applied on the binary mask to find the location of each person (OpenCV-

documentation, 2018). Only contour areas within a range of MIN_BLOB_AREA and 

MAX_BLOB_AREA are chosen. This step helps to discard small blobs, such as laptop screens, 

and large blobs when the blobs of two people are merged. MIN_BLOB_AREA and 
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MAX_BLOB_AREA values between 400 and 3000 were chosen practically, which were found 

to be robust for our data set i.e. 25 frames per second and when accumulated over 100 

frames. Finally, a bounding rectangle for each contour (set of connected pixels) is calculated, 

as each blob (connected component) is assumed to belong to one person because small blobs 

have already been rejected. The detected person is described by the coordinates of the 

vertices of a rectangle surrounding it; see Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3 Accumulated frame differencing algorithm. 
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5.3.2	Experimental	results	

The performance of the AFD algorithm is compared with background subtraction using MOG. 

Figure 5.4 shows an example of qualitative results when meeting participants made small 

movements. AFD using a window size of 100 frames gives promising results compared with 

background subtraction and traditional temporal frame differencing techniques. In AFD, 

meeting participants are separated from the background even when their movement is slight. 

These low-motion pixels are added to the background using Mixture of Gaussians background 

subtraction. As the change in motion between two consecutive frames, F20000 and F20001, 

is very small, temporal frame differencing does not outline any foreground pixels (see Figure 

5.5).  

AFD using a fixed window size is relatively robust to extract foreground objects which are 

moving. However, it accumulates frame differencing data for the next N frames, and this 

accumulation will enlarge the apparent area of an object when its movement/motion is 

significant. This leads to overlapping and merging between blobs of meeting participants if 

they are sitting near each other. AFD performance, therefore, depends on the window size 

used in the AFD calculation. For slow movement, a large window size should be used to 

extract all motion pixels, while a small window size should be used for fast movement, to 

reduce overlapping between blobs and achieve more accurate segmentation. The AFD 

algorithm was tested using different N window sizes, and the value of N is increased every 1, 

2, 3 and 4 seconds (N= 25, N=50,N=75 and N=100) then the segmentation results using 

different window sizes  were evaluated visually. Figure 5.6 shows AFD using different window 

sizes: 100, 75, 50 and 25. As shown in Figure 5.6(a), frame 8610, using small window size (for 

example, N = 25) gives a more robust segmentation result when the person moves to the 

whiteboard, compared with N = 100, where their blobs are overlapping. In frame 19237 

(Figure 5.6 (b)), a large window size (in this example, N = 100) presents more robust 

segmentation of people while they are sitting and making small motions, while small window 

25 does not extract all motion pixels.  
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Frame 20000 

 
Original video frame 

 
Foreground mask AFD 
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Background Model MOG 

 
Foreground Mask MOG 

Figure 5.4: Qualitative results for the frames 20000 from the ES2002.a video in the AMI 
corpus. AFD gives promising segmentation results when meeting participants made 

insignificant movements compared with background subtraction MOG, where slow-moving 
pixels become part of the background. 
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- 

 
= 

 
Figure 5.5: Temporal frame differencing between two consecutive frames: Frame 20000, 
Frame 20001. The result does not outline any foreground pixels, as the change in motion 

between two fames is very small. 
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Frame 8610 

 
Original Video Frame 

 
AFD N=100 

 
AFD N= 75 
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AFD N=50 

 
AFD N=25 

(a) Different AFD window sizes for Frame 8610 when there are significant movements of 
some of the meeting participants. This shows the robustness of using a small window 

size to segment large movements. 
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Frame 19237 

 
Original Video Frame 

 
AFD N=100 

 
AFD N=75 
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AFD N=50 

 
AFD N=25 

(b) Different AFD window sizes for frame 19237, when meeting participants are sitting and 
making small movements. It can be seen that a large AFD window size is good to segment 

pixels in small motions. 

 
Figure 5.6: AFD algorithm using different window sizes. 

 

5.4	Adaptive	accumulated	frame	differencing	

As described in section 5.3, the performance of AFD depends on the window size used. For 

fast-moving objects, a small window size should be used, and a large window should be used 

for slow-moving objects. In some environments (e.g., a meeting context), participants move 

in the meeting room without any restrictions on their movements; for example, when moving 
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to a whiteboard (fast movement) or sitting around a table (slow movement). Therefore, we 

have addressed this issue and developed novel adaptive accumulative frame differencing 

AAFD techniques to increase robustness. Our AAFD algorithm can robustly detect objects 

regardless of whether their motion is significant or small using shape and size information of 

a person’s motion blob, and with no need of a background image.  

To choose the appropriate window size for AFD calculation, the motion of each person in the 

scene needs to be analysed. One approach is to use the shape features of the person’s motion 

region (blob). The blob area and fill ratio of a blob rotated rectangle (i.e., the area of the blob 

divided by the area of the blob bounding box) are used as motion features to apply the 

appropriate window size for AFD calculation for each blob (Balaji & Karthikeyan, 2017).  

5.4.1	Adaptive	accumulated	frame	differencing	algorithm		

Outline of the algorithm 

Our algorithm performs detection of people based on three stages:  

1. People detection (i.e., foreground connected components) is applied based on an 

accumulated frame differencing image using a large window size N. Starting with a 

large window size N is more robust for segmenting all foreground pixels.  

2. For each detected blob, motion analysis using the shape features of the blob is 

applied. Two shape features, fill ratio and blob area, are used to detect good and bad 

blobs. Fill ratio can be used to assess a blob where “good” person blobs are assumed 

to be more square in shape; their desired fill ratio should be closer to 1 than zero. If 

the fill ratio (the area of the blob divided by the area of the blob’s bounding box) is 

smaller than a defined threshold, we conclude that the blob is merged from two or 

more objects, or a “bad” blob. In our experiments, blob area appears to be a good 

feature for rejecting small blobs (noise) and large blobs (merging blobs). 

3. Finally, the detection is executed again with a different window size, based on the 

shape feature of the blob. In our experiment, the small window size is set equal to N 

* 0.25 and the large window size is set to N*1.5, where N is the initial window size. 
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Accumulated Frame Differencing (AAFD)  

Input: four free parameters are specified by the user: initial window size=100, 

Blob_Fill_Ratio=0.4, GOOD_BLOB_AREA=2550, BAD_BLOB_AREA =15005.  

1. Foreground connected components are segmented based on AFD using a window 

size of 100 frames, N=100 (see figure 5.3). 

2. For each blob, apply bad blob detection using the shape features of the blob 

       if (BLOB_FILL_RATIO >= BLOB_FILL_RATIO_CUTOFF) then// good blob 

                 If (BLOB_AREA  >=  GOOD_BLOB_AREA) then 

                    Apply second detection using smaller window 25( N*0.25 ) 

               else 

                     Accept good blob 

      else  //Blob is not good 

           

               If (BLOB_AREA  >= BAD_BLOB_AREA) then 

                   Apply second detection using smaller window 25( N*0.25 ) 

            else 

                   Apply second detection using larger window 150 (N*1.5) 

Output: Rectangles around detected people  

5.4.2	Results	and	discussion	

This section shows visual analysis (evaluation) of the adaptive accumulated frame 

differencing (AAFD) method. The video that we ran tests on was the same video that we used 

while developing the algorithms; however, in most cases we used different sections of the 

video for testing - as discussed, sections were chosen which exhibited specific difficulties.The 

(AAFD) method was tested on many manually identified challenging portions of the video 

frames selected from the AMI video sequences described in section 6.2.1. Examples of 

challenges include blobs overlapping, blobs when there is significant movement and blobs 

touching. These examples visually evaluate the performance of different cases on the AAFD 

algorithm, where a second detection is applied using small or large window (e.g., blobs have 

a good fill ratio and a large area, blobs have a good fill ratio with a small area). The value of 

initial window size, Blob_Fill_Ratio, GOOD_BLOB_AREA, BAD_BLOB_AREA is 100, 0.4, 2550, 

 
5 These parameters are tuned empirically  
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1500 respectively. These parameters are tuned empirically by doing many experiments and 

visually assessing different values of these parameters.  

Firstly, using the blob fill ratio feature to detect bad blobs individually is not robust; for 

example, when there is an overlap between two blobs, their fill ratio will be close to 1. 

Therefore, the blob area needs to be considered. As illustrated in Figure 5.7 (a) (Frame 1827), 

a combination of blob fill ratio and blob area features detects bad blobs quite robustly (the 

blob is good, and the area is large); a second detection using the adaptive window is then 

applied. This results in separating the two blobs correctly.  

Moreover, our AAFD algorithm accepts a good blob when it has a good fill ratio with a small 

area. As shown in Figure 5.7 (b) (Frame 21676), all people blobs are segmented correctly.  

Furthermore, Figure 5.7(c) (Frame 2636) shows an example when applying detection again; 

using a large window on a bad blob with a small area detects the blob more robustly. 

In Figure 5.7 (d) (Frame 1255), blob merging is detected (a bad blob with a large area), then 

detection is executed again using a small window, separating each person’s blob. 

Overall, The AAFD robustly detects objects with different motions. Using blob fill ratio and 

blob area to detect a bad blob and applying detection again using a different window size 

based on the shape features of the blob reduces detection problems found when using a 

single window AFD algorithm; for example, blob merging. It robustly segments blobs into 

large motion and robustly detects bad blobs. Applying a second detection gives more accurate 

detection, as the ROI (region of interest) is reduced compared with the whole frame region. 

For example, blob 0, blob 1, blob 3 and blob 4 are classified as good blobs, and they are 

accepted with no need for second detection. A second detection is applied to blob 5, as its 

area is large. As a result, more accurate detection is achieved: see Figure 5.8.  

However, the performance of this algorithm (AAFD) depends on the blob detection algorithm 

using a large window. For example, in AFD, image blobs are segmented correctly, but the 

detection algorithm detects them as one blob. Therefore, applying adaptive accumulated 

frame differencing may result in inaccurate blob detection: see Figure 5.9 (F2316). It does not 

reduce blob merging when they are close to each other or where there is touching in the 

original video frames. The AAFD usually detects the head and hand separately, which results 
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in blob splitting. Blob splitting can be a challenging segmentation problem when the frame 

differencing technique is used.  
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(a) Blobs have a good fill ratio and a large area. Frame 1827 shows how AAFD solved 
merging blobs involving two people when they are close to each other. 

(b) Blobs have a good fill ratio with a small area. Frame 21676 shows an example of good 
blob (accepted). 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame 

1827 

Mask Detection 

AFD 

  

AAFD 

  

21676 Mask Detection 

AFD 

  

AAFD - - 
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 (c) Blobs do not have a good fill ratio, and they have a small area. Frame 2636 displays a 
more robust detection result after executing the second detection, as the ROI is reduced 

compared with the first detection. 

(d) Blobs do not have a good fill ratio, and they have a large area. Frame 1255 shows how 
the AAFD algorithm segments merged blobs correctly, as well as the effectiveness of a 

second detection using a small window to solve blob merging. 
Figure 5.7: Adaptive accumulated frame differencing analysis. 

2636 Mask Detection 

AFD 

  

AAFD 

 - 

1255 Mask Detection 

AFD 

  

AAFD 
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Figure 5.8: Adaptive accumulated frame differencing Frame 300 shows that blob 0, blob 1, 
blob 3 and blob 4 were detected correctly and accepted as good blobs, while a second 
detection was applied to blob 5 using a small window to segment this object in fast motion. 

  

300 Mask Detection 

AFD 

  

AAFD 
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Figure 5.9: AAFD did not solve the merging blobs problem in some cases, as it depends on the 
first detection using a large window. For example, in Frame 2316, AFD data segments two 
blobs with no merging, then applying the Otsu threshold for detection merges them, as the AFD 
is noisy, and the blobs are close to each other. 

 

5.5	Performance	metrics	and	performance	analysis	of	motion	detection	

methods	

We performed quantitative and qualitative evaluations to compare the three motion 

detection algorithms described in this chapter – AAFD, AFD and MOG – using the data set 

described in Section 6.2.1. The goal was to implement a motion detection algorithm which 

does not rely on a background model. Traditional motion detection methods (e.g., MOG) rely 
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on background models and this may be difficult to achieve in some environments. In addition, 

traditional models do not detect objects with small amounts of motion (e.g. people in offices). 

The same testing parameters for MOG, AFD and AAFD described in section 5.2.2, 5.3 and 5.4 

are applied. The MOG was implemented using Open CV where the number of Gaussian 

distributions for each pixel is selected adaptively and the length of history = 1000. The AFD 

algorithm was applied using a window size of 100 frames. The AAFD algorithm was tested 

using an initial window size N=100, Blob_Fill_Ratio =0.4, GOOD_BLOB_AREA = 2550, 

BAD_BLOB_AREA = 1500. To measure detection performance, we used standard Precision (P), 

Recall (R) and F-Score measures (F), which is a harmonic average of the precision and recall, 

as determined by the following:  

012345467(0) = ()
()$*)  (5.3) 

8239::(8) = ()
()$*!   (5.4) 

; −<259=12 = +∗	)./0&1&23∗4/0566
	)./0&1&23$4/0566   (5.5) 

Where TP, FP and FN are the correct, false and missed detections, respectively, compared to 

ground truths. The correspondence between ground truths and hypotheses was expressed in 

terms of Euclidian distance between ground truth centres and hypotheses. The 

correspondence between a hypothesis and a ground truth is considered if the distance 

between them does not exceed the threshold, T=59 pixels. The T threshold is set to the 

average width of a person in pixels (Bernardin & Stiefelhagen, 2008).  

Table 5.1 depicts the quantitative results of our adaptive Accumulated Frame Differencing 

(AAFD) and Mixture of Gaussian (MOG). It can be observed that the MOG achieves the lowest 

accuracy (F-measure) in sequences with small motion (i.e., people are sitting), such as Seq01 

and Seq05, while the higher accuracy achieved was in sequences with lots of people 

movements (significant motion), such as Seq06 and Seq02. This is due to the fact that, when 

objects remain partially static for a long time, they become incorporated into the background 

model. Our AAFD reported robust performance in terms of F-measure, which was above 0.72 

in all sequences with different object motions (e.g., when people are sitting or moving). Recall 

was better for the AAFD, due to its robustness at detecting objects with small motion, which 

results in less false negative errors compared with MOG. Precision of the AAFD was less 
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accurate than MOG due to blob splitting, which results in higher false positive errors. Overall, 

our AAFD (0.73) outperforms the MOG (0.48), which demonstrates the robustness of our 

method to detect objects with different motions. 

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison results of accumulated frame differencing (AFD) and 

adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD). The AAFD improves the detection results, 

especially in sequences which involve overlapping (e.g., people passing each other, walking 

past each other) and when objects are close to each other. For example, in terms of recall, 

the AAFD reported higher recall in Seq01, Seq02, Seq03 and Seq06, at 88%, 79.3%, 80% and 

86.60%, respectively, compared with the AFD, at 81.1%, 73.90, 60% and 71.30, respectively, 

as, in these sequences, overlapping and touching/close challenges were presented. Such 

enhancement is due to the adaptive temporal window size used, where large and small 

temporal window size is used to detect object motion based on on the analysis of movement 

blob-shaped features. Both methods reported similar precision in most of the sequences. 

As shown in Figure 5.11, the AAFD reported the highest true positives (TP) numbers and 

lowest false negatives (FN), followed by the AFD, in the entire video compared with other 

detection methods, which demonstrates the robustness of the adaptive temporal window 

size to detect objects with different motions. However, the false positive numbers were 

higher; this is due to splitting of head/hands blobs. The lowest false positive errors were 

reported by MOG, as the segmentation results are based on the background model, and 

segmentation of objects with significant motion is relatively robust, as they are not added to 

the background model. 

Figure 5.12 shows three visual examples where the improvements of AAFD against the AFD 

and MOG can be appreciated. Figure 5.12 (a) shows visual examples in the first scenario 

where people are sitting with small motion. The AAFD robustly detects people compared with 

MOG. It also reduces the overlapping problem when people are close to each other, 

compared with MOG and AAFD. The second tested scenario is shown in Figure 5.12 (b), which 

presents examples from a sequence with different object motions, as well as people passing 

each other (overlapping). The third scenario shows the robustness of AAFD and AFD 

compared with MOG to detect people when they stay partially static for many frames; see 

Frame 7617 in Figure 5.12 (c). In frame 7399, a person at the whiteboard was detected 
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correctly by MOG, as he was moving. In frame 7617, when he stayed partially static for many 

frames, he was added to the MOG background model, with the result being a false negative 

error. Figure 5.12 (d) shows visual examples from Seq03 and Seq06 when people walk near 

each other (overlapping) and start leaving the meeting room. The AAFD reduces the blob 

overlapping problem compared with AFD and MOG. 

Table 5.1: Quantitative results of adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) and 
Mixture of Gaussian (MOG) (bold indicates best results). 

 Motion detection methods  

Key challenges Sequences/ 

metrics 

AAFD MOG 

R P F R P F 

Seq01 88.0% 60.6% 0.72 

 

27.6% 91.5% 0.42 People close to each 
other/touching, small 

motion 

Seq02 79.3% 67.6% 0.73 43.1% 84.1% 0.57 

 

Overlapping (passing 
each other), people close 
to each other/touching, 

different motions 

Seq03 80.0% 72.7% 0.76 

 

35.0% 87.5% 0.50 Overlapping (walking 
past each other), 

touching 

Seq04 86.3% 73.4% 0.79 

 

28.2% 92.6% 0.43 Different object motions 

Seq05 87.3% 61.3% 0.72 29.1% 91.3% 0.44 Small motion, people 
close to each 

other/touching 

Seq06 86.6% 65.5% 0.75 67.8% 75.0% 0.71 

 

Different motions, 
overlapping, people close 

to each other/touching 

Overall 85.9% 63.3% 0.73 

 

33.2% 87.6% 0.48 

 

Different motions, 
overlapping, people 

touching/people close to 
each other  
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(a) Recall results for AFD and AAFD. 

 

(b) Precision results for AFD and AAFD. 

Figure 5.10: Recall and precision results for Accumulated frame differencing (AFD) and 

adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) over all sequences. 
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Figure 5.11: True positive (TP), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) numbers applied 
to the entire video sequence for AAFD, AFD and MOG motion detection methods. The AAFD 

achieved the highest true positive numbers. 
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AAFD Frame 2390 AFD Frame 2390 MOG Frame 2390 

AAFD Frame 1851 AFD Frame 1851 MOG Frame 1851 
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(a)  Visual evaluation of AAFD in comparison with the AFD and MOG. It shows the robustness of AFFD to detect people in a scenario when 
people are sitting close to each other and engaging in a small motion. 

AAFD Frame 1808 AFD Frame 1808 MOG Frame 1808 

AAFD Frame 2731 AFD Frame 2731 MOG Frame 2731 
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AAFD Frame 4350 AFD Frame 4350 MOG Frame 4350 

AAFD Frame 6888 AFD Frame 6888 MOG Frame 6888 
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(b) Visual evaluation of AAFD in comparison with the AFD and MOG in a sequence with different object motions and people passing each 
other.  The AAFD presented a robust detection result. 

AAFD Frame 7074 AFD Frame 7074 

AAFD Frame 7337 AFD Frame 7337 MOG Frame 7337 

MOG Frame 7074 
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(c) Visual examples to show the robustness of AFD and AAFD compared with MOG to detect people when they remain partially static in 
many frames 

AAFD Frame 7399 AFD Frame 7399 MOG Frame 7399 

AAFD Frame 7617 AFD Frame 7617 MOG Frame 7617 
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AAFD Frame 8728 AFD Frame 8728 MOG Frame 8728 

AAFD Frame 8758 AFD Frame 8758 MOG Frame 8758 
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AAFD Frame 30096 AFD Frame 30096 MOG Frame 30096 

AAFD Frame 29991 AFD Frame 29991 MOG Frame 29991 
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(d) Visual evaluation of AAFD in comparison with the AFD and MOG in a sequence with overlapping (e.g., people walking near each other) 

Figure 5.12: Qualitative evaluation of AAFD in compression with AFD and MOG. It shows the robustness of AAFD to detect people in different 
scenario.

AAFD Frame 30733 AFD Frame 30733 MOG Frame 30733 
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5.6	Combining	accumulated	frame	differencing	and	corner	features	for	

object	tracking	

In section 5.4, we introduced an adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) method for 

robust object detection. In this section, we develop a track-by-detection approach for robust 

tracking. This approach allows robust blunder recovery, since each video frame is considered 

separately by the AAFD step, as most of the discriminative trackers available in the literature 

suffer from tracker drifting (discussed in Chapter 3). For this, we combine our motion-based 

detection algorithm (AAFD) technique with a feature-based detection algorithm using Shi-

Tomasi corner detection (see section 5.6.1.2.1). Frame differencing data is a certain type of 

evidence describing how much pixels are changing over time, whereas corner detection is a 

completely different form of evidence which searches for discontinuity in the pixel value or 

the edges, considered in a single frame. These are totally different forms of evidence (i.e., one 

is temporal, while the other is spatial); therefore, they are appropriate for use in combination. 

5.6.1	Outline	of	a	combination	of	AAFD	and	corner	detection	techniques	

Figure 5.13 provides a block diagram of our approach to detecting and tracking people. Our 

contribution at this point is to find the region of movement using our developed AAFD 

algorithm robustly, since it was proven that it gives a good performance in finding the people 

in a meeting video sequence given no background model, whether their motion is significant 

or slow. Frame differencing is a robust coarse step that helps to recover from blunders, since 

it does not rely on prior knowledge. We use standard morphological techniques to extract 

“blobs”; i.e., regions of connected pixels, which are assumed to indicate coherent moving 

objects. Blob splitting or merging is usually a segmentation problem when the frame 

differencing technique is used, and therefore additional processing is required. Corner 

features are detected by applying the Shi-Tomasi corner detector. These corner points are 

further processed, and moving corner points are returned. Finally, the minimum area 

rectangle fitting these moving corner points is found. 
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Figure 5.13: Block diagram of a combination of AAFD and a corner detector for people 
detection. 

 

5.6.1.1	Detection	of	moving	region	(AAFD)	

The region of movement is extracted using AAFD where object motion is segmented 

adaptively based on an analysis of object shape features, where a large window size is used 

to accumulate frame differencing data for slow-moving objects, while fast moving objects are 

segmented using a small window. Once the object is detected, the region of movement is 

extracted around the centre of the object. Figure 5.14 shows examples of the region of 

movement extraction based on AAFD. 

5.6.1.1.1	Compression	artefacts		

Unfortunately, any compression artefacts present on the video stream are amplified during 

AFD image calculation; this noise appears as white blocks. This in turn increases the 

probability of wrong detection of the region of movement. We used a co-efficient of motion 

percentage for each proposed region of interest (ROI) to reduce the effect of these 

compression artefacts via the following: 

• Firstly, !"#(%, ') is converted to a binary image 

!"#!(%, ') = )255	-.	!"#(%, ') 	> 	0ℎ234ℎ
0	60ℎ327-43	

8 (5.6) 

Detection of Moving Region  

(AAFD) 

Detection of Object Features  

(Shi-Tomasi Corner detection) 

Object Minimum Area Rectangle 

Image Sequence (video) 
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• Secondly, the motion percentage = "#$%&'	)*	+)+	,&')	-./&012)230	+#$%&'	)*	-./&01  (5.7) 

When the motion percentage is greater than the threshold value, the region of movement is 

extracted based on AAFD. Otherwise, the region of movement is extracted based on detection 

on the previous frame (as the ROI has no blobs, only noise). As shown in Figure 5.15, using 

the motion percentage gives robust results to control the region of movement extraction 

based on AAFD. 
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Figure 5.14: Example of region of movement extraction. 

 

  

Frame 6125  Frame 6548  

Frame 6701  Frame 6963  
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Frame 5550 

 
Region of movement extraction without using motion percentage 

 
Region of movement extraction based on motion percentage 

 
AFD N=100 
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Frame 4921 

 
Region of movement extraction without using motion percentage 

 
Region of movement extraction based on motion percentage 

 
AFD N=100 

Figure 5.15: Two examples of the region of movement extraction with/without motion 
percentage. Using motion percentage reduces the error resulting from the noise of 

compression artefacts. 
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5.6.1.2	Detection	of	object	features	(Shi-Tomasi	Corner	detection)	

5.6.1.2.1	Corner	detection	methods	

A corner can be defined as an intersection of two edges (Patel & Panchal, 2014). It can also 

be defined as a point at which there is a large variation in intensity in the neighbourhood of 

this point in all directions. Generally, corner points are stable to different viewpoints; 

therefore, they are good features by which to track. The Harris Corner Detector is one of the 

most commonly used corner detectors to extract corner points from an image.  

The basic idea of the Harris Corner Detector is to check the intensity of a point within a 

window. The point is considered a corner when shifting the window in all directions gives 

large variations in the pixel intensity. For the flat region, there is no change in all directions, 

and for the edge region, there is no change along the edge direction. The Harris Corner 

Detector gives a mathematical representation of all these cases (Harris & Stephens, 1988). 

The HCD is based on calculating a pixel’s gradient value. If the absolute gradient value in both 

x and y directions exceeds a defined threshold value, the pixel is considered a corner. Consider 

an image I and a shifting window w (x, y) with displacement u in x direction and v in the y 

direction. The variation of intensity can be calculated as follows: 

9(:, ;) = ∑ 7(%, ')[#(% + :, ' + ;) − #(%, ')]4/,6  (5.8) 

Where 7(%, ') is the window at position x,y,	#(%, ')is the pixel intensity at (x,y) and 

I(% + :, ' + ;) is the intensity at the shifted window	(% + :, ' + ;). The value 9(:, ;) must 

be maximised to detect corners; therefore, the difference in intensity [#(% + :, ' + ;) −

#(%, ')]4 must be maximised. Using the Taylor expansion and expressing in a matrix form, the 

following expression is obtained: 

9(:, ;) ≈ 	 [:	;]	C	[:	;]7    (5.9) 

Where  

C = ∑ 7(%, ') D
#/#/ #/#6
#/#6 #6#6

E			/,6 (5.10) 

Where #/	FGH	#6 are the image derivatives in the x and y directions. Harris proposed a 
measure for corner response R(M), calculated for each window.  

R(M) = det(M)− K 02FI3(C)4 (5.11) 
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Where K is an empirically determined constant, det(M), and trace(M) is defined as follows: 

det(C) = λ1	λ2, trace(M) = λ1 + λ2 (5.12) 

where λ1	λ2	are	eigenvalues of matrix M, a window is considered a corner if its R score is 
above a certain threshold value.  

Shi-Tomasi Corner Detector 

The Shi and Tomasi (1994) detector is based on Harris corner detection, with a small 

modification in calculating the score measure for a corner point. The scoring function in Harris 

corner detection is calculated as R(M) = λ1 λ2 – K (λ1	 + 	λ2)4. In Shi and Tomasi, corner 

detection the score is given as follows: 

R = Min (λ1, λ2)  (5.13) 

If it is greater than a threshold value, the point is considered a corner.  

5.6.1.2.2	Detection	of	object	features	(Shi-Tomasi	corner	detection)	

The N strongest corners are found by applying the Shi-Tomasi corner detection method in the 

region of movement extracted based on AAFD. Firstly, all corners below the threshold value 

are rejected.6 Then, the remaining corners are sorted in descending order based on their 

minimum eigenvalue. The strongest corners are returned, then, based on the specified 

minimum distance between corners, nearby corners are rejected, and the N (specified 

maximum number of corners) strongest corners are returned (Shi & Tomasi, 1994) (OpenCV-

documentation, 2018). According to the Open CV implementation of the Shi-Tomasi corner 

detection method, the maximum number of corners needs to be specified. The maximum 

number of corners is set to large value equal to 40 to consider all possible strong corners (in 

our experiment, the returned strongest corners are less than 40 e.g., 5,9 corners and each 

object has different number of corners). 

5.6.1.2.3	Combining	corners	with	motion		

As the goal is to track people, we are interested in the detection of motion corners (corners 

on foreground objects) and to avoid erroneous detection. The issue to be solved is how to 

 

6 The Shi-Tomasi Corner Detector requires that the minimum eigenvalue should be above a 
threshold value. A parameter called quality_level is used to calculate this value. The 
threshold value is calculated as: quality level * maximum eigenvalue through the image. 
Quality level is set to 0.01. 
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relate the detected corner points to motion. Our contribution at this point is to propose a 

metric to measure the motion of a corner point. We implemented a scoring function to assign 

a score value for each corner point based on its corner value and AFD data. For all corner 

points returned by Shi-Tomasi corner  Q8(%, ') , the score R(C) is defined as follows: 

R(C) = Q8(%, ') ∗ 	TU8(%, ')9  (5.14) 

Where Q8(%, ') is the minimum eigenvalue and TU8(%, ') is AFD data which ranges from 0 

to 255, and k is an empirically determined constant and k <1 as we want to keep low values 

(minimum eigenvalues) also stop large values from going too high. In our experiment k =0.2. 

Various different values in the range k>1 and k<1 were tried, and we found that a smaller 

value was appropriate (so, the score for strong FD data with small corner strength will be 

small).  

We make use of the corner strength as valuable information, rather than just using its 

presence to calculate the score. This in turns helps to differentiate the score for strong corners 

(a good feature for foreground objects) and weak corners. Figure 5.16 shows an example of 

using this score function to reduce background corner points.  

To consider only the motion corners, all returned M corners are sorted in descending order 

based on their score value. Then, the highest 50% of these corners are returned, and the 

minimum area rectangle fitting them is calculated to visualise the tracking results (i.e. centre 

of rectangle) and update the centre to extract the next region of interest. 
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Frame 3990 

 
Corner detection without using score function 

 
Corner detection using score function 

Figure 5.16: Sample images to show corner detection with and without using score function. 
As shown in Frame 3990, background corner points are relatively reduced using score 

function. 
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 Algorithm 2: combining accumulated frame differencing and corner detection for people 
detection: 
for each frame in a video do 
         //Moving regions detection 
         Extract region of interest (ROI) based on previous centre 
        Calculate motion percent from AFD image 
        If (motion percent < Thresh) then 
                    Extract region of movement based on previous centre // there is no blobs only         
                     noisy white blocks 
         else 
                Extract region of movement (ROM) based on the AAFD 
         // Object corner features detection 
         Apply corner detection on ROM 
         for each corner points do 
                Calculate its score 
         end for. 
         Sort M corner points based on the score in descending order 
         Return the highest 50% of M corners where score != 0 
         If (number of corner points !=0)  then // good corners are found 
                    Find the minimum area rectangle fitting the corner points 
                    Update centre based on the centre of detected corners 
                    Keep the corner points as previous corners 
                    retain corner points  
          else 
                retain previous corner points 
 end for. 
 

 

5.7	An	adaptive	background	modelling	method	based	on	modified	running	

average	

As discussed in Chapter 4, background modelling is a fundamental data product, and the 

performance of motion detection methods and other segmentation approaches relies on how 

well the background is modelled. This section develops a background model using the high-

level object knowledge derived from our FD_corner tracker (described in the previous 

section).  

5.7.1	Background	

Background modelling for foreground detection is used widely in different applications to 

model the background and then subtract the current frame from the background image to 

detect moving objects. All background modelling methods have the following steps: 
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• Background initialisation 

• Background maintenance 

• Foreground detection 

Generally, a background model is initialised at the first frame, which is assumed to be cleaned 

of any foreground objects - which may be difficult to control in many real-world scenarios. 

Alternatively, background modelling may use a set of training frames which may or may not 

have moving objects. The main challenge is modelling a background when many images in a 

sequence may contain moving objects; this is referred to as the bootstrapping problem 

(Bouwmans, 2014). Background initialisation has been marginally investigated in the 

literature, and few works address the Background initialisation at the pixel level; in addition, 

most of the proposed methods model the background offline and are based on the 

assumption of stable pixel intensity and median filtering. When foreground objects stay 

partially static for more than half of video frames, they will be considered as background 

objects, see section 4.4.1. Our goal at this point is to model the background robustly using the 

object information in a video sequences where foreground objects present from the start and 

in the most of video frames, see section 5.7.3.1. 

Background maintenance determines the mechanism used to update the background model 

to adapt to the scene’s changes. The key challenge in background maintenance is updating 

the background to reflect the value of the pixels classified as background. Errors in 

classification will pollute the background model and lead to a permanently incorrect 

background model (Bouwmans, 2014).  Per-pixel background models such as Mixture of 

Gaussian (MOG) (described in section 4.3.1.2) and running average (see later sections) are 

broadly effective but still prone to false foreground and background classifications, which 

leads to an incorrect background model (Magee, 2004). Examples of causes of false 

classification are slow-moving objects and those that may stop and start (e.g., in a traffic 

scene); this is referred to as the intermittent object motion problem. Most of the existing 

approaches concentrate on modelling the background at the pixel level, and different learning 

rates are used to address the slow-moving object challenge for background updates; these 

models are not able to prevent false alarms generated by partially static objects. In addition, 

these methods assume a clean background model at the beginning. Less effort has been made 
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to use high-level knowledge with statistical background models to cope with the slow-moving 

object challenge for background modelling. However, techniques which take this approach 

assume clean background at initialisation (and cannot deal with the bootstrapping problem). 

Most of these approaches concentrate on detection of abandoned objects (e.g., a bag), see 

section 4.4.2. Our goal at this point is to use the high-level information to effectively model 

the background robustly in a scene exhibiting the intermittent object motion challenge and 

with no need of a clean background image at the beginning; see section 5.7.3.2. 

This section proposes a background reconstruction algorithm which can construct a static 

background image when moving objects are present in most frames, while also avoiding the 

incorporation of slow-moving objects into the model. We illustrate its use by improving a 

standard Running Average method in order to model backgrounds using high-level knowledge 

of object movements derived from a tracker described in section 5.6. The general approach 

is that only pixels that are already classified as background (by the tracker) are fed into the 

per-pixel model. 

5.7.2	An	improved	running	average	background	model	

The traditional running average background modelling technique calculates the background 

image recursively according to the following equation: 

!!(#, %) = (1−∝)!!"#(#, %)+	∝ 	 -!(#, %) (5.15) 

Where ∝ is the updating speed, which is a constant in the range [0,1], !! is the background 

model at time t, and -! is the current image at time t. The updating speed ∝ represents how 

quickly the background model forgets earlier information. The larger the value of ∝, the faster 

the background model will adapt to changes in the scene (Sehairi et al., 2017; Heikkila & 

Silvén, 1999). 

Then, the difference frame is calculated, and a binary threshold is applied to extract the 

foreground mask of the foreground object; see the following equation: 

.! = / 0		|!!(#, %)| −	|-!(#, %)| < 3
255	|!!(#, %)| − |-!(#, %)| ≥ 3       (5.16) 

The main drawback of the scheme is that pixels which are classified as foreground are used 

in the background calculation, which will pollute the background image. A selective 
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background maintenance scheme has been proposed to overcome this problem (Bouwmans, 

2014). This selective maintenance scheme updates the background model using different 

learning rates (update speeds) based on the previous classification of pixels into foreground 

or background; therefore, the background model adapts the background pixels very quickly 

and adapts foreground pixels very slowly according to the following equations: 

!!(#, %) = (1−∝)!!"#+	∝ 	 -!(#, %) if (#, %) is background (5.17) 

!!(#, %) = (1 − 7)!!"# + 	7	-!(#, %) if (#, %) is foreground, and usually 7 = 0  (5.18) 

The disadvantage of this selective scheme is that false foreground and background 

classifications may lead to an incorrect background model (Bouwmans, 2014).  

Per-pixel background models such as running average are prone to erroneous classification 

which may lead to a permanently incorrect background model. We propose that this may be 

addressed by using high-level information (i.e., foreground movements derived from our 

tracker FD_corner described in section 5.6) as an analysis operation and feeding this back into 

a per-pixel model. 

Figure 5.17 shows the block diagram of our adaptive background model using high-level 

knowledge of people movements and a running average update. Our contribution at this 

point is to robustly model backgrounds when foreground objects are present in most of the 

video frames, as well as avoiding problems with slow-moving objects (e.g., people sitting in a 

meeting room) based on high-level information (i.e., people’s movements) derived from our 

FD_corner tracker. 

As shown in Figure 5.17, firstly, the background model is initialised at the first frame using the 

tracker feedback, and the pixels that are classified as background are used to initialise the 

background image. Foreground pixels appear as black pixels in the initial background image. 

Then, at every frame, our tracker generates a binary mask, and only the pixels that are 

classified as background are used to update the background image; foreground pixels are 

discarded.  
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Figure 5.17: Block diagram of our knowledge-based background model. 

	

5.7.3	Experimental	results		

In this section, we show the performance of our background modelling algorithm. We firstly 

present the results of the progressive background images generated using our algorithm, then 

the foreground segmentation results based on the generated background image is shown. 

Secondly, we compare our background model with the baseline and state-of-art background 

subtraction methods, including Running average and the Gaussian Mixture Model. 

The objective of our background modelling algorithm is to robustly model the background in 

a bootstrapping scene where moving objects are present in most of the video frames, and to 

avoid incorporating slow-moving objects into this background model (intermittent object 

motion). We applied our algorithm to the ES2002a video sequence described in section 6.2.1. 

In the ES2002a, moving objects (meeting participants) were present in all video frames, as 

well as people sitting for long periods, making very small motions. 
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5.7.3.1	Experimental	results	of	the	improved	background	model	(offline)	

Figure 5.18 shows examples of progressive background images generated using our improved 

running average method. At the beginning, the background model is partially generated. The 

black pixels are the places where foreground objects are initially present, as shown in Figure 

5.18 (Frame 4500, Frame 7500, Frame 8500). For more example see figure B.1(Frame 4000, 

Frame 5000, Frame 5500, Frame 6000, Frame 6500, Frame 7000, Frame 8000) in appendix B. 

When people start moving, our algorithm updates the background model with missing 

background pixels.  

Frame 20000, as illustrated in Figure 5.18, more example is in figure B.1(Frame 20500) , 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our background modelling, as, when people come back and 

stayed for a long time, these pixels were not added by our algorithm to the background 

model.  

The advantage of this proposed method was confirmed by using the background image to 

segment the foreground objects (i.e., every frame in the video is subtracted from the 

background image). Figure 5.19 shows the foreground segmentations using the background 

image generated based on our modified running average algorithm. All meeting participants 

have been segmented robustly in different scenarios, whether they are sitting or moving. For 

more example see figure B.2.
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Frame No 
Input image sequence   Progressive backgrounds 

Frame 4500 

Frame 7500 
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Figure 5.18: Examples of background images generated using our improved running average algorithm.

Frame No Input image sequence Progressive backgrounds 

Frame 8500 

Frame 20000 
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Figure 5.19: Foreground segmentation results using the background model generated by our 

modified running average algorithm. 

 

5.7.3.2	Comparison	with	state-of-the-art	methods	(online)	

We compared our method, the modified running average, to the traditional and state-of-the-

art foreground segmentation methods, the standard running average filter (Heikkila & Silvén, 

1999) and the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999). Our goal at this 
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point is to demonstrate the effectiveness of using high-level information to deal with the two 

shortcomings of per-pixel models: intermittent object motion (the incorporation of slow 

moving objects into the background model) and bootstrapping (as the per-pixel models 

assume a clean background model at the initialisation). 

For the GMM and running average filter, we used the implementation available in the OpenCV 

library (OpenCV-documentation, 2019). To obtain better comparable results, each method 

was followed by a binary thresholding operation in order to determine the region changes 

and to remove small changes (e.g., noise). The threshold was fixed to Th=50 for all methods.  

The first scenario is used to demonstrate the performance of our background modelling 

algorithm in the presence of foreground objects at the beginning (bootstrapping problem). 

This scenario includes frames when people are sitting at the beginning, then start moving to 

the whiteboard. It shows how our method robustly generates the background and removes 

all foreground objects which were present at the beginning. Some example frames from this 

scenario are included in Figure 5.20. From the results in the third column, Frame 6400 & 

Frame 8602, we can see the robustness of our proposed algorithm, which models the 

background partially when people are sitting. Then, when people are moving to the 

whiteboard, it learns the missing background pixels (i.e., where people were sitting at the 

beginning), and the background model is updated. The third column, Frame 8705 and Frame 

8751, demonstrates the effectiveness of using high-level information (i.e., people’s 

movements) to update the background model (only pixels classified as background are used 

to update the background model) compared with traditional per-pixel models: traditional 

running average and GMM where misclassification of foreground/background pixels has 

polluted the background model, which in turn leads to poor segmentation results (see fourth 

column in Figure 5.20).  

The second scenario tests our proposed adaptive background subtraction method in the 

presence of foreground objects which exhibit small motions (i.e. intermittent object motion 

challenge). In this scenario, meeting participants are sitting, making small motions. In Figure 

5.21, we show the updated background image and foreground segmentation result as an 

example of when our background image has learned all missing background pixels. We can 

see that our method generates a robust background image where slow-moving objects are 
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not incorporated into the background model, compared with the GMM method, where the 

background was updated with foreground objects, as they were sitting for long time (low 

variance).  From the results in the fourth column, Figure 5.21, it is observed that our proposed 

method achieves the best performance: all objects are detected, with few false positives. 

Visually, our method is capable of capturing objects with infrequent motions (slow or 

significant) comparing favourably with state-of-the-art methods (GMM and the standard 

running average). More examples are shown in appendix B, figure B.3. 
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Figure 5.20: Comparison examples from the first scenario with foreground objects present in the initialisation. From left to right are the original 

images, updated background and foreground segmentations. Our method models the background robustly compared with other methods. 
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Figure 5.21: Comparison examples from the second scenario: presence of foreground objects with minor motion. From left to the right are the 
original images, updated background and foreground segmentations. Our method robustly updates the background, as slow-moving foreground 

objects were not added to the background compared with other methods. 
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5.8	Summary	and	conclusion	

This chapter firstly discussed experimental results of motion-based detection methods (i.e., 

background subtraction and temporal frame differencing), and their limitations were 

highlighted. The background subtraction (MOG) method requires a background model, and 

traditional frame differencing cannot deal with slow-moving objects. Therefore, this chapter 

developed a novel adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) approach which can 

adaptively detect moving objects with no need of a background model, and which can 

determine whether their motion is slow or significant using different temporal window sizes. 

The experimental results in meeting video sequences showed the robustness of the algorithm 

developed to detect people in sequences with different detection challenges (e.g., 

overlapping, or involving different motions). However, the AAFD segments moving objects, 

such as the heads and hands, which results in a blob-splitting problem.   

Secondly this chapter proposes a solution to improve the performance of AAFD through the 

use of a feature-based method. For this, a tracking-by-detection approach to track meeting 

participants from an overhead camera was introduced, namely our frame differencing corner 

(FD_Corner) tracker. In this, a novel adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) 

approach was applied to find the region of movements for each person over varying temporal 

scales, where a large temporal window size was used to find slow-moving objects, and a small 

temporal window size was used to detect fast-moving objects. Corner features were 

introduced as a different form of evidence (feature-based rather than motion-based) in order 

to robustly track meeting participants. A score was calculated for each extracted corner, 

indicating those corners which coincided with movement; the corners with high scores were 

returned, and the minimum area rectangle was then found for a region of pixels. To evaluate 

the performance of the method developed, Chapters 6 and 7 present and discuss the testing 

analysis of our developed method qualitatively and quantitatively.  

Finally, the knowledge of people movements derived from our method (FD_Corner) can be 

used to build a robust background model in a static scene. Modelling the background is very 

important for detecting foreground objects, and the quality of the background image is an 

important factor for accurate extraction of foreground objects. We present a robust 

background modelling method which is particularly capable of modelling the background 

when foreground objects are present in most of the video frames (bootstrapping challenge), 
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while not incorporating slow-moving objects into the background model (intermittent object 

motion challenge). These are key issues in background subtraction methods. Specifically, we 

improve the traditional running average filter by using high-level information derived from 

our FD_Corner tracker as an analysis step to distinguish foreground and background pixels 

and feeding this back into a per-pixel model.  

The proposed adaptive background model is initialised at the first frame using the tracker 

where foreground regions appear as black pixels; then, our background model starts to learn 

missing background pixels when people start moving, and it updates the background model 

based on the tracker’s feedback. 

We tested our adaptive background model offline, where the background image was 

modelled firstly, then the generated background image was used to segment the foreground 

objects. Furthermore, our background model was evaluated and compared with traditional 

background subtraction methods – GMM and running average in online mode, where the 

background was initialised at the first frame, then updated at every frame. Qualitative 

evaluation of our method shows promising results to robustly model the background, which 

in turn leads to robust foreground detection with respect to traditional techniques. Our 

background subtraction algorithm outperforms the traditional running average and GMM in 

terms of foreground object segmentations with infrequent motions. 
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Introduction	

Section 5.6 proposed a novel people detection and tracking algorithm using a combination of 

our developed motion detection algorithm, namely adaptive accumulated frame differencing 

(AAFD), and Shi-Tomasi corner detection. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, 

we designed an analysis plan where testing was performed in a meeting context, generally 

using a publicly available visual tracking benchmark, in addition to comparisons with baseline 

and state-of-the-art tracking methods; see Figure III(b).1. This section presents detailed 

analysis of our method. It consists of two chapters; the contents of the chapters are as follows: 

Chapter 6 firstly, presents an overview of standard evaluation metrics which have been 

previously used to measure the performance of multiple object tracking in meeting contexts 

(i.e., standard MOT metrics developed by the AMI meeting project and CLEAR-MOT used to 

evaluate the people tracking methods developed during the CHIL project in meeting rooms) 

and generally using the MOTChallenge benchmark, which is a standard platform for multiple 

object tracking. Secondly, testing results based on these metrics are addressed and compared 

to the baseline and state-of-the-art tracking methods. This chapter also demonstrates the 

importance and investigates the broader usefulness of each component of our method. We 

build four algorithms for each component of our approach. The performance of these 

components is reported to show how the component improves the performance of our 

method. In Chapter 7 the test analysis of our method using the most recent visual object 

tracking data set (i.e., online tracking benchmark OTB) based on challenging attributes (i.e., 

background clutter, illumination variation, deformation, scale variation and occlusion) is 

described. Comparisons to state-of-the-art methods based on these attributes are also 

presented.
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Analysis Plan to compare, our method “FD_Corner”, with existing work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III(b).1: Analysis plan to evaluate the performance of our method.
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 Chapter	6:	Performance	evaluation	in	a	meeting	context	
	

6.1	Introduction 
This chapter proposes a number of evaluation methods with which the accuracy and 

performance of the vision-based people detection and tracking algorithms proposed in this 

thesis have been tested. The first section gives an overview of the most common metrics 

which have been previously used to measure the performance of multiple object tracking. 

The second section addresses the testing results of our Frame Differencing _Corner tracker 

(FD_Corner) on the AMI meeting data sets; see section 6.2.1. 

 

6.2	Evaluation	methodology		

The performance of our detection and tracking algorithm can be evaluated 

visually/qualitatively and quantitatively. On one hand, visual evaluation can be done by 

displaying a video of images where a rectangle is drawn around each person (Martínez-Martín 

& Pobil, 2012). Conversely, measuring the performance of multiple object tracking (MOT) 

quantitatively is not a straightforward task, for various reasons. Firstly, a valid ground truth 

needs to be established, which is the exact output that the algorithm should produce. In our 

algorithm, the ground truth is the determination of real-world object positions (Martínez-

Martín & Pobil, 2012; Hu et al., 2001). Secondly, the “perfect answer” is not always clear. For 

example, in an object detection problem, it can be observed that it is not difficult to manually 

determine the presence of the object or not. This becomes more difficult when the object is 

occluded or very close to another object. It is relatively difficult to achieve exact results from 

the same data when annotated by different people. Finally, finding the similarity measure 

between ground truth and the results obtained from the object method is also challenging 

(Milan et al., 2013).  

Although multiple object tracking is an active research area, there is a lack of common metrics 

for measuring performance, which makes the quantitative comparison of different tracking 

approaches difficult (Smith et al., 2005). To remedy this, several common (standard) 

quantitative measurements for multiple object tracking have been proposed in the literature 
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(Smith et al., 2005; Bernardin & Stiefelhagen, 2008; Leal-Taixé et al., 2015); we will review 

these in detail in section 6.3. 

• Smith et al. (2005) define standard MOT metrics which have been used to evaluate 

tracking methods developed by the AMI (Smith et al., 2006). 

• CLEAR MOT evaluation is a common standard evaluation tool widely used for MOT 

(Bernardin & Stiefelhagen, 2008). 

• The MOTChallenge7 benchmark is a standard platform for multiple object tracking. It 

consists of a large collection of datasets and a common evaluation tool. Therefore, 

MOTChallenge allows fair comparison of different tracking methods (Leal-Taixé et al., 

2015; Milan et al., 2016). 

6.2.1	Data	set	

The Augmented Multiparty Interaction (AMI) public meeting corpus is used to evaluate the 

performance of our proposed techniques. Testing was performed using ES2002a, video 

(McCowan et al., 2005a). This video was recorded from the overhead camera in a meeting 

room with four meeting participants. Meeting participants were sitting around the table and 

performing general meeting actions such as sitting down, standing up, moving to the 

whiteboard and discussing. The video contained many detection and tracking challenges: 

examples include people sitting near each other, touching, people walking past each other, 

variation in size and overlap (see Figure 6.1). Testing was done by dividing the video into 

sequences based on tracking challenges (see Table 6.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 https://motchallenge.net/ 
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Table 6.1: Challenges in the ES2002a video sequences (yes=Y, No=N). 

 Seq01 Seq02 Seq03 Seq04 Seq05 Seq06 

Total no. of frames 2484 

 

4533 104 2775 17875 1775 

Event: sit down Y 

 

Y Y Y Y Y 

Event: Overlap 
(passing each 
other) 

N 

 

Y N N N Y 

Event: Overlap 
(walking past each 
other) 

N N Y N N Y 

Event: leaving N 

 

N N N N Y 

Event: 
touching/people 
close to each other 

Y 

 

Y Y N Y  Y  

Event: standing up 
(walking) 

N Y Y Y N Y 

Description  All people 
are sitting 

People are 
sitting, and 
they start 
moving to 
the 
whiteboard. 

overlap 
(passing 
each other) 

overlap 
between 
two people 
(fully 
overlapping) 

People are 
sitting, while 
one is 
moving, 
with no 
overlapping  

All 
people 
are 
sitting 

Some 
participants 
leaving the 
meeting 
room 
(walking near 
each other 
when they 
are leaving) 
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Figure 6.1: Example from ES2002. a video. Frame 1700 shows the meeting room when 
participants are sitting around the table. Frame 7009 is an example of the challenge when 
people are passing each other. Frames 7034 and 8679 show touching cases. Examples of 

occlusion (overlapping) are shown in Frame 8714 and Frame 8716. 
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6.2.1.1	Annotations	

The most common method of manually annotating images of this sort is to draw a bounding 

rectangle around the objects of interest. Annotating a data set to obtain ground truth for 

quantitative measurements is challenging. Firstly, the quality of annotation is very important, 

and the computed metrics often depend on a “perfect solution” or ground truth. Milan et al. 

(2013) analysed how much different annotations affect the performance evaluation. They 

used two different annotation sets for the same sequence. The annotation sets show 

variation in bounding rectangle size. In the experiments, one of the annotation sets was used 

as a solution and was evaluated based on the second annotation set. As a result, multiple 

object tracking accuracy (MOTA) was below 70%; this was because variation in rectangle sizes 

reduce the overlapping percentage between two rectangles, leading to false positive error 

(the MOTA metric will be described later, in section 6.3.2). This demonstrates that bounding 

rectangle annotations may exhibit ambiguity, and two manual annotations may not agree in 

the presence or absence of an object. Moreover, manual annotation is a very tedious and 

time-consuming process. 

The ES2002a video frames were annotated using an annotation application which we 

implemented in Java 8. Annotation was done by drawing a bounding rectangle around each 

person in a video frame, and the top-left and bottom-right points, along with each person’s 

ID, were recorded in a text file. We fitted the bounding rectangle around the full visible body 

of a person; this included challenging cases (for example, when people were close to each 

other or one person was occluded by another), which were ambiguous in some cases. To 

reduce the effort required for annotation, only one frame per second (of 25) was annotated, 

and the results were evaluated using only these annotated frames. 

 

6.3	Metrics	for	quantitative	evaluation	

This section reviews the evaluation measurements protocol that is widely used for multiple 

object tracking (MOT). Evaluating the performance of a tracking method requires three basic 

components: 

1. The tracker output (hypothesis) H, which is the output from the tracking method 

2. The correct results (ground truths), Gt 
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3. A distance function which measures the correspondence between hypothesis H and 
ground truth Gt (Milan et al., 2013).  

 

6.3.1	Quantitative	evaluation	methodology	developed	by	AMI	

Smith et al. (2005) have determined a method for assessing multiple object tracking (MOT). 

This evaluation procedure is divided into three stages:  

• Coverage test, which measures the overlap between hypothesis H (tracker) and 
ground truth Gt. 

• Configurations relate to estimating the number and location of people in the scene.  

• Identification, which checks the consistency of the tracking of the ground truth by 
the estimator over time. 

In each stage, a set of evaluation measurements is calculated. The configuration and 

identification tests depend on the coverage test (Smith et al., 2006). 

6.3.1.1	Coverage	test	(special	fitting)	

The coverage test determines whether a ground truth is tracked by a tracker and whether a 

tracker is tracking a Gt (i.e., whether there is a one-to-one correspondence). Recall and 

precision are used to measure overlap between Gt and H (Smith et al., 2005). Recall measures 

the area of the Gt which is covered by the H. Precision measures the area of H which covers 

the GT. For good tracking results, both recall, and precision values must be high. For this, the 

following F-measure is used for the coverage test (Smith et al., 2005). 

!"#$%%	 = 	
|"∩$%|
|$%|

 , ()"#*+*,- = 	 |"∩$%|
|"|

 , . −0"$+1)" = 	 &	()*+,,	∗	./)*01023
()*+,,4./)*01023

 

To determine whether the Gt is being tracked by H and whether H is tracking a Gt, the F-

measure must pass the coverage threshold, tc. In order to allow any overlap between the Gt 

and the H to be considered successful, the coverage threshold = 0; therefore, the coverage 

test is passed regardless of how much overlap there is (Smith et al., 2005). 
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6.3.1.2	Configurations	

Configuration refers to the number and placement of people in a meeting video frame. The 

correct configuration is considered when there is only one H tracking each Gt. Coverage 

testing is used to determine whether a H is tracking Gt/a Gt is being tracked by a H. Four 

sources of configuration error are introduced. 

(i) False negative (FN): a Gt is not tracked by H 

(ii) False positive (FP): a H exists with no assigned Gt 

(iii) Multiple trackers (MT): more than one H is assigned to the same Gt. The MT error 

is assigned for each excess H. 

(iv) Multiple object (MO): a H is tracking two or more Gt. The MO error is assigned for 

each excess Gt. 

Configuration distance (CD) measures the difference between the number of H and Gt 

normalised by the total number of Gt in a given frame (Smith et al., 2005, 2006). 

 

6.3.1.3	Identification	

Identification in the object tracking refers to the continuous tracking of an object, Gt, by a 

particular tracker, H, over time. The configuration measurement (described above) focuses 

on spatial relations between Gts and Hs, while identification considers both temporal and 

spatial relations. Correspondence (association) between ground truth, Gt, and tracker, H, is 

performed using the “majority rule” method, whereby a Gt is associated with H, which passes 

the coverage test for most of the Gt lifetime, and a H associates with the Gt which passes the 

coverage test for most of the H’s lifetime. Two types of identification error are identified: 

• Falsely identified tracker (FIT): A tracker, 25, which passes the coverage test for the 

346  is not the identifying tracker, 20. This error usually appears when tracker 20  stops 

tracking ground truth 346, then another tracker, 25, starts tracking the 346 . 
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• Falsely identified object (FIO): A ground truth, 345, which passes the coverage test for 

the 20  is not the identified object, 346. This error usually appears when tracker 20  

tracks 346, then swaps to track another ground truth, 345. 

• Object purity (OP): This measures the degree of consistency to which 346 	is identified 

by 20. It is the ratio of frames where 346  and 20 	pass the coverage test, divided by the 

total number of frames for which 346  exists. 

• Tracker purity (TP): This measures the degree of consistency with which 20 	identifies 

a 346. It is the ratio of frames where 346  and 20 	pass the coverage test, divided by the 

total number of frames for which 20  exists (Smith et al., 2005, 2006).  

 

6.3.1.4	Evaluation	framework	

The evaluation framework proceeds according to the following steps: 

1. For each frame in the sequence 

 - construct configuration maps by calculating the coverage test for all 

combination of Gts and Hs. 

 - Record the configuration measures (FP, FN, MT, MO and CD). 

2. Construct identity maps for the entire sequence using the majority rule. 

3. For each frame in the sequence 

- report the identification errors (FIO, FIT). 

4. Normalise the configuration and identification errors; calculate the tracker purity 

(TP) and object purity (OP) for the entire sequence. 
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al., 2006). 

6.3.2	Clear	MOT	evaluation	

Bernardin and Stiefelhagen (2008) proposed the Clear-MOT framework for the systematic 

evaluation of multiple object trackers. This framework was applied in the two large evaluation 

workshops CLEAR 2006 (Stiefelhagen & Garofolo, 2007) and CLEAR 2007 (Stiefelhagen et al., 

2008) to measure the performance of multiple object tracking methods. Since then, Clear-

MOT evaluation has been one of the evaluation tools widely accepted by the tracking 

community (Milan et al., 2013). The Clear-MOT proposes two quantitative measurements: 

MOTA (multiple object tracking accuracy) and MOTP (multiple object tracking precision); see 

section 6.3.2.2. 

6.3.2.1	Evaluation	procedure	

Establishing correspondence between objects and tracker hypotheses 

The first step in evaluating the multiple object tracking method is to find continuous mapping 

between a sequence of hypotheses H (27,…	2F) output by the tracker and the real objects 

(Ground truth) Gt (347,….	343) in each frame. To establish valid correspondence between 

ground truths 340  and hypothesis 26, two points need to be considered: 

• Correspondence between a hypothesis, 26 , and a ground truth, 340, be established 

if the distance between them does not exceed a threshold t. 

• Distance can be expressed in the term of overlap between ground truths and 

hypotheses, and the threshold t could be set to zero overlap, or Euclidian distance 

can be calculated between ground truth centres and hypothesis. For example, the 

threshold could be set as the average person width in pixels or cm (setting the 

threshold depending on the application goal). 

Evaluation procedure 

Having considered these points related to the correspondence between ground truths and 

hypotheses, the evaluation procedures can be explained as follows: 
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1. For every mapping (340 , 26)	in t-1, check whether it is still valid. If the hypothesis 26  

exists, ground truth 340  is still visible, and the distance between them is less than the 

threshold, map (340 , 26) at frame t. 

2. Finding a matching hypothesis for all remaining ground truths which do not exceed 

the threshold, allow a one-to-one match, in a way that minimises the total ground 

truths – hypothesis distance error for objects. If 340 	is assigned with 26  in frame t-1, 

and in frame t, 340  is assigned with 25, this counts as a mismatch error, and (340 , 26) 

is replaced with (340 , 25) in frame t. Let 	GGH% be the total number of mismatch 

errors for frame t. 

3. By completing steps 1 and 2, the correspondence between Gts and Hs is established. 

For each match, calculate the distance	I%
0  between the ground truth and its matched 

hypothesis. Let J% be the number of matches for time t. 

4. Count all remaining ground truths as misses (false negatives), G%, and all remaining 

tracker hypotheses as false positives, KL%. 

5. Repeat the procedure for the next frame, from step 1. 

Then, the tracker performance is measured via two metrics: firstly, “tracking precision”, which 

shows the ability of the tracker to estimate the exact position of a person; secondly, “tracking 

accuracy”, which shows the ability of the tracker to keep consistent trajectories (Bernardin & 

Stiefelhagen, 2008). These two metrics will be reviewed in the next section, 6.3.2.2. 

6.3.2.2	Clear	metrics	

1. Multiple object tracking precision (MOTP) shows the tracker precision in estimating 

object positions. It is the total error in estimated position for associated ground truth-

hypothesis pairs over all frames divided by the total number of matches found. 

;=<7 =
∑ H!$$,!
∑ *!!

 (6.5) 

2. Multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) shows how many false negatives, false 

positives and mismatch errors the tracker made.  
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;=<M = 1 −
∑ (F!4! IJ!4FF)!)

∑ K%!
 (6.6) 

Where G% is the number of misses (false negative),	KL% is the number of false 

positives, GGH% is the number of mismatches and O4 is the number of ground truths 

present at frame t (Bernardin and Stiefelhagen, 2008). 

6.3.3	MOTChallenge	Benchmark	

Ambiguity in annotations and numerous evaluation protocols make direct comparison 

between different tracking methods difficult. Milan et al. (2013) investigated the influence of 

different annotations and evaluation software using publicly available data sets, and they 

found that these aspects significantly affect the result of quantitative metrics. Therefore, a 

unified benchmark for multiple object tracking is needed. The MOTChallenge benchmark was 

developed to address this issue (Leal-Taixé et al., 2015; Milan et al., 2016). 

MOTChallenge is a platform for evaluating multiple object tracking methods. It consists of 

publicly available data sets and evaluation methods. It is also a crowdsourcing platform which 

allows people to submit new data (annotations), tracking methods and evaluation 

methodologies (Leal-Taixé et al., 2015). 

6.3.3.1	Evaluation	metrics	

Two widely used evaluation metrics in the literature were applied in the MOTChallenge 

benchmark: Clear MOT (described in section 6.3.2) and the track quality measures proposed 

by Wu and Nevatia (2006). The evaluation scripts for the MOTChallenge benchmark are 

publicly available.8 

Track quality measures 

Track quality measures are used to evaluate the performance of entire trajectories. Usually, 

the ground truth is tracked for a certain period from its entire presence in the scene. Three 

trajectory quantity measures, mostly tracked (MT), partially tracked (PT) and mostly lost (ML), 

are proposed. Firstly, a target is mostly tracked (MT) when it is tracked successfully for at least 

80% of its existence. Secondly, a target is said to be mostly lost (ML) when it is tracked for less 

than 20% of its total length. All other tracks are partially tracked (PT). Note that the identity 

 
8 https://motchallenge.net/devkit  
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switches are irrelevant for trajectory measure calculations. Finally, track fragmentations (FM) 

count how many times a ground truth trajectory is lost by the track (Leal-Taixé et al., 2015). 

 

6.4	Visual	performance	evaluation	

Our algorithm FD_Corner was applied to the ES2002a video frames in the AMI meeting corpus 

described in section 6.2.1. The visual (qualitative) performance evaluation of our track-by-

detection algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2. The qualitative result highlights the good 

performance of the proposed algorithm in different scenarios. As shown in Figure 6.2, Frame 

2332, Frame 3990, Frame 4029 and Frame 8124, the detection result using our algorithm is 

shown in a slow-movement scenario, as all people are sitting around the table, making very 

small motions.  

Figure 6.2 also demonstrates cases where there are varying amounts of motion. For example, 

in Frame 5873, Frame 6456, Frame 7161, Frame 7475, Frame 8047 and Frame 8276, one 

person is standing at the whiteboard while others are sitting. A person starts moving to the 

whiteboard in Frame 6968. Frame 8637 shows a person returning to his seat and another one 

starting to move to the whiteboard. Figure 6.2, Frame 6166, shows an example of detection 

when people are near to each other. 

Our method gives robust results to detect and track people in a meeting room with no prior 

knowledge and whether their motion is slow or fast. However, the full overlap of people blobs 

(i.e., when one person walks past another) remains a challenge for this method. 
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Figure 6.2: Performance result samples across different scenarios, which show good 
detection performance for the proposed approach. 
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6.5	Quantitative	tracking	evaluation	results	using	standard	AMI	metrics	
Test objective and parameters 

The objective of our proposed track-by-detection algorithm was to robustly estimate the 

trajectories of the participants in AMI meeting videos. The method was evaluated using 

ES2002a video sequences described in section 6.2.1. The tasks outlined in section 6.3.1 – 

spatial fitting, configuration and identification – were applied for each video sequence, as 

well as for the overall video sequences using the Tracking Evaluator9 application. Error 

calculations were made using the coverage test described in section 6.3.1.1 (overlap between 

Gt and H hypotheses). The coverage threshold tc was set to 0 in order to accept any overlap 

between Gts and hypothesis Hs (Smith et al., 2005), since our goal was robustness rather than 

locational precision. Our algorithm combined corner points with motion data to detect a 

person. In some cases, only one motion-corner point is detected (e.g., a person’s hand). The 

ratio of the height and width of the bounding rectangle fitting this corner point =1. Therefore, 

the overlap between Gt and H is very small (for example 0.0009) and this should be 

considered as a correct match. In addition, our goal is to find the approximate location of a 

person robustly (i.e., centre of motion). For these reasons, the coverage threshold set to 0 to 

consider any overlap between Gts and hypothesis. Annotation files were in txt format. Each 

line represented one object instance, and it contained seven values. The first number 

indicated the frame number; the second number was the object ID; and the third number 

related to object visibility, being assigned the numbers 0 or 1. The next four numbers 

indicated the position of a person in 2D image coordinates. The position was identified by the 

top left as well as the bottom right of the bounding box. An example of an annotation file is 

shown in Figure 6.3. 

1700 0 1 175 45 226 118 

1700 1 1 100 58 161 113 

 1700 2 1 161 204 236 277 

 1700 3 1 112 209 160 258 

Figure 6.3: An example of the annotation file using the AMI tracking evaluator. 

 
9 http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/research/grants/ami/evaluator.html 
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Configuration 

Results for the four configuration errors i.e. FN (false negative), FP (false positive), MT 

(multiple trackers) and MO (multiple objects) are shown in Figure 6.4. False negative 6:8888 gives 

an estimation of the number of false negatives per ground truth per frame (i.e., undetected 

persons).	678888 indicates the number of false positives per ground truth per frame (i.e. a Tracker 

with no exists ground truth). Seq04 and Seq01 reported the lowest 6:8888 and 678888 rates, with 

678888 = 6:8888	= 0. This shows the robustness of our algorithm in less challenging sequences when 

people sit close to each other, with no overlapping, as in Seq01 as well as when there are 

different motions (i.e., people sitting, standing, moving to the whiteboard), as in Seq04. Seq05 

gave the next lowest rate, with 678888 = 6:8888=0.01. The lowest	6788888 = 6:8888 rates in Seq01 and 

Seq05 show the robustness of our algorithm to find people in sequences with slow motion 

(i.e., people are sitting). The false negative errors can be broken into FNs resulting from failure 

to detect a person (Gt with no hypothesis) and FNs resulting from overlapping error which is 

less than the threshold tc (overlap between Gt, H< tc). In the latter case (i.e., FN (no overlap 

between Gt and H)), every FN error automatically generated an FP error.  

In Seq02, FN errors came from overlapping error (overlap< tc), which resulted in FP errors as 

well. FN errors were higher than FP; this is because this sequence includes frames where there 

is overlapping (overlapping AFD blobs due to people passing each other), close to each other). 

Seq06 reported higher 678888 errors than 6:, as some meeting participants left the meeting 

rooms, and our method does not currently deal with tracker termination cases. Seq03 

performed the worst with 6: = 0.1, which was due to overlapping between two people 

(people walking past each other). 

;<88888 refers to the number of multiple tracker errors per person, per frame (two or more 

trackers are associated with the same ground truth). ;=88888 estimates the number of multiple 

object errors per person per frame (two or more ground truth objects are associated with the 

same tracker). Seq04 was not prone to these types of errors, with	;<88888 = ;=88888 = 0. This is due 

to the fact the touching/people close to each other/overlap events are not presented in this 

sequence. These events usually cause these types of errors. The highest ;<88888, at 0.1, occurred 

in seq03, due to the full overlap between two people, which caused one person’s track to 

jump to another one (resulting in FN and ;<	errors).
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Figure 6.4: Configuration measures: False Negative (6:8888), 6UVWH	7XWY4YZH (67),888888 Multiple 
Tracker (;<)	8888888	and Multiple Object (;=)	8888888 for Seq01(all people are sitting), Seq02 (people 

are sitting and start moving to the whiteboard, involving overlap – passing each other), 
Seq03 (full overlap between two people), Seq04 (people are sitting, while one is moving with 
no overlapping), Seq05 (all people are sitting) and Seq06 (some participants start leaving the 

meeting room, walking near each other when they are leaving). 

Identifications 

Results for identification errors 6><88888, 6>=,888888	<7	88888U[I	=78888 can be found in Figure 6.5. 6><88888 refers 

to the rate of the falsely identified trackers (a Gt is being tracked by a tracker which is a non-

identifying tracker). 6>=88888 estimates the rate of falsely identified objects (a tracker which tracks 

the 346, which is not the 340  that the tracker identifies). In our test sets, there are many causes 

of FIO and FIT errors. The first is when people are close to each other/touching (e.g., one 

person gives a pen to another one). This mode of failure was observed most in seq01, with 

6>=88888 =  6><88888 = 0.04 and seq05, with 6>=	888888= 6><88888 = 0.02. The second is when people are passing 

each other (e.g., one is sitting and the other is passing); examples include Seq02, with 6>=88888	= 

6><88888 = 0.33. In addition, full overlap between people as presented in Seq03 generates FIO and 

FIT errors. Finally, when people leave the meeting room, this causes FIO and FIT errors, as we 

did not consider any tracker termination in our algorithm. For example, Seq06’s 6>=88888 = 6><88888 

errors occur as people near one another; overlapping events are presented in this sequence.  

The tracker purity (<78888) estimates the consistency with which a tracker identifies the particular 

Gt. The object purity (=78888) refers to the consistency with which a Gt is identified by the same 
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tracker. Seq01 and Seq04 reported a <78888 = 	=78888	= 1 result, which indicated that all trackers 

perfectly identified their Gts and that all ground truths were identified by their trackers. Seq05 

reported the second highest <78888 = 	=78888	= 0.98, as two persons sit close to each other, as well 

as touching. 

Seq02 reported the next highest <78888 = 	=78888	= 0.97. Examples of challenges presented in this 

sequence are as follows: people passing each other/close/touch, which increases the 

possibility of confusion between tracks and Gts (i.e., p3 passing p1 and p0, track 1 confused 

with p3 or p0. P3 is tracked by track1, track2 or track3 in the entire sequence). Seq03 reported 

<78888 =	0.95 and the lowest	=78888	= 0.9. As a result of full overlap occurs between two people, p2 

and p3; track 2 confused with p3 and starts tracking p3 (p3 has its own track3 and track2). P2 

is not tracked in frames after overlapping, which leads to decreased OP. The lowest <78888 =

	0.86 was in Seq06, as people are leaving the meeting room and tracker termination is not 

considered in our algorithm. 
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Figure 6.5: The identification measures, Falsely Identified Tracker(6><),8888888	Falsely Identified 
Object(6>=),8888888 Tracker Purity (<7),888888 Object Purity(=78888) for Seq01 (all people are sitting), 

Seq02 (people are sitting, and start moving to the whiteboard, involving overlap – passing 
each other), Seq03 (full overlap between two people), Seq04 (people are sitting, while one is 
moving, with no overlapping), Seq05 (all people are sitting) and Seq06 (some participants 

start leaving the meeting room – walking near each other when they are leaving). 

 

Overall performance 

Results for performance evaluation of the entire sequences are shown in Figure 6.6. It can be 

observed that our algorithm robustly detects and tracks people, with few configuration and 

identification errors. It achieved high tracker and object purity, with scores of 0.979 and 0.98, 

respectively. In addition, we observed low false negative and false positive rates (FN = 0.014, 

FP = 0.018). In terms of spatial fitting, our algorithm reported an F-measure of = 0.29. 

However, we do not consider this to be an important measure, as our goal is to robustly find 

people’s movements in a meeting room. These measures give a good indication of the results 

compared with evaluation results of different tracking algorithms which used the similar 

metrics presented in (Smith et al., 2006). However, identical comparison cannot be performed 

as we have not got the access to the same data set. In addition, from the study in (Smith et 

al., 2006), we can notice that, the lower rate for FP, FN and higher values for TP, OP, F-

measure is considered to be a good result. It is worthwhile to mention that we applied the 

evaluation metrics developed during the AMI meeting project in this section as part of our 
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evaluation results, as we wanted to use the same metrics developed in the AMI meeting 

projects where our data set is developed.   

 

 

Figure 6.6: The results for three standard AMI metrics (F-measure, configuration and 
identification). 

 

6.6	Quantitative	tracking	evaluation	results	using	Clear	MOT	metrics	
Test objective and parameters 

The objective of our proposed people detection and tracking algorithm was to robustly find 

people’s movements in the AMI meeting videos. The scenario involved meetings, using the 

overhead camera. The method was evaluated using the same video sequences that have been 

used in AMI standard metric evaluation (section 6.2.1). Two Clear-MOT metrics, namely the 

multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) and multiple object tracking Precision (MOTP) 

(see section 6.3.2), were applied for each video sequence, as well as for the overall video 

sequences. The evaluation scripts which support Clear-MOT were used.10 The error 

calculation was made using the Euclidian distance between hypothesised (output from the 

method) and labelled person centres on the image coordinate.  

 
10 https://github.com/cheind/py-motmetrics 
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The correspondence threshold T strongly affects the behaviour of MOTA/MOTP measures. 

On one hand, setting T = ∞ indicates that all correspondence between hypotheses and ground 

truths are valid no matter how large the distance is. This in turn affects the accuracy of MOTA 

to measure the correct number of detections. Conversely, setting T approximately near to 

zero, all objects will be considered as missed; therefore, MOTA and MOTP become useless. In 

our experiments, we used T = 59 pixels (an average person’s width in the data set).  

We followed the same data format used in the MOTChallnge benchmark for annotating the 

2D file. Annotation files are comma-separated values. Each line represents one object 

instance, and it contains 10 values. The first number indicates the frame number, while the 

second number is the object ID. The next four numbers identify the position of a person’s 

bounding box in 2D image coordinates. The bounding rectangle is identified by the top left 

corner, width and height. The seventh value is a confidence score which acts as a flag, where 

0 indicates that an object should be ignored in performance evaluation, while 1 makes the 

object instance active. The last three numbers are the 3D person position in real-world 

coordinates. For 2D tracking, these values are ignored and set to -1 (Leal-Taixé et al., 2015). 

In our annotation files, a person’s position was identified by the centres of his/her bounding 

boxes in 2D image coordinates. In this case, the top left corner was replaced with the centre 

point of a person; width and height were ignored and set to -1. An example of the annotation 

file is shown in Figure 6.7: 

1700,0,200.5,81.5,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1 

1700,1,130.5,85.5,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1 

 1700,2,198.5,240.5,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1 

 1700,3,136.0,233.5,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1 

Figure 6.7: An example of the annotation file using the MOTChallnge benchmark evaluation 
framework. 

 

Clear-MOT metrics (multiple object tracking accuracy MOTA and multiple object tracking 
precision MOTP) 

Results for the MOTA and MOTP are shown in Figure 6.8 and Table 6.2. The multiple object 

tracking accuracy (MOTA) shows how many errors the tracker made in terms of false 
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negatives, false positives and mismatches. The best-performing sequences in terms of 

tracking accuracy were Seq01, Seq04 and Seq05, at 100%, 100% and 97.70% accuracy, 

respectively. The Seq01 and Seq05 accuracy show the robustness of our algorithm to detect 

and track meeting participants when they are sitting (i.e., making very small motions), as it is 

relatively difficult to detect a person when he/she is sitting (Bernardin et al., 2006). Seq05’s 

FP and FN rates were the second best. FP and FN errors can be attributed to track confusion 

with another person (i.e., touching event/people close). The accuracy achieved in Seq04 

demonstrated the strength of our method to detect and track people with different motions 

(i.e., slow (people sitting) or fast (moving in the meeting room) motion).  

The next highest accuracy score was reported in Seq02, at 96.70 accuracy, which illustrated 

how well our method performed in some tracking challenge events, such as people being 

close to each other, touching, passing each other (partial overlap) and when their motion is 

different (sitting, moving, standing). 

 Seq03 and Seq06 reported the least tracking accuracy, at 80% and 77.40%, respectively. The 

biggest challenge for the tracking method (i.e., full overlap between two people) occurred in 

Seq03, which caused high FN rates, at 0.1 compared with other sequences. Tracking accuracy 

decreased in Seq06 due to the high FP rates (0.16), as people started leaving, and our method 

did not consider any track termination. In addition, mismatch error was reported as a track 

of one person was lost and incorrectly reinitialised with a different identity. 

The multiple object tracking precision (MOTP) is the total error in estimated position for 

associated ground truth-hypothesis over all frames, divided by the total number of matches 

found. In terms of precision, the least precision error was in Seq04 and Seq03, at 15 pixels. 

This shows the precision of our algorithm in scenarios where there are different motions of 

people with less overlapping. Meanwhile, Seq02 and Seq06 reported the highest localisation 

error, at 20 and 22 pixels, respectively, which can be attributed to people being close to each 

other, which leads to overlapping challenges (partial overlap: “one is sitting and other is 

moving”; or full overlap: “people walk close to each other”). However, the fixed threshold of 

40 cm (59 pixels) determines which persons are considered to be missed by the tracker (FN), 

and this prevents the MOTP from rising too high. 
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The MOTA as well as the MOTP were calculated for the entire sequences, as shown in Table 

6.2. Our algorithm achieved a high accuracy score, at 89.2%, with low false negative and false 

positive rates, at 0.051 and 0.056, respectively. In addition, a good MOTP error was reported, 

at 18 pixels. This demonstrates that our algorithm robustly estimates the trajectories of the 

meeting participants in the AMI video data from the overhead camera. 

 

Figure 6.8: The results for Clear-MOT metrics (MOTA/MOTP): the blue bars represent the 
MOTA in percentages, and the red dots represent the MOTP in pixels. 
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Table 6.2: Results for the Clear-MOT evaluation measurement. 

 Clear-MOT Key 
challenges 

Sequence # MOTP FN FP Mismatches MOTA 

Seq01 17 0 0 0 100% People close to 
each 
other/touching, 
small motion 

Seq02 20 12 12 0 96.70% Overlapping 
(passing each 
other), people 
close to each 
other/touching, 
different 
motions 

Seq03 15 2 2 0 80% Overlapping 
(walking past 
each other), 
touching 

Seq04 15 0 0 0 100% Different object 
motions 

Seq05 18 33 33 0 97.70% Small motion, 
People close to 
each 
other/touching 

Seq06 22 16 42 1 77.40% Different 
motions, 
overlapping, 
people close to 
each 
other/touching 

Overall 18 241 267 1 89.2% Different 
motions, 
overlapping, 
people 
touching/people 
close to each 
other  
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6.7	Quantitative	tracking	evaluation	results	using	MOTChallenge’s	metrics	
Test objective and parameters 

The same test objective and parameters as those described in section 6.6 were applied. 

MOTChallenge evaluation metrics (Clear-MOT and track quality measures) 

AS described in section 6.3.3, in the MOTChallenge benchmark, the performance of multiple 

object tracking methods is evaluated using two evaluation metrics: Clear-MOT metrics (the 

results analysis uses Clear-MOT as described in section 6.6) and track quality measures (see 

section 6.3.3.1). Track quality measures evaluate how much of the object’s trajectory is 

recovered by the tracking algorithm. Table 6.3 shows the results for the three track quality 

measures: mostly tracked (MT), partially tracked (PT) and mostly lost (ML). An object is 

considered mostly tracked when it is found for at least 80% of its presence. An object is said 

to be mostly lost when it is tracked for less than 20% of its total length. All other tracks are 

partially tracked (PT). Note that the identity switches are irrelevant for these calculations. As 

shown in Table 6.3, MT = 4 in Seq01, Seq02, Seq04, Seq05 and Seq06, which indicates that all 

four meeting participants were tracked successfully for at least 80% of the relevant life span. 

In Seq03, MT = 3 and PT = 1. This shows that one person was partially tracked as a result of 

overlapping (two people passing each other). The mostly lost trajectory ML = 0 in all 

sequences demonstrates the strength of our algorithm to find relatively all people in a 

meeting room. 
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Table 6.3: Results for track quality measures: mostly tracked (MT), partially tracked (PT), 
and mostly lost (ML). 

Sequence # MT PT ML 

Seq01 4 0 0 

Seq02 4 0 0 

Seq03 3 1 0 

Seq04 4 0 0 

Seq05 4 0 0 

Seq06 4 0 0 

Overall 4 0 0 

 

	

6.8	Comparison	with	baseline	and	top-performing	tracking	methods	

We compare our algorithm, denoted by FD_Corner, with several baseline and state-of-the-

art tracking methods; online multiple instance learning MIL track, Kernelized Correlation 

Filter KCF and discriminative correlation filter with channel and spatial reliability CSR-DCF are 

described in section 3.4.2. We performed quantitative and qualitative evaluations on the 

entire video sequence and on each video sequence with different detection and track 

challenges, as described in section 6.2.1. We reported the evaluation results by means of 

Clear-MOT, with accuracy and precision, described in section 6.6, and the track quality 

measure described in section 6.7. The results of the performance of the MIL, KCF and CSR-

DCF trackers were obtained through their implementation provided by an Open CV library 

which is based on the implementation provided by the authors with same parameter values: 

The MIL tracker (Babenko et al., 2011), CSR-DCF(Lukežič et al., 2018) and KCF tracker 

(Danelljan et al., 2014). The MultiTracker class in open CV API was used. The MultiTracker 

object was initialised by specifying three parameters: choice of specific tracker (e.g., MIL 

tracker), first frame, rectangle (a rectangle was drawn manually around the person to initialise 

the tracker). At the first frame, each tracker was initialised by drawing a rectangle around the 

person, and the tracker was run until the end of a sequence. We have done many experiments 
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related to initialising each tracker with different size of rectangles; then visually, the 

initialisation which gives the best tracking results was applied (e.g., a smaller rectangle which 

covers a person with little background is considered the best). 

6.8.1	Quantitative	evaluation	

Quantitative analysis of the entire video sequence 

Table 6.4 depicts the evaluation results of our developed tracking method FD_Corner and 

three other tracking methods (MIL, KCF, CSR-DCF). In terms of accuracy, among the four 

trackers, our approach, FD_Corner, achieved the best performance for tracking people in a 

meeting video captured by an overhead camera, at 89.2% accuracy (MOTA), with mismatch 

error equal to 1. The second-highest accuracy was reported by CSR-DCF, at 86% accuracy, 

followed by the KCF, at 85.30% accuracy. The lowest tracking accuracy is 61%, reported by 

MIL tracker. This demonstrates the robustness of our tracker to perform tracking-by-

detection. Our tracker detects and tracks people from the overhead camera when their 

appearance changes (e.g., when people are sitting or moving or their heads are out of view 

when they start moving to the whiteboard). Moreover, our tracker can handle scale variations 

(apparent size changes) well when compared with KCF and MIL trackers. These trackers fail 

to track people when they start moving to the whiteboard. In this case, the tracker is lost, and 

stays on the table, recovering when a person comes back to his/her seat.  

CSR-DCF considers only foreground pixels to update (learn) the filter, in addition to Histogram 

of Gradients (HOG) and colour-names as features. This in turn reduces the tracking errors 

compared with KCF and MIL. The MIL tracker uses Haar-like features (Viola & Jones, 2001). 

Haar-like features are rectangular features which capture some characteristics of an image, 

such as edge and line features. These features are not sufficiently robust to describe major 

changes of object appearance (Hua et al., 2017). In terms of precision error, the FD_Corner 

tracker achieves the lowest localisation error, at 18.67, followed by the KCF tracker, at 18.87 

pixels. The KCF reports a good localisation performance, as it used a circulant matrix which 

allows it to consider samples from all locations in filter training (Henriques et al., 2012). 

Overall, the highest accuracy obtained by our tracker shows the effectiveness of the 

developed tracking-by-detection framework. It performs tracking-by-detection with no need 

for the training (learning) step involved in most of the discriminative trackers (e.g., MIL, KCF, 
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CSR-DCF). FD_Corner tracker relies on adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) with 

appearance models (Harris corner features) in every time step to localise the object, with no 

prior knowledge. The updating step for the other discriminative trackers is based on a 

correlation filter, and it may fail to locate the object when there is major change in the object’s 

appearance (e.g., its features are not clear in a cluttered background). Our tracker robustly 

finds and tracks people when there are changes in their appearance, using a combination of 

corner features with motion data (AAFD). 

Table 6.4: Comparison of the baseline and state-of-art trackers with FD_Corner: Clear-
MOT evaluation measurement on the entire video sequence. The numbers in bold represent 
the best, and the italics represent the second best. 

Tracking 
method 

Clear-MOT metrics 

MOTP↓ FN↓ FP↓ Mismatches↓ MOTA↑ 

FD_Corner 18.67 241 267 1 89.2 

MIL 35.69 902 925 7 61.00% 

KCF 18.87 329 357 5 85.30% 

CSR-DCF 22.47 317 340 3 86.00% 

 

Quantitative analysis of each video sequence 

Quantitative comparisons of our tracker with the three other trackers in each video sequence 

are shown in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6, with different track challenges, to demonstrate the 

robustness of each tracker. As shown in table 6.5, all trackers reported high accuracy in Seq01 

and Seq05. In these sequences, meeting participants are sitting, and there is no major change 

in their appearance. Therefore, all discriminative trackers robustly track people. Although 

these sequences are a challenge for our FD_corner tracker, as the motion is small, AAFD with 

corner features helps to robustly find people when their motion is different (sitting, moving, 

standing), as described in section 6.6.  

In Seq02, Seq04 and Seq06, meeting participants are moving in a meeting room (e.g., going 

to the whiteboard, leaving the meeting room). These sequences involve changes in the visual 

size of people (scale variation) as well as appearance-change challenges. Our tracker achieved 
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the best accuracy, at 96.70%, 100% and 77.40% in Seq02, Seq04 and Seq06, respectively, 

compared with other discriminative trackers where the performance decreases with changes 

in the target’s appearance in a cluttered background. The CSR-DCF tracker reported the next-

highest accuracy in these sequences. In Seq03, where full overlap occurs between two 

meeting participants, the MIL tracker and FD_corner tracker reported the highest accuracy, 

at 80%. 

Table 6.6 shows a comparison of results in terms of tracking quality measures. As shown in 

Table 6.6, in Seq02, Seq04 and Seq06, the Mostly track (MT) measure = 4, while the partially 

tracked measure (PT) = 0 and the mostly lost (ML) = 0 for our tracker. This indicates the quality 

of our tracker to track all four meeting participants successfully for at least 80% of its life span 

in a scene with scale variation and appearance-change tracking challenges.  

For the KCF tracker, MT = 2, PT = 2 and ML = 0 in Seq2 and Seq6, which shows that two people 

robustly track for at least 80% of its life span, while the other two people were tracked 

partially (people were tracked between 80% and 20% of their presence). In Seq04, three 

meeting participants were tracked successfully, while one was lost by the KCF tracker (MT = 

3, ML = 1). 

In Seq02 and Seq04, the MIL tracker tracks three people robustly (MT = 3), while one is 

tracked partially (PT = 1). In Seq06, MT = PT = 2. Finally, CSR-DCF robustly tracks all meeting 

participants in Seq04, with MT = 4. In Seq02 and Seq06, MT = 3, PT = 1. 
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Table 6.5: Comparison of the baseline and state-of-the-art trackers with FD_corner: Clear-
MOT evaluation measurement (multiple object tracking precision (MOTP) and multiple 
object tracking accuracy (MOTA) for each video sequence). The numbers in bold represent 
the best, and the italics represent the second-best. 

Sequences 
/ 

 

Clear-MOT 
metrics 

Tracker 

Our (FD_corner) KCF MIL CSR-DCF 

MOT↓ MOTA↑ MOTP↓ MOTA↑ MOTP↓ MOTA↑ MOTP↓ MOTA↑ 

Seq01 17 100.0% 6 100.0% 11 100.0% 11 100.0% 

Seq02 20 96.70% 16 55.20% 25 65.50% 18 72.10% 

Seq03 15 80.00% 20 70.00% 12 80.00% 12 50.00% 

Seq04 15 100.0% 8 49.30% 24 73.90% 17 100.0% 

Seq05 18 97.70% 20 100.0% 27 98.70% 19 97.80% 

Seq06 22 77.40% 25 55.60% 23 44.10% 18 62.10% 

 
Table 6.6: Comparison of the baseline and state-of-the-art trackers with FD_corner: track 
quality measures – mostly tracked (MT), partially tracked (PT) and mostly lost (ML) – for 
each video sequence. The numbers in bold represent the best results. 

Sequences/track 
quality measures 

Tracker 

Our (FD_corner) KCF MIL CSR-DCF 

MT PT ML MT PT ML MT PT ML MT PT ML 

Seq01 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 

Seq02 4 0 0 2 2 0 3 1 0 3 1 0 

Seq03 3 1 0 3 1 0 3 1 0 3 1 0 

Seq04 4 0 0 3 0 1 3 1 0 4 0 0 

Seq05 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 

Seq06 4 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 3 1 0 
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6.8.2	Qualitative	evaluation	

This section presents a qualitative evaluation of our tracking method FD_corner in 

comparison with other tracking methods (i.e., CSR-DCF, MIL AND KCF). Figure 6.9 and Figure 

6.10 show examples of tracking with FD_corner, CSR-DCF, MIL and KCF based on Seq01 

(people are sitting around the table, so there is no significant appearance-change challenge) 

and Seq02 (people start moving in the meeting room; therefore, their appearance and scale 

have changed) experiments. The first example shows the robustness of CSR-DCF, MIL and KCF 

trackers in a sequence where foreground appearance does not change significantly between 

frames. Additionally, our FD_corner tracker exhibits relatively robust performance to track 

people when they are sitting (i.e., making very small motions): see Figure 6.9.  

Figure 6.10 presents visual examples of all four trackers in Seq02, where people are moving 

in the meeting room and their appearance changes significantly. The first example in Figure 

6.10 (F4262) shows tracking at the beginning frame when a person (white rectangle) starts 

moving to the whiteboard. From The tracking bounding boxes of the MIL and KCF trackers 

suffer drifting, as shown in the second example in Figure 6.10 (F4458). Here, the target is 

turning his back to the camera, and his head is partially outside the camera’s view. FD_corner 

and CSR-DCF track the person correctly in this frame.  

The third example, F6927, shows the CSR-DCF tracker getting lost when the person returns to 

his seat (due to foreground colour features being similar to the background).The tracking 

result in frame F6927, F7172 shows that the second person (red rectangle) and the third one 

(green rectangle) are robustly tracked by FD_Corner and CSR_DCF when they are moving to 

the whiteboard and coming back to their seat, while the MIL and KCF trackers fail. The KCF 

tracker for the second person recovers (red rectangle) when he is sitting: see F7172. 

The last two examples, F8616 and F8644, demonstrate the robustness of our tracker 

FD_corner to track all meeting participants. The bounding rectangle of the CSR-DCF, MIL and 

KCF tracker drift for the fourth person (blue rectangle). The tracking results show that 

FD_corner achieves relatively robust performance compared with other trackers in a 

sequence where target appearance changes significantly or is partially out of view. It can be 

observed that the bounding box of the KCF, MIL and CSR-DCF trackers drift, which results in 

tracking failure.  
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Figure 6.9: Qualitative evaluation of our approach, FD_corner, in comparison with three 
baseline and state-of-the-art trackers. Tracking results for two examples from the meeting 

video Seq01 show that all trackers exhibit relatively good performance in a sequence with no 
major appearance changes. 
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Figure 6.10: Qualitative evaluation of our approach, FD_corner, in comparison with three 
baseline and state-of-the-art trackers in Seq02 in terms of appearance change. Our tracker, 
FD_corner, outperforms the CSR-DCF, KCF and MIL trackers in scenarios where people 
start moving in the meeting room and their appearance changes significantly due to partial 

overlap (a person’s head is out of the camera’s view). 

 

6.8.3	Robustness	to	initialisation	

One of the challenges for visual tracking algorithms is robustness to initialisation (i.e., a 

tracker is robust to initialisation when its performance is not affected when the tracker is 

initialised at different starting frames). The initial bounding box for a tracker is sampled 

temporally (at different starting frames) to evaluate the robustness of the tracker (Wu et al., 

2013). To evaluate the initialisation robustness, two experiments were performed. Firstly, 

evaluation was performed using different video sequences, where a tracker was initialised in 

FD_corner F8644 CSR_DCF F8644 

MIL 8644 KCF 8644 
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the first frame of a sequence (therefore, the tracker bounding box is sampled temporally 

different, as the starting frame for each sequence is different), and MOTA accuracy is 

reported, as described in section 6.8.1. Furthermore, a tracker’s robustness to initialisation 

was evaluated by averaging the tracker MOTA accuracy of all sequences. As shown in Table 

6.7, our tracker FD_Corner was the tracker most robust to initialisation, followed by CSR-DCF, 

at 94.36 and 86.40 accuracy. 

The next experiment was performed using Seq02, which presented appearance change and 

visual size variation (scale variation), plus background clutter. A tracker was evaluated by 

initialising at different frames in Seq02 and running to the end of the sequence (i.e., one 

segment). Then, the average multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) of all segments was 

calculated to assess the tracker’s robustness to initialisation: see Table 6.8. 

Overall, in both evaluations, FD_Corner was the tracker most robust to initialisation. This is 

due to the fact that FD_Corner performs tracking by detection using motion features with 

corner features to locate the object in every frame, with no prior knowledge of object 

features. In the discriminative trackers MIL, KCF, CSR-DCF, in the first frame, the 

filter/classifier is initialised by learning with an image patch obtained based on the initial 

position of the object. In some environments (e.g., meeting videos captured from an 

overhead camera), object features are not clear and have a similar colour to the background, 

which leads to inaccurate initialisation. In the next frame, the filtering image is tested with an 

input image to find the object location, and the filter is updated based on the object’s new 

location. This may cause tracker drift when there is major change in the object’s appearance 

in a cluttered background environment, which eventually leads to tracker failure. Finally, we 

note that increasing the size of the bounding box during tracker initialisation leads to a 

performance decrease for all discriminative trackers, as many background pixels are included 

in the initial representation. This indicates that these trackers are more sensitive to 

background clutter. 
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Table 6.7: Comparison of the baseline and state-of-the-art trackers with FD_corner in terms 
of robustness to initialisation. Our tracker FD_corner was the tracker most robust to 
initialisation. 

Sequences / 

MOTA 

Tracker’s MOTA↑ 

FD_corner KCF MIL CSR-DCF 

Seq01 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Seq02 96.70% 55.20% 65.50% 72.10% 

Seq04 100.00% 49.30% 73.90% 100.00% 

Seq05 97.70% 100.00% 98.70% 97.80% 

Seq06 77.40% 55.60% 44.10% 62.10% 

Average  94.36 72.02 76.44 86.40 

 

Table 6.8: Comparison of the baseline and state-of-the-art trackers with FD_corner in terms 
of robustness to initialisation. A tracker was initialised at different frames in sequence 2. The 
FD_corner tracker obtained the best results. 

Segments #/  

MOTA 

Tracker’s MOTA↑ 

FD_corner KCF MIL CSR-DCF 

Segm01 F4150-F8650 96.70% 55.20% 65.50% 72.10% 

Segm02 F5000-F8650 99.30% 58.50% 57.30% 70.10% 

Segm03 F6300-F8650 98.90% 52.60% 65.80% 63.20% 

Average  98.30% 55.43% 62.87% 68.47% 

 

 

6.9	Performance	analysis	of	different	components	in	our	FD_Corner	method	

This section demonstrates the importance of different components for our method. We built 

four algorithms for each component of our approach. The performance of these components 

is reported to show the importance of the component and how it improves the performance 

of our overall method, and thereby to reach a conclusion regarding the wider usefulness of 
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each component. Clear-MOT, described in section 6.6, and track quality measure, described 

in section 6.7, were applied to the AMI meeting video to evaluate the performance of each 

component of our approach. 

6.9.1	Overview	of	different	algorithms		

Our method developed for people tracking as described in section 5.6 combines our motion-

based detection algorithm adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) technique with a 

feature-based detection algorithm using Shi-Tomasi Corner detection. To demonstrate the 

effectiveness of our method, we built one algorithm for each component of our approach. 

The details of each algorithm are described below: 

• P1: adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) 

• P2: Shi-Tomasi Corner detection is added to P1 

• P3: a score function is added to P2 

• P4: adding motion percentage calculation is added to P3.  

6.9.1.1	P1:	adaptive	accumulated	frame	differencing	(AAFD)	

Adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) is the baseline algorithm. People detection 

and tracking are performed based on object motion. The object motion is segmented 

adaptively based on an analysis of object shape features. A large temporal window size is used 

to accumulate frame differencing data for slow-moving objects, while fast-moving objects are 

segmented using a small temporal window. The AAFD algorithm robustly finds the people in 

a meeting video sequence given no need of background model, whether their motion is fast 

or slow; see section 5.4. 

6.9.1.2	P2:	Shi-Tomasi	corner	detection	(appearance	model)	is	added	to	P1	

A feature-based detection algorithm using Shi-Tomasi corner detection is added to the 

motion model (AAFD). AAFD is applied to find the region of movement. Appearance modelling 

(Shi-Tomasi corner detection) is performed to reduce blob merging/splitting phenomena 

caused by the motion model; see section 5.6.1.2.2. 
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6.9.1.3	P3:	a	score	function	is	added	to	P2	

To detect motion corners (corners on foreground objects) and in order to avoid erroneous 

detection, a score function is added to corner features. The scoring function is implemented 

to assign a score value for each corner point based on its corner value and its motion data 

(accumulated frame differencing AFD data); see 5.6.1.2.3. 

6.9.1.4	P4:	adding	motion	percentage	based	on	P3.		

Lossy compression artefacts are amplified during AFD image calculation; this noise appears 

as white blocks in the difference image. This noise affects the region of movement extraction; 

therefore, a motion percentage calculation is implemented. The motion percentage is 

calculated by dividing the number of non-zero pixels by the total number of pixels. It is applied 

to control the region of movement extraction, which in turn reduces the probability of wrong 

detection of the region of movement; see 5.6.1.1.1. 

6.9.2	Performance	analysis	of	different	algorithms		

The performance of these algorithms in the entire video sequences, as described in section 

6.2.1 is evaluated using the multiple object tracking metrics Clear-MOT and track quality 

measure. Results for Clear-MOT are shown Figure 6.11. Table 6.9 shows the results for the 

three track quality measures: mostly tracked (MT), partially tracked (PT), and mostly lost 

(ML).  

The performance of different algorithms, in terms of MOTA, which is a good indicator of the 

overall performance, is shown in Figure 6.11. The better performance of algorithm P2 

compared to algorithm P1 shows the effectiveness of using a combination of feature-based 

algorithm (Shi-Tomasi Corner features) with motion models (AAFD). Furthermore, adding Shi-

Tomasi corner detection helps to reduce blob merging/splitting, which enhances the overall 

accuracy. Moreover, the advantage of combining corner features with motion data using a 

score function can be seen by comparing P3 to P2. This shows how the overall performance 

increased from 49.90 to 53.80 when considering only corner features of the foreground object 

and avoiding corner features of the background. Finally, the improvement of P4 compared to 

P3 shows the effect of adding a motion percentage component. This improvement in the 

overall performance demonstrates the importance of motion percentage. We add motion 

percentage to control the region of movement extraction (it is a step between AAFD 
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component P1 and corner with score function P3). Adding this step helps to reduce errors in 

the region of movement extraction, therefore the performance of all other components will 

be improved. The motion percentage approach can be used to find the region of movement 

(motion features) in videos with a lot of noise effects (e.g., noise caused by Lossy compression 

amplified during frame differencing). The performance of algorithm P4 compared with the 

baseline algorithm P1 shows the effectiveness of all components of our method to track 

people in a meeting room. 

The results for track quality measures, which evaluate how much of the object’s trajectory is 

recovered by the tracking algorithm, are shown in Table 6.9. Mostly tracked (MT) and partially 

tracked (PT) measures equalled 2 in algorithms P1 and P2, which indicated that two meeting 

participants were tracked successfully for at least 80% of its life span, while the other two 

people were tracked partially (people were tracked for between 80% and 20% of their 

appearance time). The tracking quality measures of the P3 algorithm compared with P1 and 

P2 demonstrate the effectiveness of the scoring function component (where corner points 

are related to motion data to detect only foreground objects). In algorithm P3, MT = 3 which 

means that three people were tracked correctly for at least 80% of their appearance time, 

and only one person was tracked partially PT = 1. Finally, algorithm P4 with all components 

achieved the best tracking quality measures, where all four meeting participants were tracked 

successfully for at least 80% of their total length (MT = 4, PT = 0). In all algorithms, mostly lost 

trajectory (ML) equalled 0, which shows the strength of all of the different algorithms to find 

relatively all people in a meeting room. 
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Figure 6.11: The performance of different algorithms in terms of MOTA. 

 

Table 6.9: Results for track quality measures of different algorithms: mostly tracked (MT), 
partially tracked (PT) and mostly lost (ML). 
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The performance of the different algorithms using Seq01 and Seq02, which presents different 

tracking challenges, is shown in Figure 6.12 and we conclude the following remarks: 

• In terms of accuracy, the performance of the algorithm P1 gives a good accuracy in 

Seq01 and Seq02, which demonstrates that the AAFD can robustly track people in 

sequences with different motions. The highest accuracy reported in Seq01 shows that 

the AAFD works well in a sequence with less overlapping compared with Seq02 (the 

overlap of people blobs due to people passing each other was a challenge 

encountered in this sequence). For example, this component can be used in different 

image processing applications to find regions of movement when the speed of 

movement may vary significantly.  

• The better performance of algorithm P3 compared to P2 in Seq02 shows the 

usefulness of combining motion data with corner features through using a score 

function. This combination can be used as a feature detector in circumstances when 

clear object features are not available.  

• The error of region of movement extraction due to a compression artefact which is 

increased significantly during AFD calculation is reduced using motion percentage. 

This is shown by the performance improvement from 71.30% in P3 algorithm to 

96.70% in P4 algorithm, in Seq02. The motion percentage step can be used to 

counteract noise caused by lossy compression when the frame differing technique is 

applied.  
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Figure 6.12: The performance of different algorithms in terms of MOTA using Seq01 and 
Seq02. 
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 Chapter	7:	Attribute-based	evaluation	of	generic	visual	
object	tracking	data	sets	

 	

7.1	Introduction	

Evaluating a tracking algorithm itself is a challenge. Many factors can affect the performance 

of a visual tracking algorithm (e.g., scale variation, camera motion, background clutter and 

occlusion). In the recent visual object tracking benchmark, online tracking benchmark (OTB) 

(Wu et al., 2013, 2015) sequences are annotated with different visual attributes such as 

illumination variation, occlusion, camera motion and size change. This describes the tracking 

challenges a tracker will face, and it allows better performance analysis of the weaknesses 

and strengths of a tracker based on these attributes.   

Chapter 9 discussed the testing analysis of our FD_tracker in a meeting context. This chapter 

presents the performance evaluation of our tracker FD_corner in several non-meeting 

(general) video sequences collected from OTB, which presented challenges such as scale 

variation, occlusion and background clutter. In addition, we compare our tracker with the top-

performing tracker in relation to background clutter, illumination variation, deformation, 

scale variation and occlusion attributes.  

 

7.2	Online	tracking	bench	mark	(OTB)	

7.2.1	Overview	

The online tracking benchmark OTB is one of the most popular data sets used in the literature. 

The video sequences in the online tracking benchmark OTB (Wu et al., 2013) are annotated 

via different attributes (e.g., illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), 

deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), out of view (OV) background clutter 

(BC) and low resolution (LR): see Table 7.1). Testing sequences in which specific challenges 

dominate allow detailed analysis of tracking performance in response to these challenges. 

Tracking results are presented using success and precision plots. The success plot shows the 

percentage of the frames showing overlap between predicted and ground truth rectangles 
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greater than the threshold values which range from 0 to 1. The areas under these plots are 

used to rank the tracker. The precision plot shows the frame ratio where the distance 

between estimated object location and the ground truth is within a given threshold. The 

precision score for threshold = 20 pixels is chosen to rank the tracker in the OTB (Wu et al., 

2013). 

Table 7.1: List of attributes used by the online tracking benchmark to annotate video 
sequences (Wu et al., 2013). 

Attribute Description 

Illumination Variation (IV) the illumination in the target region is significantly 
changed. 

Scale Variation (SV) the ratio of the bounding boxes of the first frame 
and the current frame is out of the range	[1/%&	, %&], 

 %& > 1(%& = 2). 

Occlusion (OCC) the target is partially or fully occluded 

Deformation (DEF) non-rigid object deformation 

Motion Blur (MB) the target region is blurred due to the motion of the 
target or camera 

Fast Motion (FM) the motion of the ground truth from frame to frame 
is larger than tm pixels (tm = 20) 

Out of View (OV) some portion of the target leaves the view 

Background Clutters (BC) the background near the target has a similar colour 
or texture to the target 

Low Resolution (LR) the number of pixels inside the ground-truth 
bounding box is less than tr (tr = 400). 

	

7.2.2	Experimental	results	with	sequence	attributes	

Test objective and parameters  

We performed our attribute-based evaluation on six selected indoor/outdoor video 

sequences from the OTB captured using a static camera or a moving camera with a steady 

change in the background scene. This constraint is due to the fact that our FD_corner tracker 
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is based on the accumulated frame differencing technique, which works only for static 

environments. We did not attempt, nor do we claim usefulness for, sequences in which the 

camera moves. All video sequences and ground truths are publicly available on the online 

tracking benchmark website11 (Wu et al., 2013). The video sequences are annotated via 

different tracking attributes (i.e., scale variations (SV), deformation (DEF), fast motion (FM), 

out-of-plane rotation (OPR), background clutter (BC), illumination variation (IV), occlusion 

(OCC), in-plane rotation (IPR), low resolution (LR), see table 7.2 for more information. 

Table 7.2: Example of online tracking benchmark video sequences. 

Sequence Total number of frames Attributes 

1. Crossing 95 SV, DEF, FM, OPR, BC 

2. Crowds 322 IV, DEF, BC 

3.Human5 688 SV, OCC, DEF 

4.RedTeam 1893 SV, OCC, IPR, OPR, LR 

5.Walking 387 SV, OCC, DEF 

6.Walking2 475 SV, OCC, LR 

 

We constructed subset sequences with different dominant attributes to evaluate the 

performance based on these challenging attributes. Five experiments were performed on 

subsets with background clutter (BC), deformation (DEF), illumination variation (IV), scale 

variation (SV) and occlusion (OCC), which are dominant attributes by which to evaluate the 

performance of the tracker for each challenging factor.  

Our FD_Corner tracker was compared with the top-performing tracker for BC, DEF, IV, SV and 

occlusion attributes. In terms of precision plot, according to the online tracking benchmark 

(Wu et al., 2013), one of the top-performing trackers for DEF, IV, SV and OCC attributes was 

 
11 http://cvlab.hanyang.ac.kr/tracker_benchmark/datasets.html 
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tracking-learning-detection (TLD); see section 3.4.2. Our tracker is also compared with the 

KCF tracker based on colour features which achieved the best-performing tracker on BC, DEF, 

IV and OCC attributes based on OTB data set, as described in section 3.4.2. 

Experimental results and discussion  

The performance is evaluated using precision plots which show the frame ratio; i.e., the 

distance between the estimated object location and the ground truth within a given 

threshold. To summarise these plots, we considered precision (the frame ratio of corrected 

matches) at threshold = 20 to rank the tracker.  

Figure 7.1 shows the precision plot of different attributes over a range of thresholds. Our 

FD_corner tracker scored the best on the three attributes background clutter, deformation 

and illumination variation, at 0.78, 0.65 and 0.99 for precision, outperforming by 18%, 12% 

and 73% the second-best TLD tracker. The robustness of FD_Corner to background clutter, 

deformation and illumination variation tracking challenges is explained by our use of motion 

features which robustly detect objects even when their appearance features are not clear or 

change significantly. Performance degradation of the TLD can be related to the sampling of 

negative samples when the target has a similar appearance to the background. The 

performance is also decreased when the sequence contains objects similar to the target. 

The experiments on sequences with scale variation and occlusion show that the TLD performs 

the best, followed by FD_Corner. This can be attributed to the TLD re-detection module. The 

current version of our tracker may not perform robustly in the case of occlusion. The 

FD_Corner can robustly track people when their appearance changes (e.g., scale variation), 

as discussed in section 6.8. However, the FD_Corner reports a precision of 0.53 in the subset 

with scale variation – this is largely due to the fact that most of the videos used in the scale 

variation attribute test also have occlusion challenges. 
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Figure 7.1: The precision plot for sequences with the attributes background clutter, 
deformation, illumination variation, scale variation and occlusion. Our FD_Corner tracker 

performed favourably for background clutter, deformation and illumination variation. 

 

Summary	and	Conclusion	

Section III (b) presented and discussed in depth the testing analysis of our FD_corner method 

developed for tracking meeting participants from an overhead camera. Firstly, we extracted 

a subset of the AMI meeting videos (i.e., the video recorded from the overhead camera).The 

meeting video was divided into sequences based on detection and tracking challenges such 

as touching, size variation and occlusion. The performance evaluation was reported for each 

sequence and for the entire video sequence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

work relating to people tracking in meeting contexts to have used AMI meeting video 

captured using overhead cameras. The video was annotated using our annotated application 

developed in Java 8.  
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Secondly, we developed a novel tracking-by-detection approach, in order to track meeting 

participants based on adaptive frame differencing and motion corner features. We then 

developed an analysis plan to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The analysis plan 

divides the performance evaluation into three sections: in meeting context using multiple 

object tracking metrics, components-based evaluation and per-attribute analysis using the 

general data set online tracking benchmark (OTB). 

In a meeting context, firstly, we tested our method by applying the multiple object tracking 

metrics developed in the AMI meeting project. The quantitative evaluation methodology 

procedure is divided into a coverage test, configurations and identification. A set of evaluation 

measurements was calculated for each stage. Our method can robustly detect and track 

people in a meeting room with few configuration errors (e.g., low false positive and negative 

rates) and identification errors (e.g., low falsely identified object (FIO) error, falsely identified 

tracker (FIT) error and high tracker and object purity rates). 

Secondly, the performance evaluation was performed using a Clear-MOT evaluation, which 

is one of the evaluation tools widely accepted by the tracking community and originally 

developed to evaluate the tracking methods developed in the CHIL meeting project. The 

Clear-MOT consists of two quantitative measurements: MOTA (multiple object tracking 

accuracy) and MOTP (multiple object tracking precision). Experimental results for the entire 

video sequence and for each of the video sequences reported high-accuracy MOTA and good 

precision error, MOTP. This demonstrates that our algorithm robustly estimates the 

trajectories of the meeting participants in the AMI video data from the overhead camera. 

Finally, we applied the widely used evaluation metrics in the literature for multiple object 

tracking, namely Clear-MOT (used in the CHIL meeting project) and tracking quality measures 

used in MOTChallange benchmark. The tracking quality measures how much of the object’s 

trajectory is recovered by the tracking algorithm. All of the four meeting participants were 

tracked successfully for at least 80% of their presence (mostly tracked MT = 4), and no track 

of any person was considered lost (mostly lost trajectory ML = 0), as all people were tracked 

for more than 20% of their life span. 
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Furthermore, comprehensive experimental evaluation was performed to compare FD_Corner 

with the baseline trackers MIL, KCF, and the state-of-the-art (CSR-DCF) tracker was 

performed. Quantitative and qualitative experiments were carried out for comparison. 

Results for quantitative evaluation based on the entire video sequence shows that FD_Corner 

reported the highest accuracy at 89.2%. Performance evaluation was also performed for each 

video sequence with different detection and tracking challenges; for example, in Seq02, 

Seq04 and Seq 06 (meeting participants are moving in a meeting room) with scale variation 

and appearance change track challenges, FD_Corner achieved the best accuracy (96.70%, 

100% and 77.40%, respectively), followed by the CSR-DCF, at 72.10%, 100% and 62.10% 

accuracy. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for 

performing tracking-by-detection in an environment when object features are not clear or 

when their appearance changes. FD_Corner relies on adaptive accumulated frame 

differencing with the appearance model (“Harris corner features”) in every frame to localise 

people in the meeting room, with no prior knowledge. In comparison, discriminative trackers 

may fail to locate objects with major appearance changes, and may therefore update the filter 

with inaccurate object features, which leads to tracker drift. Furthermore, experimental 

results to assess tracker robustness to initialisation show that the FD_corner tracker was the 

tracker most robust to initialisation compared with the CSR-DCF, MIL and KCF trackers. 

We developed a novel track-by-detection algorithm to track people in a meeting room from 

the overhead camera. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, components-based 

evaluation was applied. Four different algorithms of different components were tested: P1: 

adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD); P2: Shi-Tomasi corner detection 

(appearance model) was added to P1; P3: score function was added to P2; and P4: adding 

motion percentage based on P3. Algorithm P4 with all the proposed components achieved 

the best accuracy. This demonstrates the effect of our FD_Corner method for people 

detection and tracking in a meeting room. 

According to the quantitative analysis of the different algorithms in Seq01 and Seq02, which 

present different challenges (e.g., small motion, different motion and overlap due to people 

passing each other), the AAFD algorithm reported good accuracy in both sequences, which 

demonstrates the usefulness of adding the AAFD approach to other tracking algorithms to 

find varied movements. In addition to the usefulness of a combination of the frame 
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differencing data with corner features which was demonstrated by increasing the 

performance of P3 compared with P2 which therefore concludes the advantage of using this 

combination as feature descriptor in any computer vison application. Finally, using motion 

percentage improves the performance of the P4 algorithm, which demonstrates the 

advantages of this step to control region of movement extraction in circumstances where the 

frame differencing data is noisy (due to compression artefacts). 

Per-attribute analysis was performed using the online tracking benchmark (OTB), which 

allows analysis of a tracker’s performance based on different tracking challenges: background 

clutter (BC), deformation (DEF), illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV) and occlusion 

(OCC). We compared the results to one of the top-performing trackers on DEF, IV, SV and OCC 

attributes; i.e., the TLD tracker. In addition, we compared FD_corner with the KCF tracker 

which achieved the best performance for BC, DEF, IV and OCC attributes based on the OTB 

data set. The FD_corner tracker reported the best performance for the three attributes: 

background clutter, deformation and illumination variation, at 0.78, 0.65 and 0.99 precision 

compared with the top-performing tracker, TLD. This can be attributed to our use of motion 

features, which are relatively robust at detecting objects in a cluttered background. The TLD 

reported the highest precision, at 0.74 and 0.69 on the scale variation and occlusion 

attributed. FD_ corner ranked the second tracker with 0.53 and 0.52 precision.  
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 Chapter	8:	Conclusion	and	future	work	
 

8.1	Conclusion	

This thesis describes the development and evaluation of a vision-based method of object 

detection and tracking using an overhead camera. The motivation for this thesis was to 

continue the advancement of technologies in the field of object detection and tracking 

through finding reliable object features that allow robust tracking of objects in an 

environment when their features are not clear or may change significantly (e.g., cluttered 

backgrounds, objects with different sizes and speeds).  

The motion-based detection methods offer one of the most robust approaches to detect 

moving objects, especially in an environment when object features are not clear. Therefore, 

traditional motion-based detection algorithms were explored. The main challenges were that 

moving objects differ in their size and speed, and prior knowledge of the scene's background 

was often difficult to achieve in a real-word environment; therefore, we developed a novel 

adaptive motion-based technique, namely adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD). 

The AAFD detects objects with no need of background image using adaptive temporal window 

size where a large temporal window size is used to find slow-moving objects and a small 

temporal window size is used to detect fast-moving objects based on analysis of the shape 

features of an extracted blob based on movement.  

Quantitative and qualitative evaluations were performed on the AMI meeting video 

sequences. The AAFD robustly detects people, whether their motion is partially static (e.g., 

sitting) or significant (e.g., moving to the white board), with no need for background image; 

it was shown to outperform the MOG, where slow-moving objects are incorporated into the 

background model, which results in a high rate of false negative errors. The AAFD achieved 

0.73 F-measure accuracy compared with MOG at 0.48. However, the AAFD segments moving 

objects (e.g., heads and hands), which results in blob splitting. Hence, a feature-based option 

was considered.  

A track-by-detection approach was implemented to track people in an environment where 

strong object features are not available. In this, we combined our adaptive accumulated 
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frame differencing (AAFD) with a feature-based detection algorithm using shi-Tomasi corner 

detection. This approach allows robust blunder recovery, since each video frame is 

considered separately by the AAFD, which in turn reduces tracking drifts. Most of the 

discriminative trackers suffer from tracker drifting in the case of severe interferences (e.g., 

cluttered backgrounds). Firstly, the region of movements for each person is extracted 

adaptively using AAFD. Secondly, corner features are introduced as a different form of 

evidence (feature-based rather than motion-based) in order to robustly track people. Then, 

the score for each corner based on its accumulated frame differencing data is calculated, and 

finally, the corners with high scores are returned and the minimum area rectangle fitting them 

is found. 

We presented and discussed testing analysis of our method in a meeting context using 

multiple object tracking metrics (i.e., the MOT metric developed by the AMI meeting project, 

Clear-MOT and tracking quality measures) and per-attribute analysis using a general (non-

meeting) data set; i.e., the online tracking benchmark (OTB). Quantitative and qualitative 

results of our FD corner tracker compared with a number of state-of-the-art algorithms show 

that our tracker exhibits promising robustness when tracking meeting participants from the 

overhead camera when there is no prior background model available. Furthermore, 

quantitative results on the general-purpose data sets indicate that our tracker performs 

better than state-of-the-art trackers under three specific challenges: background clutter, 

deformation and illumination variation. 

The quality of background image plays an important role for accurate extraction of 

foreground objects. We developed a robust background model using the high-level 

knowledge derived from our track-by-detection algorithm (FD_Corner tracker), which is 

capable of addressing the key issues in background modelling methods (i.e., bootstrapping 

and intermittent object motion). This was achieved by improving the traditional running 

average filter using object information derived from our FD_tracker as an analysis step, then 

feeding this back to a per-pixel model. Experimental results reveal that our method works 

well and outperforms state-of-the art background subtraction methods such as GMM and 

running averages in a scene with bootstrapping and intermittent object motion background 

modelling challenges. 
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8.2	Primary	contributions	

The primary contributions of the thesis are summarised as follows: 

1- The development of a motion detection method, namely adaptive accumulated frame 

differencing (AAFD), with no need for any knowledge of the scene (e.g., the 

background model). The AAFD detects people robustly, whether their motion is 

partially static (e.g., sitting) or significant (e.g., moving to the whiteboard), with no 

need for a background model. An early revision of this work was published at the Irish 

Machine Vision and Image Processing Conference (IMVIP) at Maynooth University in 

Ireland in August 2017 (Algethami & Redfern, 2017). 

2- A novel tracking-by-detection algorithm using a combination of our developed motion 

detection algorithm (AAFD) and Shi-Tomasi corner detection. This tracker is capable 

of tracking objects when their features are not clear. This work was published and 

presented at the Computer Graphics & Visual Computing (CGVC) conference at 

Swansea University in the UK in September 2018 (Algethami & Redfern, 2018). More 

detailed analysis and testing was published at Journal of Imaging in April 2020 

(Algethami & Redfern, 2020). 

 	

8.3	Future	work	

While adaptive accumulated frame differencing (AAFD) detects people adaptively using 

different temporal window sizes (detecting objects with large motion as well as those with 

small motion), future work should focus on more accurate determination of temporal window 

sizes. This can be addressed by using different small window sizes (e.g., W = 10, W = 20, W = 

25) or large window sizes (W = 125, W = 130, W = 150), then the appropriate window size will 

be chosen to obtain a more accurate segmentation blob and reduce the issue of parameter 

optimisation. 

The current version of our tracker does not perform well in the case of full overlap (i.e., where 

one person walks past another). One promising approach which we have partially explored is 

to use the vector dot product of (i) a person’s normalised tracked velocity and (ii) the 

normalised velocity indicated by optical flow for intersected corner points. This allows us to 
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reject extracted corner points if the direction of movement suggested by optical flow 

disagrees with the known direction of movement of the person over a number of previous 

frames. Our initial investigations show promising results of using dot products to address full 

overlapping. Furthermore, Kalman filtering can be used when blob overlapping is detected to 

address the overlapping challenge. 

We have investigated an action recognition method as early work during this thesis using 

personal cameras; see appendix A.2. There are many challenges in personal camera frames: 

• A person going to the white board enters the view of the personal camera of another 

person. 

• As people may be sitting close to each other, part of the body of a person may be 

included in the personal camera view of their neighbour. 

These frames need to be discarded by the action recognition method to increase the accuracy. 

Another potential direction of future work is that: 

• The result of the tracker developed in this thesis can be used to construct the context 

information about the scene (i.e., the number, location and movements of 

participants) as a timeline. This timeline can be used for example, in an action 

recognition application to control information obtained from personal cameras (i.e., 

discarding frames when someone is moving behind the owner of a personal camera), 

in addition to exploiting this high-level information to generate a meeting browser.  

• Our investigations suggest that considering shape cues for action recognition shows 

promise. As shown in figure 8.1, it can be seen that note-taking action for right and for 

left-handed people and sitting down actions produce different triangle shapes. An 

analysis and implementation of using shape features for action recognition could be 

further investigated. 

 

The motion model, which relates the location of the object across all frames in a sequence, 

and the appearance model, which evaluates the presence of the object at a specific location, 

are the most important components for any tracking algorithm. While motion modelling may 

be useful for tracking, most tracking methods omit this component. Good estimation of object 

location can reduce the search region for the tracker and improve tracking robustness (Wu et 
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al., 2015). Our FD_Corner approach could be employed as a robust motion model component 

in order to improve traditional feature-based (appearance) algorithms by assisting their 

blunder recovery. 

The combination of AAFD with corner features presented in this thesis may also be used as 

features to train a traditional classification method such as Support Vector Machine (SVM).  

The combination of motion data with corner features may also become a primary target for 

machine learning applications into the future. Generally, a feature descriptor for video 

analysis can be categorised into handcrafted feature descriptors and deep learning 

descriptors. The handcrafted descriptors extract the features based on the manually designed 

algorithms, while the deep learning descriptor learns features automatically from a video.  

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks have achieved great success in the fields of object 

detection in computer vision. CNN is essentially used to obtain spatial features from the static 

image. A single frame-based CNN is capable of extracting spatial information from the video 

sequence, which is very important to extract the appearance features. However, motion 

information is not considered (Uddin & Lee, 2019). Furthermore, a two-stream CNN 

architecture is proposed by Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) which combines spatial- and 

optical-based motion information. However, this architecture uses optical flow, which does 

not perform adequately when objects are moving slowly. The combination of deep spatial 

features using CNN and handcrafted spatiotemporal features implemented in this thesis (a 

combination of motion data with corner features) could be applied for object detection. This 

could be achieved by concatenating both the CNN output and the handcrafted features, then 

feeding this into a classifier (i.e., SVM). 
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Figure 8.1: Visualisation of person blobs for different actions. 
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Figure B.1: Examples of background images generated using our improved running average algorithm
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Figure B.2: Foreground segmentation results using the background model generated by our 
modified running average algorithm. 
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Figure B.3: Comparison examples from the second scenario: presence of foreground objects with minor motion. From left to the right are the 

original images, updated background and foreground segmentations. Our method robustly updates the background, as slow-moving foreground 
objects were not added to the background compared with other methods. 
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